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FROM GARRY’S DESK  

"The most difficult thing is the decision to act, the 
rest is merely tenacity." -Amelia Earhart 
 

This has been an interesting month from many perspectives.  The reveal-

ing of the not-so secretive bank regulatory penalty in Canada serves as a 

wake-up call relative to ensuring all businesses are treated equally.  The 

Ontario Auditor General’s report detailing the paving contract fiasco begs 

for a Charbonneau type inquiry in Canada.  Also, Kevin O’Leary’s open 

letter the to the Premier of Ontario detailing unimaginable abuses of the 

public purse raise serious questions. 

We continue to witness massive regulatory penalties in the United States 

whilst in Canada we are either next to perfect, have a weak regulator, or 

we are just being Canadian.  Financial crime, inclusive of money launder-

ing, cyber-crime, fraud and corruption continues unabated and yet we 

seem to be oblivious to the societal impact and overall loss of tax reve-

nue. 

North America needs to recognize that bearer bonds, beneficial owner-

ship and gatekeepers are all vehicles that are embraced by the criminal 

element, inclusive of terrorist organizations.  It is time we took financial 

crime seriously and implemented the necessary controls to finally demon-

strate measurable positive results. 

All of us need to hold our political masters to a standard and no longer 

accept mediocrity and public purse abuses.  We also need to ensure they 

not only enact legislation and regulations but demand that gaps in our 

systems be dealt with in a timely and effective manner. 
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Feature Articles 

MICHELE EDWARDS: DATA ANALYSIS UNDERLIES 

NEW DOJ GUIDANCE 

By Michele Edwards | Tuesday, February 28, 2017  

The Justice Department's “Evaluation of Corporate 
Compliance Programs” outlines 11 topics and 119 ques-
tions that the Fraud Section commonly considers when 
evaluating corporate compliance programs in the wake of 
criminal misconduct. 
Data lies at the core of the recent guidance. As the DOJ 
makes clear, compliance and legal professionals are ex-
pected to leverage data, metrics, and other objective evi-
dence to demonstrate a compliance program is working 
effectively.   

Data analysis extends far beyond the basics. Training pro-
gram completion rates and code of conduct confirmation 
statistics are no longer sufficient. Companies need to use 
meaningful data to assess and remediate corporate com-
pliance programs, as well as to prove program effective-
ness.  

Here are examples of some compelling metrics to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of a compliance program 
specific to criminal investigations of alleged FCPA viola-
tions and related anti-bribery and anti-corruption pro-
grams. 

Look at the number of transactions or deals that were 
stopped, modified or more closely examined as a result of 
compliance concerns. For example, how many payment 
transactions were more closely examined by Compliance 
or Legal for bribery and corruption concerns? How many 
new business deals were cancelled as a result of rejecting 
a prospective customer’s request for consideration be-
cause it demonstrated characteristics of a bribe? 

Examine the number of requests for resources by Compli-
ance and Control functions that have been denied. 

How many audits did Internal Audit perform in an area 
related to misconduct? For example, how many payments 
did Internal Audit flag because they demonstrated char-
acteristics of bribery and corruption?  How many new in-
ternal controls were implemented in response to Internal 
Audit findings surrounding bribery and corruption? 

Examine the number of red flags identified as a result of 
due diligence on third parties.  

How many third parties were suspended, terminated or 
audited for compliance issues? For example, how many 
vendor relationships were terminated as a result of brib-
ery and corruption concerns?   

Look at the number of third parties an acquisition target 
re-evaluated under the acquirer’s standards/policies. For 
example, how many consultants, distributors, or joint 
venture partners did the acquirer re-perform third-party 
due diligence on if the target’s third-party anti-corruption 
due diligence procedures were deemed ineffective? 

How many audits were conducted on acquired business 
units? The new guidance also makes clear that data ana-
lytics and metrics are a critical part of the execution of a 
corporate compliance program, including in areas such 
as: 

 Analysis and remediation of underlying misconduct. A 
root cause analysis of identified misconduct is ex-
pected.  It is often the case that data analyses can be de-
veloped to identify situations in which the root causes ei-
ther would have prevented or detected the misconduct, 
and would be expected as part of the remediation pro-
cesses. Establishing and testing the effectiveness of those 
analyses requires multi-disciplinary skill sets. 

 Risk assessment and continuous improvement, periodic 
testing and review. The DOJ guidance makes it clear that 
companies must collect data and metrics to help detect 
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potential misconduct as part of the information gathering 
and data analysis stage of risk assessments. In addition, 
monitoring, internal control testing and auditing should 
collect and analyze compliance data in order to property 
monitor and audit for red flags. Tailored data analytical 
procedures must be applied in order to root out potential 
misconduct. 

The DOJ has provided a roadmap, though not a checklist 
or “silver bullet,” on its anticipated evaluation of the ef-
fectiveness of corporate compliance programs. Data can 
prove extremely effective in helping compliance and legal 
professionals to successfully make their case for the ef-
fectiveness of these programs and meet increasing levels 
of regulatory scrutiny.  

____ 

Michele Edwards is a Managing Director with StoneTurn 
in Chicago. Michele has more than 20 years of combined 
experience in fraud and compliance risk management and 
financial statement auditing. She specializes in assessing 
and implementing antifraud and compliance programs, 
risk assessments, fraud and compliance training, fraud 
detection and forensic investigations. 

- See more at: http://www.fcpa-
blog.com/blog/2017/2/28/michele-edwards-data-analysis-
underlies-new-doj-guidance.html#sthash.6rL20vQP.dpuf 
 

THE FUTURE OF FCPA ENFORCEMENT: A DISCUS-

SION WITH PHILIP UROFSKY  

By Julie DiMauro | Wednesday, February 8, 2017 at 

8:22AM  

Just as the 2016 FCPA enforce-

ment year left us plenty of topics to discuss, the 

new year brings many uncertainties, and the direc-

tion of the law’s enforcement is a matter of some 

debate.  

Last week, I spoke with Shearman & Sterling partner 

Philip Urofsky, a former federal prosecutor respon-

sible for investigating, prosecuting, and arguing the 

appeals in cases involving violations of the Foreign 

Corrupt Practices Act. 

Urofsky leads the Shearman & Sterling team that 

produced the 2017 FCPA Digest, an annual compen-

dium of annual FCPA reviews of the prior year’s en-

forcement actions and related issues. 

We started our conversation looking at the new 

head of the Securities and Exchange Commission 

(SEC), Jay Clayton, a Wall Street lawyer. 

"Clayton co-authored a report on the FCPA in 2011 

that gives us some clues as to his thoughts on FCPA 

enforcement -- at least his thoughts at the time. 

And he certainly believed the FCPA to be an overly 

burdensome law that put covered businesses at a 

disadvantage to those not subject to it," Urofsky 

said. 

Whether his views will be tempered as the head of 

the SEC, and possibly influenced by his closest asso-

ciates there -- such as the deputy of enforcement, 

etc. -- are open questions. 

Urofsky noted how Andrew Weissmann's proactive 

FCPA stance at the Department of Justice surprised 

some because he had formerly served at the busi-

ness-friendly Chamber of Commerce. 

Anything is possible. 

http://stoneturn.com/our_team/michele-edwards/
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/michele-edwards-data-analysis-underlies-new-doj-guidance.html#sthash.6rL20vQP.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/michele-edwards-data-analysis-underlies-new-doj-guidance.html#sthash.6rL20vQP.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/michele-edwards-data-analysis-underlies-new-doj-guidance.html#sthash.6rL20vQP.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/8/the-future-of-fcpa-enforcement-a-discussion-with-philip-urof.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/8/the-future-of-fcpa-enforcement-a-discussion-with-philip-urof.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/author/jdimauro
http://www.shearman.com/en/people/u/urofsky-philip?section=experience
http://www.shearman.com/en/newsinsights/publications/2017/01/fcpa-digest-2017
http://www2.nycbar.org/pdf/report/uploads/FCPAImpactonInternationalBusinessTransactions.pdf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/1/10/is-jay-clayton-another-andrew-weissmann-lets-hope-so.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/1/10/is-jay-clayton-another-andrew-weissmann-lets-hope-so.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/author/jdimauro
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Still, it's obvious looking at the last couple of 

months of 2016 and first weeks of 2017 that regula-

tors -- even the Serious Fraud Office in the UK -- 

were rushing to get some cases (like the one against 

Rolls-Royce) through before January 20. 

"The proactive posture of the securities regulator in 

terms of the number of enforcement actions and a 

couple of huge dollar-value sanctions in the past 

year might not be replicated in 2017," Urofsky said. 

I see a more balanced approach with regard to en-

forcement generally coming from the SEC and DOJ 

this year," he continued. "The Broken Windows Ap-

proach of going after the lower-hanging fruit might 

not be top of mind." 

The FCPA's direct effect on investors is often mini-

mal, Urofsky said, unlike accounting fraud and in-

sider trading, and he sees the SEC possibly prioritiz-

ing violations that cause more direct harm to inves-

tors' assets. 

In written answers made public on January 26, Sen-

ator Jeff Sessions of Alabama told members of the 

Senate Judiciary Committee that if he's confirmed 

as U.S. attorney general, he will enforce the Foreign 

Corrupt Practices Act. He had been critical of the 

law in the past as a burden to global firms. 

It is to what degree Sen. Sessions is committed that 

remains an open question. 

"Regardless of who heads up the SEC or the Justice 

Department, a firm should never do any less due dil-

igence than scrupulous due diligence," Urofsky said. 

"You cannot afford to be complacent -- other coun-

tries are still enforcing their own foreign bribery leg-

islation. And it's unlikely either agency will say that 

small bribes are just fine -- or that you can calibrate 

your compliance program to only permit small 

bribes." 

"There are still over-arching, guiding principles of 

corruption law that must be attended to, and brib-

ery showcases fault lines in a business's procedures 

to identify and control for risk," Urofsky said. 

*     *     * 

To help compliance professionals prevent bribery 

and promptly detect its occurrence, Urofsky offered 

several recommendations to consider: 

 No matter how good your controls are, will-

ful violations can penetrate them. People 

can fairly easily doctor the system; keep this 

In mind before thinking that is where all of 

your problems lie. Your controls could be 

from where none or only a few of them 

stem. 

 Regulatory technology tools can help to 

spot financial spikes and dips in accounts 

that merit closer attention, making the right 

ones for your firm's risk profile a worthy in-

vestment. 

 Compliance teams can sometimes get 

bogged down in the routine (but FCPA-re-

lated) paperwork and filings that go with 

such things as gifts and entertainment, but 

http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/1/17/doj-charges-rolls-royce-with-fcpa-conspiracy.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/1/27/jeff-sessions-ill-enforce-the-fcpa.html
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miss many of the other ways bribes can be 

paid, such as through a chain of intermedi-

aries about which you know nothing. 

 Make sure intermediaries are hired under 

the strictest of conditions and that the at-

tention paid to them remains, as effective 

compliance means endless skepticism of 

those working on behalf of the business in 

any capacity. 

 Don't act like FCPA compliance is just for the 

compliance department. It is not; it is a cor-

porate-wide pursuit of using technology, 

monitoring persons, auditing financials and 

training personnel to speak up when some-

thing looks suspicious. 

____ 

Julie DiMauro is a regulatory intelligence expert in 

the Enterprise Risk division of Thomson Reuters Reg-

ulatory Intelligence (TRRI). Follow Julie on Twitter 

@Julie_DiMauro and email her at julie.di-

mauro@thomsonreuters.com.  

- See more at: http://www.fcpa-
blog.com/blog/2017/2/8/the-future-of-fcpa-en-
forcement-a-discussion-with-philip-
urof.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_me-
dium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fcpa-
blog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.RZkrx
WBa.dpuf 
 

 
 

MARTIN KENNEY: ‘SNOW WASHING’ ASSETS IS A 

BLACK MARK ON CANADA  

By Martin Kenney | Wednesday, February 22, 2017 at 

8:28AM  

As a Canadian practicing law and operat-

ing out of the British Virgin Islands (BVI), any mention of 

Mossack Fonseca and Canada in the same breath is guar-

anteed to capture my attention. 

My law firm seeks to recover assets stolen by interna-

tional fraud and grand corruption. As such, a recent joint 

exposé by the CBC, Radio Canada, and the Toronto Star 

caught my attention. When the Panama Papers scandal 

broke in April 2016, much of the world’s focus turned to 

the BVI. The actions of the Mossack Fonseca (BVI) offices 

based here generated much of the criticism heaped on 

this small Caribbean Territory. Indeed, the criticism of off-

shore companies, trusts and bank accounts reached a 

hitherto unseen crescendo. 

The world’s press descended on the picturesque island of 

Tortola, or used stock photographs and footage of the is-

land to fan the flames of outrage towards all things off-

shore. The golden thread running through most of the 

media attacks against offshore financial centres was an 

ideological one: that “the 1%” make too much money 

and use offshore company structures to conceal it. 

I lost count of how many TV, radio and print interviews I 

conducted in an effort to respond to the onslaught. Like 

most Canadians, I aspire to hold to a sense of fairness. 

When we see the small guy being bullied, or the innocent 

pilloried and criticised way beyond what can be justified, 

https://twitter.com/Julie_DiMauro
mailto:julie.dimauro@thomsonreuters.com
mailto:julie.dimauro@thomsonreuters.com
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/22/martin-kenney-snow-washing-assets-is-a-black-mark-on-canada.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/22/martin-kenney-snow-washing-assets-is-a-black-mark-on-canada.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/author/mkenney
http://www.cbc.ca/news/investigates/panama-papers-canada-tax-haven-1.3950552
http://www.cbc.ca/news/investigates/panama-papers-canada-tax-haven-1.3950552
https://panamapapers.icij.org/
https://nickryancomms.coveragebook.com/b/17f1030b
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/author/mkenney
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we react. So it was that I sought to respond to the witch-

hunt that arose out of the Panama Papers. 

I acknowledge that the offshore industry in the BVI is not 

perfect. But neither are the offshore financial centers in 

Cayman, Scotland, Canada and most notably in the U.S. -- 

where Delaware is effectively the most “secretive” of all 

offshore company platforms. As the self-appointed 

"World Police Force," it is disappointing that America crit-

icises all the other offshore providers, yet effectively ig-

nores its own. Especially when experience shows that 

Delaware and Nevada are among the very worst offend-

ers in hiding company ownership information. This prac-

tice of secrecy helps money launderers to ply their trade 

of concealing the identities of the true owners of wealth. 

As for the word “secretive,” why is it synonymous with 

offshore companies? There have been many misconcep-

tions portrayed by the world’s media on this subject. 

Some of these have been based on poor research, im-

pressionistic writings composed hurriedly to meet dead-

lines, and an attempt to spice-up a story. Nobody (as best 

as I can remember) included in any of my Panama Papers 

interviews the fact that the BVI has signed numerous 

agreements with governments around the world. These 

ensure that any requests concerning suspected tax eva-

sion or other criminal activities will see the appropriate 

information imparted. 

However, the developing story that Canada was consid-

ered by Mossack Fonseca tax advisors to be an excellent 

place to hide assets comes as no surprise. 

Falsely portraying that wealth derives from a benign and 

"clean" source by "placing" its ownership into the name 

of a company domiciled in Canada will provide no succor 

to law enforcement agencies tasked with frustrating tax 

evasion and money laundering. Toronto tax lawyer Jona-

than Garbutt aptly describes the process of making a 

company appear Canadian (by placing wealth of doubtful 

origin into a vehicle that is purpose built to cleanse it) as 

“Snow Washing.” He explains that this procedure makes 

the company appear to be as pure as the “….driven snow 

in the Great White North.” 

It’s the same as using a Scottish offshore limited partner-

ship. Canada and the UK ostensibly strictly regulate finan-

cial services. However, surprisingly they all but "rubber-

stamp" the formation of a locally-incorporated business 

entity and its assets as being legitimate. In so doing, they 

lend immediate credibility to an asset-holding structure 

by the fact of associating it with a benign jurisdiction of 

incorporation. 

It is abhorrent that a Mossack Fonseca director suggested 

in emails that directors of some Canadian companies lied 

to the Canada Revenue Agency. This is organized tax eva-

sion at its most base. The author of these emails and any-

one who acted upon this advice should be prosecuted. 

Also, if it is true that Mossack Fonseca employees "manu-

factured" email chains and documents to mislead tax au-

thorities, then this is an apparent criminal conspiracy and 

should be investigated. This is a classic example of how 

legitimate and honest directors of Canadian companies 

and those elsewhere end up being cast in the same bad 

light as those who are dishonest. 

It is unsurprising that Transparency International’s foren-

sic accountant Peter Dent states that he often hits brick 

walls in his Canadian paper chases. Those of us who work 

in and around the offshore world will appreciate that in 

order to get hold of the Holy Grail of fraud investigation -- 

http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-delaware-bullock-specialreport-idUSKCN10Z1OH
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genuine Ultimate Beneficial Ownership (UBO) identifica-

tion documents -- you need to produce some evidence of 

apparent wrongdoing on the part of a target company. It 

may not be much, but it needs to be sufficient to sway a 

magistrate to sign the requisite disclosure order or war-

rant. But having successfully gained access to a Canadian 

company’s records, in many instances you will be faced 

with a total lack of UBO identifiers. 

Canadians should be concerned that our good name is 

being used to add credibility to companies and individu-

als potentially seeking to commit tax crimes and to wash 

the proceeds of global fraud and corruption. 

Anti-money laundering (AML) regulations need to be ex-

tended to incorporators of all companies in Canada. And 

those companies need to know their customer. This 

would greatly help to bring Canada up to the Financial 

Action Task Force’s (FATF) global standard of combating 

money laundering. It is ironic that the incorporators of 

BVI and Cayman companies have been required to ad-

here to this high standard of AML compliance for several 

years now -- in the light of sustained criticism that is di-

rected to smaller jurisdictions -- while big, dumb and 

happy onshore jurisdictions are left alone. 

People in the business of forming companies in Canada 

need to understand that there is a genuine need for them 

to have access to UBO identification material, not only to 

frustrate tax evasion, fraudsters and other criminals using 

money laundering to conceal the origin of their ill-gotten 

gains, but also to frustrate terrorist extremists who use 

the anonymity associated with under-regulated compa-

nies to fund their murderous activities. 

Policing the financial services sector, wherever that may 

be in the world, is an onerous task for law enforcement. 

The system of regulation is only as good as the weakest 

link in the chain. Canada must ensure that it puts a stop 

to "snow washing." Otherwise, our country stands as one 

of the weakest links. 

____ 

Martin Kenney is Managing Partner of Martin Kenney & 

Co., Solicitors, a specialist investigative and asset recov-

ery practice based in the BVI and focused on multi-juris-

dictional fraud and grand corruption cases www.mar-

tinkenney.com |@MKSolicitors. 

- See more at: http://www.fcpa-
blog.com/blog/2017/2/22/martin-kenney-snow-washing-
assets-is-a-black-mark-on-can-
ada.html#sthash.v9f3iuoQ.dpuf 

UPCOMING 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

 

October 16TH & 17TH, Boston at Hyatt.  Totally re-

vamped format. (http://www.financialcrimecon-

ference.com/) 

Although the schedule is still being finalized I can 

indicate we will have sessions on Terrorist Financ-

ing, Law Enforcement panel, Beneficial Ownership, 

NY DFS Rule 504, a Press Panel, FinTech Update, 

Cybercrime and Cyber-security, A view from Con-

gress, Audit, Sanctions, Lone Wolves, Corruption, 

Organized Retail Crime and Compliance Careers. 

Canadian Institute AML Conference and Financial 

Crime May 9th and 10th Hyatt Regency Toronto, sup-

ported by ACFCS 

`Stay-tuned for ACFS’s Executive round-table for 

chief compliance officers and executive in 2017. 

http://www.fatf-gafi.org/
http://www.fatf-gafi.org/
http://www.martinkenney.com/
http://www.martinkenney.com/
http://www.twitter.com/MKSolicitors
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/22/martin-kenney-snow-washing-assets-is-a-black-mark-on-canada.html#sthash.v9f3iuoQ.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/22/martin-kenney-snow-washing-assets-is-a-black-mark-on-canada.html#sthash.v9f3iuoQ.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/22/martin-kenney-snow-washing-assets-is-a-black-mark-on-canada.html#sthash.v9f3iuoQ.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/22/martin-kenney-snow-washing-assets-is-a-black-mark-on-canada.html#sthash.v9f3iuoQ.dpuf
http://www.financialcrimeconference.com/
http://www.financialcrimeconference.com/
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Stay tuned for ACFCS’ speaker series with published 

investigative journalists in 2017 

Soon to be announced Cybint (cyber-crime training) 

with Roy Zur, a program under BARBRI and ACFCS 

Stay tuned for announcement of ACFCS Chapter 

formations, including Canada.  We will be an-

nouncing 3 chapters by 15th March and another 

two late March or 1st of April. 

Stay tuned for the announcement of our ACFCS 

Speaker Faculty enabling organizations to contract 

webinars and workshops with subject matter ex-

perts. 

 

 

and other World Regulatory Updates:  

Statement from the Director of the Financial Trans-

actions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FIN-

TRAC) 

As Canada's financial intelligence unit, FINTRAC ensures 
that businesses subject to the Proceeds of Crime (Money 
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act comply with their 
obligations under the Act and its regulations. The Centre 
also analyzes information and discloses financial intelli-
gence to law enforcement agencies to assist their investi-
gations of money laundering and terrorist activity financ-
ing. 

More than 31,000 banks, casinos and other businesses 
across Canada have obligations under the Act and regula-
tions, including: to develop and implement a compliance 
regime, verify their clients' identity, keep records and re-
port certain transactions to FINTRAC. 

As has been publicly noted, in April 2016, FINTRAC pub-
lished the amount of the penalty ($1.15M) it levied 
against a Canadian bank and the compliance violations 
that led to that penalty. 

In this specific case, I exercised my discretion under sec-
tion 73.22 of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) 

and Terrorist Financing Act in order to bring about im-
proved compliance behaviour as quickly as possible and 
to send a message of deterrence to the 31,000 busi-
nesses subject to the Act. We have found that court pro-
ceedings may take many years with information often 
being sealed and outcomes uncertain. 

In making this decision, I took into consideration the fact 
that the violations were of a technical nature and I em-
phasize that the penalty has nothing to do with money 
laundering or the financing of terrorism. I also took into 
account the measures that the bank took to address its 
client's activities, including: the identification of the cli-
ent's transactions; reporting on previous transactions 
linked to the client's account; and the bank's engage-
ment with Canadian and American law enforcement au-
thorities in relation to the client's activities. 

From the increased reporting that we have seen from 
businesses across the country and the discussions that 
we have had with them following the publication of the 
penalty, we believe our message of deterrence was 
heard very clearly. 

However, in exercising my discretion to withhold the 
name of the bank, I understand that it may not have met 
public expectations in relation to openness and transpar-
ency. 

As such, we are going to look to work with Finance Can-
ada to review the legislation in relation to our penalty 
program. We are also examining our administrative mon-
etary penalty policies to ensure, among other things, that 
they strike an appropriate balance between the need for 
transparency and the requirements of the Proceeds of 
Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act. 

Gérald Cossette  
Director 

BANKING DIVISION TRANSACTION MONITORING 

AND FILTERING PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS AND 

CERTIFICATIONS  

 
This regulation implements these requirements.  
§ 504.2 Definitions.  
The following definitions apply in this Part:  
(a) “Annual Certification” means a certification in the 
form set forth in Attachment A.  
(b) “Bank Regulated Institutions” means all banks, trust 
companies, private bankers, savings banks, and savings 
and loan associations chartered pursuant to the New 
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York Banking Law (the “Banking Law”) and all branches 
and agencies of foreign banking corporations licensed 
pursuant to the Banking Law to conduct banking opera-
tions in New York.  
(c) “Certifying Senior Officer” means the institution’s 
chief compliance officer or their functional equivalent.  
(d) “Nonbank Regulated Institutions” shall mean all check 
cashers and money transmitters licensed pursuant to the 
Banking Law.  
(e) “Regulated Institutions” means all Bank Regulated In-
stitutions and all Nonbank Regulated Institutions.  
(f) “Risk Assessment” means an on-going comprehensive 
risk assessment, including an enterprise wide BSA/AML 
risk assessment, that takes into account the institution’s 
size, businesses, services, products, operations, custom-
ers/ counterparties/ other relations and their locations, 
as well as the geographies and locations of its operations 
and business relations;  
(g) “Suspicious Activity Reporting” means a report re-
quired pursuant to 31 U.S.C. § 5311 et seq that identifies 
suspicious or potentially suspicious or illegal activities.  
(h) “Transaction Monitoring Program” means a program 
that includes the attributes specified in Subdivisions (a), 
(c) and (d) Section 504.3.  
(i) “Watch List Filtering Program” means a program that 
includes the attributes specified in Subdivisions (b), (c) 
and (d) of Section 504.3.  
(k) “Transaction Monitoring and Filtering Program” 
means a Transaction Monitoring Program, and a Watch 
List Filtering Program, collectively.  
§ 504.3 Transaction Monitoring and Filtering Program 
Requirements.  
(a) Each Regulated Institution shall maintain a Transac-
tion Monitoring Program for the purpose of monitoring 
transactions after their execution for potential BSA/AML 
violations and Suspicious Activity Reporting, which sys-
tem may be manual or automated, and which shall, at a 
minimum include the following attributes:  
1. be based on the Risk Assessment of the institution;  

2. reflect all current BSA/AML laws, regulations and 
alerts, as well as any relevant information available from 
the institution’s related programs and initiatives, such as 
"know your customer due diligence", "enhanced cus-
tomer due diligence" or other relevant areas, such as se-
curity, investigations and fraud prevention;  

3. map BSA/AML risks to the institution’s businesses, 
products, services, and customers/counterparties;  

4. utilize BSA/AML detection scenarios that are based on 
the institution’s Risk Assessment with threshold values 
and amounts set to detect potential money laundering or 
other suspicious activities;  

5. include an end-to-end, pre-and post-implementation 
testing of the Transaction Monitoring Program, including 
governance, data mapping, transaction coding, detection 
scenario logic, model validation, data input and Program 
output, as well as periodic testing;  

6. include easily understandable documentation that ar-
ticulates the institution’s current detection scenarios and 
the underlying assumptions, parameters, and thresholds;  

7. include investigative protocols detailing how alerts 
generated by the Transaction Monitoring Program will be 
investigated, the process for deciding which alerts will re-
sult in a filing or other action, who is responsible for mak-
ing such a decision, and how investigative and decision-
making process will be documented; and  

8. be subject to an on-going analysis to assess the contin-
ued relevancy of the detection scenarios, the underlying 
rules, threshold values, parameters, and assumptions.  
 
(b) Each Regulated Institution shall maintain a Watch List 
Filtering Program for the purpose of interdicting transac-
tions, before their execution, that are prohibited by ap-
plicable sanctions, including OFAC and other sanctions 
lists, politically exposed persons lists, and internal watch 
lists, which system may be manual or automated, and 
which shall, at a minimum, include the following attrib-
utes:  
1. be based on the Risk Assessment of the institution;  

2. be based on technology or tools for matching names 
and accounts4, in each case based on the institution’s 
particular risks, transaction and product profiles;  

3. include an end-to-end, pre- and post-implementation 
testing of the Watch List Filtering Program, including data 
mapping, an evaluation of whether the watch lists and 
threshold settings map to the risks of the institution, the 
logic of matching technology or tools, model validation, 
and data input and Watch List Filtering Program output;  

4. utilizes watch lists that reflect current legal or regula-
tory requirements;  

5. be subject to on-going analysis to assess the logic and 
performance of the technology or tools for matching 
names and accounts, as well as the watch lists and the 
threshold settings to see if they continue to map to the 
risks of the institution; and  

6. include easily understandable documentation that ar-
ticulates the intent and the design of the Program tools 
or technology.  
 
4 The technology used in this area by some firms is based 
on automated tools that develop matching algorithms, 
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such as those that use various forms of so-called “fuzzy 
logic” and culture-based name conventions to match 
names. This regulation does not mandate the use of any 
particular technology, only that the system or technology 
used must be adequate to capture prohibited transac-
tions.  
(c) Each Transaction Monitoring and Filtering Program 
shall, at a minimum, require the following:  
1. identification of all data sources that contain relevant 
data;  

2. validation of the integrity, accuracy and quality of data 
to ensure that accurate and complete data flows through 
the Transaction Monitoring and Filtering Program;  

3. data extraction and loading processes to ensure a 
complete and accurate transfer of data from its source to 
automated monitoring and filtering systems, if auto-
mated systems are used;  

4. governance and management oversight, including poli-
cies and procedures governing changes to the Transac-
tion Monitoring and Filtering Program to ensure that 
changes are defined, managed, controlled, reported, and 
audited;  

5. vendor selection process if a third party vendor is used 
to acquire, install, implement, or test the Transaction 
Monitoring and Filtering Program or any aspect of it;  

6. funding to design, implement and maintain a Transac-
tion Monitoring and Filtering Program that complies with 
the requirements of this Part;  
 
7. qualified personnel or outside consultant responsible 
for the design, planning, implementation, operation, 
testing, validation, and on-going analysis, of the Transac-
tion Monitoring and Filtering Program, including auto-
mated systems if applicable, as well as case manage-
ment, review and decision making with respect to gener-
ated alerts and potential filings; and  

8. periodic training of all stakeholders with respect to the 
Transaction Monitoring and Filtering Program.  
 
(d) No Regulated Institution may make changes or altera-
tions to the Transaction Monitoring and Filtering Pro-
gram to avoid or minimize filing suspicious activity re-
ports, or because the institution does not have the re-
sources to review the number of alerts generated by a 
Program established pursuant to the requirements of 
this Part, or to otherwise avoid complying with regula-
tory requirements.  
§ 504.4 Annual Certification.  
To ensure compliance with the requirements of this Part, 

each Regulated Institution shall submit to the Depart-
ment by April 15th of each year Certifications duly exe-
cuted by its Certifying Senior Officer in the form set forth 
in Attachment A.  
§ 504.5 Penalties/Enforcement Actions.  
All Regulated Institutions shall be subject to all applicable 
penalties provided for by the Banking Law and the Finan-
cial Services Law for failure to maintain a Transaction 
Monitoring Program, or a Watch List Filtering Program 
complying with the requirements of this Part and for fail-
ure to file the Certifications required under Section 504.4 
hereof. A Certifying Senior Officer who files an incorrect 
or false Annual Certification also may be subject to crimi-
nal penalties for such filing.  
§ 504.6 Effective Date.  

This Part shall be effective immediately. It shall apply to all 

State fiscal years beginning with the Fiscal Year starting on 

April 1, 2017. 

FinCEN Fines Western Union Financial Services, Inc. 

for Past Violations of Anti-Money Laundering Rules 

In Coordinated Action with DOJ and FTC  

January 19, 2017  
Company Agrees to $184 Million Penalty and Remedial 
Actions 

Washington, D.C. – The Financial Crimes Enforcement 
Network (FinCEN) has assessed a $184 million civil money 
penalty today against Western Union Financial Services, 
Inc. (WUFSI). WUFSI consented to FinCEN’s determina-
tion that prior to 2012, WUFSI willfully violated the Bank 
Secrecy Act’s anti-money laundering (AML) requirements 
by failing to implement and maintain an effective, risk-
based AML program and by failing to file timely suspi-
cious activity reports (SARs).  FinCEN’s penalty is in con-
junction with actions by the U.S. Department of Justice 
(DOJ) and the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC).  

“This consent agreement with Western Union reflects 
that company’s recognition of past shortcomings and the 
damage that can be done when there is a failure of a cul-
ture of compliance,” said FinCEN Acting Director Jamal El-
Hindi.  “Money transmitters, large and small, play a criti-
cal role in the movement of legitimate funds around that 
world, and they also are of vital assistance to FinCEN and 
law enforcement in thwarting illicit activity. As such, it is 
imperative that they maintain appropriate safeguards to 
keep illicit actors from abusing their products, and take to 
heart that not all business is good business.” 

https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/enforcement_action/2017-01-19/WUFSI%20Assessment%20of%20Civil%20Money%20Penalty-%201-19%20-%202017.pdf
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/enforcement_action/2017-01-19/WUFSI%20Assessment%20of%20Civil%20Money%20Penalty-%201-19%20-%202017.pdf
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Collectively, WUFSI businesses comprise a network of ap-
proximately 500,000 agent locations in 200 countries and 
territories worldwide.  U.S. AML rules require WUFSI, as a 
money services business, to have an effective AML pro-
gram in place to prevent the company from being used to 
facilitate money laundering and the financing of terror-
ism.  As part of their AML program, WUFSI needed to 
take reasonable steps to guard against the flow of illicit 
funds, including through its relationships with foreign 
agents and outlets.  WUFSI violated this requirement by 
failing to conduct adequate due diligence (such as back-
ground checks and on-site reviews) on a  number of its 
new agents and failing to conduct enhanced due dili-
gence on certain Latin America-based agent locations.  As 
a result of WUFSI’s willful AML violations, certain agent 
locations and outlets that WUFSI suspected were in-
volved in fraud and money laundering were able to con-
tinue to use WUFSI’s money transfer system to facilitate 
their illicit activity.     

WUFSI used master agents along the U.S. southwest bor-
der with Mexico who would contract with subagents to 
deliver funds to recipients in Mexico (this model is known 
as the “Master Agent” model or “Master Payee” 
model).  WUFSI failed to conduct or ensure that its mas-
ter agents conducted onsite reviews of a number of these 
subagents.  Despite its knowledge of the money launder-
ing risks and the use of remittances to send narcotics pro-
ceeds to Mexico, WUFSI failed to collect sufficient infor-
mation on the identity of its Mexican-based suba-
gents.  This prevented WUFSI from monitoring these 
agents to ensure that they were properly identifying the 
person obtaining money in Mexico. 

WUFSI also failed to develop and implement policies and 
procedures that could be reasonably expected to detect 
and cause the reporting of suspicious transactions that 
led to unreasonable delay in filing thousands of 
SARs.  The Bank Secrecy Act requires WUFSI to report 
transactions that it “knows, suspects, or has reason to 
suspect” are suspicious in SARs.  Like other BSA filings, 
SARs play an important role in detecting possible criminal 
activity.  FinCEN and law enforcement use SARs to, 
among other things, investigate money laundering, ter-
rorist financing, and other serious criminal activity.  Be-
fore 2012, in many cases, WUFSI took over 90 days to file 
on activity for which it had facts to constitute the basis 
for filing a SAR.  Additionally, although WUFSI filed thou-
sands of SARs on customers of its agent locations, it 
rarely filed SARs on its agent locations.  WUFSI’s practice 
was not to identify agent locations as “subjects” of SARs 
unless it found the agent location to be complicit.  WUFSI 
typically only found an agent to be complicit if the agent 
was arrested, publicly identified to be implicated in illicit 
transactions, or if WUFSI’s own investigation determined 

that the agent location was complicit.  By not filing these 
SARs in a timely manner, WUFSI unnecessarily delayed 
reporting information that is critical for the U.S. govern-
ment to detect and prevent illicit finance. 

FinCEN’s $184 million civil money penalty is based on 
WUFSI’s AML program failures and violations of its SAR 
filing obligations.  Pursuant to the terms of the settle-
ment agreement, FinCEN will deem its penalty fully satis-
fied by WUFSI’s payment to the DOJ pursuant to the for-
feiture order of $586 million for the victims of 
fraud.  WUFSI has also agreed to a number of remedial 
undertakings including increased scrutiny and periodic 
reporting regarding agent SAR reporting and disclosure of 
corrective actions taken against agents.  FinCEN recog-
nizes and extends its thanks to the many state partners 
for their contributions to our investigation and to the De-
partment of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission 
for their partnership with FinCEN in coordinating this 
matter.  

FINCEN FINES CALIFORNIA BANK $7 MILLION FOR 

IMPEDING COMPLIANCE STAFF 

By Richard L. Cassin | Tuesday, February 28, 2017  

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (Fin-
CEN) Monday fined Merchants Bank of California $7 mil-
lion for impeding compliance staff and threatening to fire 
staffers who wouldn't process suspicious transactions. 
The Carson-based bank allowed billions of dollars to flow 
through the U.S. financial system "without effective mon-
itoring," FinCEN said. 

Merchants Bank didn't give compliance staff "the neces-
sary level of authority, independence, and responsibility" 
to run the anti-money laundering program. For example, 
customers from high-risk jurisdictions weren't flagged or 
subjected to required diligence. 

Many of the bank's unreported suspicious transactions 
were conducted on behalf of money services businesses 
owned or managed by Merchant Bank insiders. The insid-
ers "encouraged staff to process these transactions with-
out question or face potential dismissal or retaliation," 
FinCEN said.. 

Bank insiders also directly interfered with the AML staff’s 
attempts to investigate suspicious activity related to the 
insider-owned accounts, according to FinCEN. 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) also 
assessed a $1 million civil penalty against Merchants 

http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/fincen-fines-california-bank-7-million-for-impeding-complian.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/fincen-fines-california-bank-7-million-for-impeding-complian.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/author/fcpablog
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Bank. The OCC said the bank violated previous consent 
orders and committed new violations. That penalty is be-
ing credited against FinCEN's civil fine. 

Merchants Bank specialized in providing banking services 
for check-cashers and money transmitters. "It provided 
those services without adequately assessing the money 
laundering risks and without designing an effective AML 
program," FinCEN said. 

Merchants gave high-risk customers access to "remote 
deposit capture services" without adequate procedures 
for monitoring their use. Remote deposit services typi-
cally allow customers to deposit money by scanning 
checks and transmitting the scanned images to the bank. 

FinCEN said, 

Merchants’ leadership impeded [AML] analysts and other 
employees from investigating activity on transactions as-
sociated with accounts that were affiliated with Bank ex-
ecutives, and the activity in these accounts went unre-
ported for many years. 

"In a three-month period, Merchants processed a com-
bined $192 million in high-risk wire transfers through 
some of these accounts," FinCEN said. 

FinCEN Acting Director Jamal El-Hindi said Merchants 
Bank was an "institution run by insiders essentially to 
provide banking services to money services businesses 
that the insiders owned." 

___ 

Richard L. Cassin is the publisher and editor of the FCPA 
Blog. 

- See more at: http://www.fcpa-
blog.com/blog/2017/2/28/fincen-fines-california-bank-7-
million-for-impeding-complian.html?utm_source=feed-
burner&utm_medium=feed&utm_cam-
paign=Feed%3A+fcpa-
blog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.YwtJ007j.d
puf 
 

UK HOUSE OF COMMONS PASSES MAGNITSKY 

SANCTIONS BILL  

By Richard L. Cassin | Wednesday, February 22, 2017 at 

8:08AM  

The late Sergei Magnitsky (Image courtesy of 

billbrowder.com)The UK House of Commons Tuesday 

passed legislation that would expand the powers of the 

government and courts to freeze assets of human rights 

violators. 

The vote in the House of Commons was unanimous. 

The bill needs to be adopted by the House of Lords to be-

come law. 

The Magnitsky amendment to the Criminal Finances Bill 

expands the definition of "unlawful conduct" to include 

human rights abuses. It also applies to those who prof-

ited from or materially assisted in the abuses. 

The bill includes protections for whistleblowers. 

The United States adopted the Magnitsky Act in 2012. It 

imposes sanctions on those responsible for the 36-year-

old lawyer's detention, abuse, or death. It also reaches 

those who concealed his mistreatment, or were involved 

in or benefited from the criminal conspiracy he uncov-

ered. 

Estonia passed a Magnitsky law in 2016. 

Sergei Magnitsky died in custody in 2009 after uncover-

ing a $230 million tax fraud against the Russian treasury. 

His evidence implicated a number of government officials 

and mobsters. The Russian government has said Magnit-

sky died of natural causes while in jail. 

Versions of Magnitsky laws are being debated in Canada 

and the EU. 

https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/2017-02/Merchants%20Final%20Press%20Release_2.24.2017.pdf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/fincen-fines-california-bank-7-million-for-impeding-complian.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fcpablog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.YwtJ007j.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/fincen-fines-california-bank-7-million-for-impeding-complian.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fcpablog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.YwtJ007j.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/fincen-fines-california-bank-7-million-for-impeding-complian.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fcpablog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.YwtJ007j.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/fincen-fines-california-bank-7-million-for-impeding-complian.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fcpablog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.YwtJ007j.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/fincen-fines-california-bank-7-million-for-impeding-complian.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fcpablog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.YwtJ007j.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/fincen-fines-california-bank-7-million-for-impeding-complian.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fcpablog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.YwtJ007j.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/fincen-fines-california-bank-7-million-for-impeding-complian.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fcpablog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.YwtJ007j.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/22/uk-house-of-commons-passes-magnitsky-sanctions-bill.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/22/uk-house-of-commons-passes-magnitsky-sanctions-bill.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/author/fcpablog
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/author/fcpablog
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William Browder heads the global Magnitsky Justice 

Campaign. He's the American-born head of London-

based Hermitage Capital Management. Magnitsky was 

Hermitage's lawyer in Russia. 

Browder told the OCCRP: "The new Magnitsky Sanctions 

Legislation is going to cause perceptible fear for klepto-

crats in Russia and other authoritarian regimes. They all 

have expensive properties in London and think they are 

untouchable." 

____ 

Richard L. Cassin is the publisher and editor of the FCPA 

Blog. 

- See more at: http://www.fcpa-
blog.com/blog/2017/2/22/uk-house-of-commons-
passes-magnitsky-sanctions-bill.html#sthash.y2Wo-
MykD.dpuf 

 

 

BMA slaps $1.5m fine on Sun Life 

Raymond Hainey 

Published Feb 27, 2017 at 12:41 pm (Updated Feb 27, 
2017 at 3:11 pm)  
 
Enforcement: Bermuda Monetary Authority has punished 
Sun Life Financial Investments (Bermuda) Ltd for failing to 
comply adequately with anti-money laundering and anti-
terrorism financing regulations 

Bermuda financial watchdogs have slapped a $1.5 million 
fine on financial services firm Sun Life Financial Invest-
ments for failing to comply with anti-money laundering 
and antiterrorist financing laws. 

And the Bermuda Monetary Authority has banned the 
Hamilton-based firm from accepting or looking for any 
new investment business, as well as blocking any re-
demptions or withdrawals from existing accounts and 
policies unless it is vetted by an approved third party. 

In addition, the BMA has halted any new payments into 
existing policies and accounts, while Sun Life Financial In-
vestments will have to prove that is making “significant 
progress” to bring existing files up to the legal standard 
and to complete the work within two years. 

The BMA said: “The authority considered that it was nec-
essary to impose these restrictions to reduce the risk of 
money laundering/terrorist financing and because it was 
in the best interests of the investors.  

“The restrictions will remain in place until the authority is 
satisfied by way of independent verification, the costs of 
which are to be met by the company, that the company is 
fully compliant with its obligations.” 

The breaches were discovered during an on-site review of 
the company’s activities conducted by the BMA last May. 

After that, the statutory process was followed, culminat-
ing in a 28-day appeal period which ended last Friday. 

The decision was not appealed. 

The BMA added that some of the findings represented 
failings of the company to adequately remediate similar 
findings from an on-site review conducted in 2013. 

The BMA report said: “The authority views these 
breaches as serious because of their extent and duration, 
and because they demonstrated systemic weaknesses in 
the company’s internal AML/ATF controls. The Regula-
tions have been in effect since 2009. 

“This case highlights the importance of licensees having 
in place up-to-date AML/ATF policies and procedures 
which are appropriate, effective and fully implemented in 
order to avoid the risk of financial products being used as 
a vehicle for money laundering or terrorist financing. 

https://www.occrp.org/en/daily/6104-uk-house-of-commons-passes-the-magnitsky-asset-freezing-sanctions
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“In determining the appropriate level for these civil pen-
alties, the authority took account of the fact that in De-
cember 2015 the company closed its investment business 
to new sales. 

“The authority also took account of the company’s full 
co-operation during the on-site process. 

“The company has agreed to implement enhanced con-
trols to ensure compliance in the future.” 

Niall O’Hare, president, Sun Life Financial Investments, 
said: “We are aware of the announcement today from 
the Bermuda Monetary Authority regarding the closed in-
vestments business of Sun Life Financial Investments 
(Bermuda) Ltd. This business has been closed to new 
sales since January 1, 2016.” 

“We are working cooperatively with the Bermuda Mone-
tary Authority and have agreed to implement appropriate 
controls to ensure that we are in compliance with both 
the license restrictions and applicable regulations moving 
forward.” 

“We place the highest priority on compliance with all re-
quirements and regulations and on  

http://www.royalgazette.com/international-business/ar-
ticle/20170227/bma-slaps-15m-fine-on-sun-lifemeeting 
our obligations to clients 

 

Manulife revealed as bank fined $1.15M for vio-

lating anti-money laundering reporting rules 

Manulife Bank says violations of anti-money laundering 
regulations were 'administrative lapses' 

By John Nicol, Dave Seglins, Steve Niles, CBC News 
Posted: Feb 27, 2017 12:03 PM ET Last Updated: Feb 27, 
2017 7:45 PM ET  

Manulife Bank is a subsidiary of Manulife Financial, Cana-
da's largest insurance company. It was fined $1.15 million 
last year for not reporting hundreds of transactions it was 
obligated to report under the Proceeds of Crime (Money 
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act. (Jonathan Hay-

ward/Canadian Press)  

The head of Canada's financial crime watchdog agency is 
second-guessing his decision last year to withhold the 
name of a bank — which CBC Investigates has identified 
as Manulife Bank of Canada — fined $1.15 million for not 
reporting hundreds of transactions it was obligated to re-
port under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) 
and Terrorist Financing Act.   

The Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of 
Canada (FINTRAC) received an earful from angry Canadi-
ans upset that it wouldn't share the name of the bank — 
the first in Canada to be penalized under the country's 
expanded money laundering rules, which were amended 
in 2002 to include terrorist financing. 

Gérald Cossette, director of the Financial Transactions 
and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada, says he under-
stands the bank's punishment 'may not have met public 
expectations in relation to openness and transparency.' 
(FINTRAC) 

"In exercising my discretion to withhold the name of the 
bank, I understand that it may not have met public expec-
tations in relation to openness and transparency," FIN-
TRAC director Gérald Cossette told CBC News in a written 
statement last week. 

He's now promising a review of FINTRAC's penalty poli-
cies. 

CBC News sources confirmed the case involves Manulife 
Bank and its failure to report 1,174 international elec-
tronic money transfers, 45 cash transactions involving at 
least $10,000 each, as well as one suspicious transaction. 

Manulife Bank is a wholly owned subsidiary of Manu-
life Financial Corporation, a $47-billion insurance and fi-
nancial services company. The bank doesn't have physi-
cal branches and sells its products primarily through fi-
nancial advisors. 

Manulife Financial issued a brief written statement Mon-
day afternoon calling the infractions "administrative 
lapses." 

"Although we operate at the highest ethical standard, we 
are capable of administrative errors," wrote Manulife me-
dia spokesperson Sean Pasternak. 

"They were remedied in the first half of 2014. There is no 
evidence to suggest that the administrative reporting vio-
lations were connected to any financial misconduct. 
Manulife did not enable or facilitate money laundering." 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/cbc-news-online-news-staff-list-1.1294364
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/P-24.501/
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/P-24.501/
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/3475686-Manulife-Statement-on-FINTRAC-FINAL.html
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Secrecy deal? 

FINTRAC was first alerted to the problems after auditing 
the bank's records in 2014 and determining it failed to re-
port a suspicious transaction in 2012 involving Andrew 
Strempler, who'd run into serious — and high-profile — 
legal troubles in the U.S. 

Originally from Winnipeg, Strempler made headlines that 
year when he was arrested and imprisoned in the U.S. for 
running a mail-order pharmacy, contrary to U.S. laws pro-
tecting patented drugs. 

During the audit, FINTRAC discovered a wide range of 
other violations at Manulife Bank, including its failure to 
report 1,174 international wire transfers of $10,000 or 
more involving other clients, as well as a general lack of 
anti-money-laundering safeguards and policies. 

Manulife Financial CEO Donald Guloien says the viola-
tions the company's banking arm was fined for were a 
matter of misinterpreting the regulations and not trying 
to skirt them. 'There’s no suggestion whatsoever of any 
financial misconduct,' he said Monday. (Aaron Vincent 
Elkaim/Canadian Press) 

Manulife Financial CEO Donald Guloien said Monday that 
the failure to report the transactions resulted from the 
bank interpreting the rules on what type of transactions 
have to be reported differently from what the regulator 
intended. 

'We took an interpretation [of the regulations] that was 
clearly wrong … or certainly not the one that FIN-
TRAC wanted us to hold.'- Donald Guloien, Manulife Fi-
nancial CEO 

"We took an interpretation that was clearly wrong … or 
certainly not the one that FINTRAC wanted us to hold, 
and it was repeated a number of times, which led to this 
large number [violations], but again these are strictly ad-
ministrative errors. There's no suggestion whatsoever of 
any financial misconduct," he said when asked about the 
violations while attending an event at the Canadian Club 
in Toronto. 

Cossette told CBC News in a written statement he first 
agreed to keep the bank's name secret because he be-
lieved simply announcing the fine would serve as a deter-
rent to other banks. He also said he approved the secrecy 
in part because of the bank's co-operation with police in 
the Strempler case. 

Despite promising a policy review, Cossette and FINTRAC 
still refuse to identify the bank publicly because of "legal 
constraints." The agency said it "cannot comment" when 
CBC News asked whether it had signed a secrecy agree-
ment in exchange for Manulife settling the $1.15-million 
fine without contesting or appealing it. 

Cossette declined CBC's request for an on-air interview 
but did answer questions by email. 

'Mickey Mouse' watchdog 

Several financial crimes investigators and experts told 
CBC News that FINTRAC's secrecy and poor enforcement 
record are giving Canada a reputation as an international 
laggard. 

"I'm in the United States, and they are saying, 'What kind 
of Mickey Mouse system do you have? We name our 
large institutions!'" said Garry Clement, a retired 30-year 
RCMP veteran who now specializes as a financial crimes 
investigator, trainer and policy adviser. 

Anti-money-laundering expert Garry Clement, a former 
RCMP officer, says a $1.15-million fine isn't enough to 
punish a major bank, especially if its name is protected. 
(CBC) 

"I think they [FINTRAC] made a fatal mistake in my own 
view." 

Clement said the secrecy afforded Manulife Bank is espe-
cially unusual given that FINTRAC routinely names 
smaller businesses caught breaking the rules. 

"What does that say about our regulator? Like whose 
pocket are they in? They need to be objective and make 
sure we treat everybody the same and every business the 
same," he said. 

Clement says a $1.15-million fine isn't substantial enough 
to injure a major bank, especially if its name is protected. 

'The Americans actually take a view that financial crime is 
a serious issue. They are not scared to put people into 
jail.'- Bill Majcher, former Mountie who advises banks in 
Hong Kong 

Bill Majcher, who spent 22 years with the RCMP and now 
heads a Hong Kong-based firm that advises investment 
banks on risk and protection against money laundering, 
bribery and corruption, says Canada is a "poor, poor, poor 

http://www.cbc.ca/1.3162191
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country cousin in the global fight on financial crime and 
money laundering." 

He called Canadian regulators — at FINTRAC and the De-
partment of Justice — bureaucrats who lack policing or 
enforcement expertise. 

According to FINTRAC's website, Cossette was a career 
public servant who began as a diplomat and served in 
Foreign Affairs, the Privy Council Office and the Treasury 
Board. It lists no experience in enforcement or any work 
in the financial industries. 

"The Americans actually take a view that financial crime 
is a serious issue," said Majcher. "They are not scared to 
put people into jail." 

Majcher says U.S. bank regulators frequently issue orders 
and levy huge fines and always publicly name institutions 
caught breaking the law — including Canadian firms: 

 In November 2015, the U.S. Federal Reserve and 
New York State Department of State publicly 
sanctioned Bank of Nova Scotia and ordered it 
to clean up its internal anti-money-laundering 
controls. 

 In September 2013, U.S. authorities fined TD 
Bank $37.5 million for failing to report suspi-
cious transactions tied to a Ponzi scheme, even 
though the bank's internal systems had flagged 
the transactions. 

 In April 2013, Chicago-based BMO subsidiary, 
BMO Harris Bank, was publicly sanctioned and 
ordered to beef up its anti-money-laundering 
controls. 

Lack of progress 

A September 2016 report from the Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF), a 37-member inter-governmental body in-
cluding Canada, the U.S. and most major financial centres 
in Europe and Asia, was highly critical of Canada's efforts 
to fight money laundering. 

Canada amended its money laundering legislation in the 
wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks in the U.S. to include 
terrorist financing. The overhaul included the expansion 
of the reporting obligations of banks and other financial 
entities and greater powers for FINTRAC to collect infor-
mation and to share it with other government agencies. 

But while FATF noted the improvements made in the past 
decade, it concluded that Canadian police lack expertise 

and resources to conduct complex financial investigations 
and that there are gaping holes in the country's anti-
money-laundering regime. 

FATF's findings echoed those of a 2013 Canadian Senate 
committee report entitled, "Follow the Money: Is Canada 
making progress in combating money laundering and ter-
rorist financing? Not really." 

That report called for stronger leadership, supervision 
and expertise for police and regulators. 

Send tips on this and other stories 
to john.nicol@cbc.ca and dave.seglins@cbc.ca 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/business/fintrac-fine-name-se-
cret-1.3999156 

Manulife admits it was the bank fined $1.2 mil-

lion by Canada’s money-laundering watchdog 

Bank’s name was kept secret by money laundering and 
terrorism financing watchdog, Fintrac, for almost a year 
after the fine for Manulife’s breach of money-laundering 
law was announced.  

The Manulife Centre in Toronto: On Monday, Manulife is-
sued a statement publically confirming it was the bank in 
question. 'The penalty essentially related to administra-
tive lapses in reporting to Fintrac,' it said 
 
Mon., Feb. 27, 2017 

It took 10 months of media scrutiny and public outrage 
before Canadians learned Manulife Bank of Canada was 
the mysterious financial institution behind a $1.2-million 
fine for money-laundering violations. 

The same day Manulife’s identity was kept secret last 
April, a handful of much smaller companies — facing far 
less severe fines — were publicly named by FINTRAC, the 
country’s money-laundering and terrorist funding watch-
dog.  

That confusing double standard has triggered a review of 
FINTRAC’s disclosure policy amid an ongoing Toronto 
Star/National Observer investigation. 

“In exercising my discretion to withhold the name of the 
bank, I understand that it may not have met public expec-
tations in relation to openness and transparency,” wrote 
Gérald Cossette, FINTRAC director, in a statement.  

http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/reports/mer4/MER-Canada-2016.pdf
mailto:john.nicol@cbc.ca
mailto:dave.seglins@cbc.ca
http://www.cbc.ca/news/business/fintrac-fine-name-secret-1.3999156
http://www.cbc.ca/news/business/fintrac-fine-name-secret-1.3999156
https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2017/02/15/watchdogs-refusal-to-name-canadian-bank-fined-12m-called-unconscionable.html
https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2017/02/15/watchdogs-refusal-to-name-canadian-bank-fined-12m-called-unconscionable.html
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“We are going to look to work with Finance Canada to re-
view the legislation in relation to our penalty program. 
We are also examining our administrative monetary pen-
alty policies to ensure, among other things, that they 
strike an appropriate balance between the need for 
transparency and the requirements of the Proceeds of 
Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act.” 

The carefully worded statement still makes no reference 
to the bank at the centre of the controversy — an expres-
sion of the agency’s puzzling transparency criteria since 
its birth in 2008.  

Over the past eight years, FINTRAC has named 40 compa-
nies for violating the law while keeping secret another 
55.  

“It’s very unfair to name someone and not name some-
one else,” says Michael Baumbach, director with The Dia-
mond Exchange, a jewelry store in downtown Toronto 
with three sales staff that was publicly fined $12,750 by 
FINTRAC the same day as Manulife.  

“Regardless of the money involved, it’s about the princi-
ple. They were out to make a point: Don’t mess with FIN-
TRAC . . . . Why would you damage the reputation of a 
small company — which is the backbone of the country 
— and not a bank which was, as I understand, engaged in 
transactions deemed to be suspicious?” 

As part of a Toronto Star/National Observer investigation 
over the past two months, reporters attempted to iden-
tify the bank fined by FINTRAC by surveying all 32 Sched-
ule I banks in Canada, asking them to clearly state 
whether they were involved. 

While almost all the banks responded unequivocally, 
Manulife wrote last Wednesday: “We do not comment 
on any matters regarding our regulators, whether they 
are rumour, speculation or fact.”  

On Monday, Manulife issued a public statement confirm-
ing it was the mystery bank in question. 

“The penalty essentially related to administrative lapses 
in reporting to FINTRAC,” the bank said in a written state-
ment. “Although we operate at the highest ethical stand-
ard, we are capable of administrative errors. They were 
remedied in the first half of 2014 . . . . Manulife did not 
enable or facilitate money-laundering and media reports 
to the contrary are inaccurate.” 

When the Diamond Exchange was publicly named on 
April 5, 2016, FINTRAC issued a press release detailing 

the offences and the company’s conduct. It did the same 
for two other companies named that day — a Toronto se-
curities dealer fined $28,500 and a Regina jewelry story 
fined $13,500.  

Manulife was fined 20 times more than the other three 
companies combined. But the bank’s name appeared no-
where on FINTRAC’s website (and still does not).  

The only hint of FINTRAC’s first-ever action against a bank 
was an inconspicuous line added to a penalty chart refer-
ring only to an anonymous “bank.”  

Over the last three months, the Star and the National Ob-
server have published exclusive details, based on access 
to information documents, about the offences behind the 
fine.  

Among those findings:  

 Manulife’s fine, which was reduced twice from 
an initial $1.8 million, was for five different types 
of violations of anti-money laundering and anti-
terrorism financing law, involving a failure to re-
port transfers totalling at least $12.2 million. 

 The bank failed to report one suspicious transac-
tion to FINTRAC — labelled a “very serious” vio-
lation that experts say undermines Canada’s sys-
tem to detect financial crimes and trace dirty 
money. 

 Manulife also failed to report 1,174 outgoing in-
ternational electronic transfers of $10,000 or 
more, 45 deposits of $10,000 or more in cash 
and four incoming international electronic trans-
fers of $10,000 or more. 

 The bank was also fined for failing to “develop 
and apply compliance policies and procedures.” 

Based on public records, court documents and public 
statements, the Star and the Observer also reported the 
identity of the Manulife client behind the offences: An-
drew Strempler, a convicted Winnipeg-based felon and 
pharmacist who made tens of millions of dollars selling 
counterfeit medication to Americans over the Internet.  

Strempler was arrested in Panama in June 2012, and ex-
tradited back to the U.S. where he was convicted for mail 
fraud in October of that year and sentenced to four years 
in prison. 

https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2016/12/22/canadian-bank-failed-to-report-1200-suspicious-transactions-documents-show.html
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Manulife’s written statement says the bank “proactively 
worked with law enforcement in both Canada and the 
United States in relation to the matter underlying the one 
suspicious transaction report (STR) violation, including 
advising law enforcement prior to the failure to file this 
one STR.”  

Strempler returned to Canada and appears to have 
opened a small consultancy business outside Winnipeg. 

In recent years, Canadian banks have been named by 
American regulators for breaching money-laundering reg-
ulations. BMO Harris Bank, a subsidiary based in Chicago, 
was ordered by the U.S. Federal Reserve to reinforce its 
anti-money laundering policies in 2013. Two years later, 
Scotiabank was ordered by the New York Reserve to cor-
rect deficiencies in their internal oversight.  

Even though neither bank was fined, both were named 
publically as a matter of course. 

“Canadians want more transparency, but because of our 
lax policies we’re going to see more controversies until 
we get the policies fixed,” said James Cohen, head of 
Transparency International — Canada. “It has caused 
confusion among regulators and the public.” 

“FINTRAC needs to repeal this idea of discretion and pub-
lish public standards for how and when to name (a fined 
institution).” 

The Diamond Exchange’s Baumbach says FINTRAC’s pub-
lic shaming continues to tarnish his company’s reputation 
over administrative paperwork requirements. 

FINTRAC’s penalties against The Diamond Exchange in-
clude: “Failure to develop and apply written compliance 
policies and procedures; failure to assess and document 
the risks related to money laundering and terrorist fi-
nancing; and failure to develop and maintain a written, 
ongoing compliance training program.” 

Baumbach says the company has training manuals and 
compliance policies in place. If they were insufficient in 
some way, he says FINTRAC could have advised them on 
improvements. Instead, they fined and publicly named 
the company without question. 

Mahdi Al-Saady, CEO of Altaif Inc., an Ottawa-based 
money exchange and transfer company, was hit with a 
$42,600 FINTRAC fine — and publicly named — in 2014. 

The violations for which Altaif was fined included failing 
to report the sending and receipt of money transfers of 
more than $10,000 — two of the same violations the un-
named bank was found to have committed.  

“I can give you one word for that — unfair,” Al-Saady said 
in an interview. “When you search our name on Google, 
you’ll find our name on a list. How are we going to get rid 
of this?” 

For a smaller business like Altaif, the FINTRAC penalty is a 
one-two punch, he said: the fine itself, plus the long-term 
damage of having the company’s name listed online as a 
violator of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) 
and Terrorist Financing Act. 

Business has suffered since the fine in 2014, he said: “I’ve 
been rejected from many institutions. Even suppliers, like 
for currencies, as soon as they see our name, they just re-
fuse to deal with us.” 

https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2017/02/27/man-
ulife-admits-it-was-bank-fined-12-million-by-canadas-
money-laundering-watchdog.html 

Martin Kenney: Confiscating the proceeds of 

crime will make the Caribbean safer  

February 9, 2017  

One of the more interesting de-

velopments I discovered during the holiday period 

was a proposal from the Barbadian Chief Justice 

Minister, Sir Marston Gibson, to set up a regional as-

set recovery group in the Caribbean. 

The initiative, labelled the Asset Recovery Inter-

agency Network (ARIN), appears to be aimed at tar-

geting criminals and their unexplained wealth. ARIN 

appears to closely mirror the UK’s Regional Asset 

Recovery Teams (RARTs), which have enjoyed signifi-

cant success. Add to this the UK’s National Crime 

Agency remit for conducting civil asset forfeiture, 

https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2017/02/27/manulife-admits-it-was-bank-fined-12-million-by-canadas-money-laundering-watchdog.html
https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2017/02/27/manulife-admits-it-was-bank-fined-12-million-by-canadas-money-laundering-watchdog.html
https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2017/02/27/manulife-admits-it-was-bank-fined-12-million-by-canadas-money-laundering-watchdog.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/9/martin-kenney-confiscating-the-proceeds-of-crime-will-make-t.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/9/martin-kenney-confiscating-the-proceeds-of-crime-will-make-t.html
http://gisbarbados.gov.bb/blog/asset-recovery-network-in-the-pipeline/
http://gisbarbados.gov.bb/blog/asset-recovery-network-in-the-pipeline/
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and there is clearly some mileage in Sir Marston’s 

proposition. 

We run a specialized law firm based in the British 

Virgin Islands (BVI), with investigative experience 

tackling with fraud/money laundering and asset re-

covery work, so it’s understandable why ourselves 

and colleagues in other offshore law firms, forensic 

accountancy firms and insolvency practitioners have 

taken an interest in this proposal.  

One of my investigative team was a member of one 

of the aforementioned RARTs during his days as a 

British police detective. He thinks there is scope for 

the new plan to succeed, his only reservations being 

about jurisdictional and legislative issues across the 

region, plus the ability to freely exchange infor-

mation about the targets.  

As the saying goes, where there is a will there is a 

way, so protocols and Memoranda of Understanding 

will need to be drafted. In addition, we think that 

law enforcement agencies will need to consider us-

ing specialist private sector professionals, from a 

range of disciplines, as effective resources to bolster 

the initiative. For example, liquidators are already 

readily recognised in courts across the globe regard-

less of their jurisdictional origin and can prove a 

great tool in the armoury to locate hidden company 

assets. 

To this end, I would suggest that those who will ulti-

mately decide on and make up the ARIN team remit 

and structure to consider partnering with the pri-

vate sector. Having civil tools at their disposal will 

help ensure ARIN’s success and enable it to estab-

lish itself quickly and effectively. A failure to deliver 

a new initiative promptly can see it attacked or way-

laid by those with a political axe to grind. It is vital 

that the new ARIN team hits the ground running 

and has some early successes to insulate itself from 

such attack. The private sector can assist in this pro-

cess. 

Non-conviction confiscations (civil forfeitures) are 

nothing new. They are used far and wide (such as in 

the United States, Australia, New Zealand, and the 

UK). As Sir Marston has explained, the main draw-

back when seeking to carry out a post-conviction 

(criminal) confiscation is the requisite investigative 

resources needed to convict the criminal in the first 

place. Using non-conviction powers, the onus is 

placed squarely on the suspect to explain the deri-

vation of his or her wealth; if they fail to show that 

it has been earned legitimately, then it could be vul-

nerable to forfeiture. 

Unsurprisingly, there is a lot of resistance and ad-

verse public opinion to be considered with the new 

ARIN proposal, especially with regard to human 

rights. But the alternative to civil forfeiture -- that is, 

leaving assets in place -- is unpalatable. Besides re-

moving the incentive to commit crime, the impact 

of civil forfeitures can also remove some of the at-

traction of negative role models in a community. 

Forfeiture Orders will see criminals unable to touch 

their money when released from prison  Instead of 

youngsters watching criminal neighbours drive 

around in big cars and showing off conspicuous 

wealth, asset confiscation may see them returned 

to ‘everyday’ status. 

In addition, the assets recovered can be used to 

fund further law enforcement efforts to investigate 

and prosecute these often-complex cases, and po-

tentially also be diverted to be spent on community-

based projects. 
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As an adopted resident of the Caribbean, I welcome 

the Chief Justice Minister’s initiative and believe 

that the Caribbean will be a safer place for it. 

___ 

Martin Kenney is Managing Partner of Martin Ken-

ney & Co., Solicitors, a specialist investigative and 

asset recovery practice based in the BVI and focused 

on multi-jurisdictional fraud and grand corruption 

cases www.martinkenney.com |@MKSolicitors 

- See more at: http://www.fcpa-
blog.com/blog/2017/2/9/martin-kenney-confiscat-
ing-the-proceeds-of-crime-will-make-
t.html#sthash.8pbWZG7q.dpuf 
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Exclusive: Big U.S. banks to push for easing of 

money laundering rules 

 
FILE PHOTO - FILE PHOTO -- People walk beneath a Citi-
bank branch logo in the financial district of San Francisco, 
California, U.S. on July 17, 2009.  

REUTERS/ROBERT GALBRAITH/FILE PHOTO  

By Joel Schectman, Karen Freifeld and Brett Wolf | 

WASHINGTON/NEW YORK  

 America's largest banks are to propose a complete 

overhaul of how financial institutions investigate and 

report potential criminal activity, arguing that rules 

imposed in the years after the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks 

and strengthened during the Obama administration 

are onerous and ineffective, sources said.  

The Clearing House, a trade association representing 

the largest U.S. banks including JPMorgan Chase & Co 

(JPM.N), Bank of America (BAC.N) and Citigroup (C.N), 

has long raised concerns about the effectiveness of 

the current rules, but this will be the first time the 

group has publicly called for them to be revamped.  

The proposal, which could be published as soon as 

Thursday, will set the stage for an intensive lobbying 

effort targeting bank regulators and members of the 

Senate and House of Representatives finance commit-

tees. President Donald Trump has said he wants to 

cut costly regulations for Wall Street.  

To keep drug traffickers and terrorists from launder-

ing money through the U.S. financial system, federal 

law mandates that bank employees file a Suspicious 

Activity Report (SAR) with authorities if they suspect 

transactions could be part of a crime.  

Faced with record penalties in recent years over fail-

ures to alert authorities to criminal activities, banks 

say they now over-report, filing hundreds of thou-

sands of SARs out of fear of later falling foul of regula-

tors.  

“Now we tell banks to file a (report) on everything 

that might be criminal," said Gary Shiffman, CEO of 

compliance software maker Giant Oak. “But when 

everything is a priority nothing ends up being a prior-

ity.”  

The number of suspicious activity reports rose from 

669,000 in 2013 to almost a million in 2016, accord-

ing to U.S. Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement 

Network (FINCEN), which enforces anti-money laun-

http://www.martinkenney.com/
http://www.twitter.com/MKSolicitors
http://mobile.reuters.com/finance/stocks/overview?symbol=JPM.N
http://mobile.reuters.com/finance/stocks/overview?symbol=BAC.N
http://mobile.reuters.com/finance/stocks/overview?symbol=C.N
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dering rules and collects data on suspicious transac-

tions from banks around the country. 

(tmsnrt.rs/2lRbO6Z)  

Complying with anti-money laundering rules, includ-

ing the manpower needed to file suspicious activity 

reports, costs U.S. companies as much as $8 billion a 

year, the Heritage Foundation estimated in a report 

last year.  

The Clearing House will propose a new system under 

which banks do not investigate and report every 

transaction that could possibly raise a red flag, ac-

cording to people involved in the effort.  

Instead, banks would focus on investigating and re-

porting transactions based on specific concerns re-

layed to them by law enforcement. Under this ap-

proach, banks could shift their focus, as law enforce-

ment priorities change.  

Institutions in different parts of the country may also 

watch out for certain types of criminal transactions, 

based on information from authorities. For example, 

law enforcement could warn banks in the southwest 

of the United States to look out for drug traffickers 

moving funds to Mexico, according to people involved 

in drafting the proposal.  

ADVERTISEMENT 
.  

The Clearing House will also call for the creation of an 

information-sharing platform that would allow banks 

to share data among themselves about possible crim-

inal transactions.  

For international banks, the group will push for the 

U.S. Treasury’s FinCEN to be responsible for investi-

gating compliance, rather than the Office of the 

Comptroller of the Currency, a main bank regulator.  

Since FinCEN is already responsible for sharing threat 

data with law enforcement agencies, the agency will 

be better able to determine if banks are making a 

substantial contribution to law enforcement efforts, 

the bank group will argue.  

'NEW SET OF EYES'  

It remains to be seen what kind of reception such a 

proposal will get from U.S. law enforcement officials 

and regulators, who have spent years learning how to 

turn SARs into leads for fruitful investigations.  

A FinCEN spokesman pointed out dozens of criminal 

cases made with the help of SARs listed on the 

agency’s website.  

The spokesman said the agency is unable to collect 

comprehensive statistics on how often SARs lead to 

successful prosecutions.  

Even if controls were loosened at the federal level, 

state regulators such as the New York Department of 

Financial Services may not let banks alter course. Just 

last month, the New York regulator imposed a new 

anti-terrorism regulation requiring banks to beef up 

suspicious activity reporting.  

The New York regulator declined to comment for this 

story.  

Representatives of Bank of America and Citigroup 

also declined to comment.  

http://tmsnrt.rs/2lRbO6Z
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Critics say banks have only themselves to blame for 

greater scrutiny of the sector. In 2012, HSBC (HSBA.L) 

agreed to pay $1.9 billion in U.S. fines for failing to 

prevent money laundering violations by Mexican drug 

traffickers. In 2014, JPMorgan agreed to pay $2.6 bil-

lion over allegations it failed to tell authorities about 

its suspicions of fraud at Bernie Madoff’s fund.  

The bank lobby waited for Trump to take office in the 

hope that a new administration will see the money 

laundering regulations through “a new set of eyes,” 

said one person involved in writing the proposal.  

Watchdog groups balk at the idea that the regulations 

could be loosened in any way.  

“I have concerns with the banks even doing what they 

are supposed to do now,” said Heather Lowe, director 

of government affairs at Global Financial Integrity, an 

organization that pushes for stricter anti-money laun-

dering enforcement.  

http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN15V1E9 

 

Battle over lawyers' money-laundering loophole 

shapes up in B.C. 

February 26, 2017  

B.C. is the front line of a developing skirmish between 
federal Finance Department officials and Canadian law-
yers over rules designed to fight money laundering. 

In a Supreme Court of Canada ruling in 2015, lawyers 
won an exemption from reporting requirements that ap-
ply to other professionals, such as bankers and real estate 
agents. The ruling was based on concerns about lawyer-
client privilege. B.C. lawyers argued they protect confi-
dentiality while counteracting money laundering risks by 
policing themselves. 

But a growing chorus of international critics say Canada’s 
lawyer loophole is unique among developed countries, 
and leaves a dangerous gap in the federal government’s 
money-laundering defences. 

“The law societies claim to have rules in place to prevent 
money laundering but they are weak, non-transparent 
and almost never enforced,” said Adam Ross, the author 
of a recent Transparency International report, which 
pointed to lawyers and money laundering risks in Van-
couver real estate.  

“Unless the law societies demand more of their members 
and start enforcing those rules, billions of dollars will con-
tinue to be washed through lawyers’ trusts accounts 
without any consequence,” he said in an interview. “So 
far, we’ve seen that self-policing doesn’t work.”  

Lawyers must make annual reports of trust account activ-
ity to show they comply with B.C. Law Society rules, 
spokesman David Jordan said.  

Trust accounts can be audited if the Society spots indica-
tors of non-compliance in these reports, and trust ac-
counts are also subject to random audits, he said. The so-
ciety also has rules against large cash transactions, and 
has cited six lawyers since 2004 for handling cash trans-
actions of over $7,500, according to Jordan.  

Sources in Ottawa say the Finance Department is working 
on legal amendments that would bring Canadian lawyers 
into the national anti-money laundering system. 

The department won’t disclose details. Changes would 
likely demand more from lawyers in the reporting of po-
tentially suspicious transactions, but it is not clear how 
amendments could work around the issue of client confi-
dentiality. 

“There must be a solution where lawyers are held to 
higher standards of due diligence and anti-money laun-
dering compliance without compromising attorney-client 
privilege,” Ross said. 

Meanwhile, the B.C. Law Society is hearing what is be-
lieved to be the first case alleging that a member allowed 
a legal trust to be abused through suspicious transactions 
from offshore.  

The Law Society alleges West Vancouver lawyer Donald 
Gurney allowed $25,845,489 in offshore funds to pass 
through his trust account between May and November 
2013, without providing substantial legal services. It’s al-
leged Gurney did not ask where the money was coming 

http://mobile.reuters.com/finance/stocks/overview?symbol=HSBA.L
http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN15V1E9
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from, and accepted it “without making reasonable inquir-
ies about the circumstances, including the subject matter 
and objectives of the retainer,” Jordan said. 

“When they fail in that obligation (to protect legal ac-
counts against abuse) there must be robust professional 
discipline with a view to ensuring public confidence in 
the profession and its ability to regulate itself,” the Soci-
ety’s counsel told the hearing panel. 

Gurney’s lawyer, however, argued there was no evidence 
of nefarious transactions in the case, and that B.C. law-
yers have no responsibility to investigate the sources of 
funds placed in their accounts beyond what theirs client 
tell them. The outcome of the case could clarify the 
boundaries of B.C. lawyers’ responsibilities to the public 
and likely will influence the Finance Department’s efforts 
to bring lawyers into the suspicious transaction reporting 
system. 

Another anti-money-laundering expert, former RCMP 
unit leader Kim Marsh, said he believes many B.C. law-
yers are “wilfully blind” to the origins of offshore cash 
flooding through legal trusts and into real estate. 

“I think a lot of trust accounts in B.C. are used as flow-
through accounts,” Marsh said.  

Marsh said offshore investors use flow-through accounts 
as “a conduit to move the money into another location or 
investment; and what better conduit than a lawyer’s trust 
account? It’s a big red flag in offshore banking when 
money just goes in and out of an account.”  

Details alleged in court filings for another case appear to 
highlight some of the issues that the Financial Action Task 
Force, a Paris-based intergovernmental group, asked Can-
ada to address in a 2016 report. Its report pointed to con-
cerns with offshore investment in real estate and the ser-
vices provided by Canadian lawyers, such as placing wire 
transfers in trusts and creating investment vehicles that 
can shield true ownership of property. 

The case, proceeding through separate but related B.C. 
Supreme Court civil actions, involves prominent Rich-
mond real estate and immigration lawyer Hong Guo.  

Documents filed in B.C. Supreme Court allege that about 
four years ago, Guo’s Chinese investor clients used her le-
gal trust to wire tens of millions from offshore into Guo’s 
accounts. Next, various B.C. shell companies either incor-
porated or owned by Guo were used to invest the funds 
in various land and resource deals, according to legal fil-
ings.   

In the largest deal, Chinese investors bought three prop-
erties on Richmond’s Minoru Boulevard in 2013 for a 
condo development. According to allegations in legal fil-
ings, the condo development stalled for financial reasons. 
The investors had difficulty getting enough money into 
B.C., legal filings say, and they struggled to find lenders in 
B.C. because “the whole transaction looked suspicious.” 
In connection to the financing difficulties, Hong Guo “ad-
mitted to sending false disclosure information to the pro-
spective lenders in the Minoru Deal,” legal filings allege. 

When the development failed to proceed, some investors 
wanted to sell the Richmond properties quickly and get 
their money back, legal filings say, but others wanted to 
hold the land. These investors are now fighting each 
other in B.C. courts to prove who invested funds for the 
deal.  

Guo and her business associate Allen Sun are also locked 
in several court battles over these deals. 

In one court action, Allen Sun questioned who really 
owns the $20 million wired into Guo’s legal trust to invest 
in the deal. One of Guo’s Chinese clients, a man named 
Zhongping Xu, claims that the $20 million belongs to him. 
But records filed in court by other investors say most of 
the $20 million came not from Zhongping Xu, but from a 
Chinese man named Li Zhen, and two Hong Kong regis-
tered companies known as Sparkle Long and Double 
Wealth International. 

Allen Sun’s lawyer questioned Zhongping Xu in court 
about the source of funds. 

 “It says all of these balances were received from Li Zhen 
… who is Li Zhen?” Sun’s lawyer asked Xu, according to 
examination transcripts, while showing him Guo’s trust 
account records. 

“My friend,” Xu answered. “And what was his involve-
ment in … any of these companies? Was that your money 
that was being funnelled through Li Zhen?” 

“I don’t want to answer because I don’t want to talk 
about my money,” Xu responded. “It doesn’t matter 
where it is from. The source is from Hong Kong, that’s my 
business.” 

“Was it transferred to Ms. Guo’s account from China?” 
Sun’s lawyer pressed, according to transcripts. “How did 
you get the $20 million you say that you have invested in 
this deal, from China to Vancouver?” 
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“I will not provide you with the documents in China,” Xu 
answered. 

Legal filings from Allen Sun assert that “the money com-
ing in for these deals was from a completely unknown 
source offshore,” and “there are hundreds of thousands 
of dollars which flowed into and out of Ms. Guo’s trust 
account to unidentified parties including $350,000 to Mr. 
Xu personally.” 

In March 2016, in a B.C. Supreme Court order granting Al-
len Sun’s lawyer an opportunity to re-examine Zhongping 
Xu, Master Douglas Baker stated that: “It is my observa-
tion that when matters got close to the bone, so to 
speak, when significant issues (were asked) like ‘where 
did you get the $20 million, how did you get it to Canada,’ 
he does become, I think, the nice word would be ‘circum-
locutory.'” 

Also in the Richmond land deal case, Guo’s client Qing 
Yan has sued Zhongping Xu and Hong Guo.   

Affidavits filed by Yan in the case say that in January 
2016, before Yan sued Xu, the two investors discussed 
meeting in Macau or Hong Kong to resolve their differ-
ences in the Richmond land deal, and that scrutiny of reg-
ulatory authorities was a consideration.  

“Mr Yan … using a third party transferee (you don’t have 
to show your face) so that actual payment will be in cash 
… the signing can actually take place in Hong Kong,” 
Zhongping Xu texted to Qing Yan, affidavits filed in B.C. 
Supreme Court say. “It’s better our future discussions 
take place either face to face or via WeChat! … If some-
one out of unfriendly intention complains to the regula-
tory authority, then it will lead to intervention, delay or 
termination!” 

There is no indication that the B.C. Law Society is investi-
gating Guo’s involvement in the Richmond land deal case. 

In interviews with Postmedia, Guo insisted strongly that 
she and her clients have done nothing wrong in the con-
tested Richmond land deal. 

“Who is Li Zhen? I don’t know, I really don’t know what 
you are asking,” Guo said. “I’m just in the middle to help 
the two parties. I’m not benefiting. I don’t have any ben-
efit from this deal, even a penny.”  

scooper@postmedia.com 
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Corporate transparency: That Mossak Fonseca 

considered Canada a tax haven is no surprise to 

investigators, attorneys seeking pilfered assets 

The developing story that Canada was considered by tax 

advisors at law firm Mossack Fonseca, the company at 

the center of the Panama Papers scandal, to be an excel-

lent place to hide assets comes as no surprise due to at 

times insurmountable legal hurdles in getting a judge to 

grant company details, including coveted beneficial own-

ership information. But while Canada, the United King-

dom and other jurisdictions screen transactions from 

companies, creating those companies is at times too eas-

ily done, while creating, capturing and making available 

beneficial ownership information is an afterthought, or 

initiative still in its infancy. 

As one Canadian attorney working in the British Virgin Is-

lands states, those of us who work in and around the off-

shore world will appreciate that in order to get hold of 

the Holy Grail of fraud investigations -- genuine Ultimate 

Beneficial Ownership (UBO) identification documents -- 

you need to produce some evidence of apparent wrong-

doing on the part of a target company. It may not be 

much, but it needs to be sufficient to sway a magistrate 

to sign the requisite disclosure order or warrant. But hav-

ing successfully gained access to a Canadian company’s 

records, in many instances you will be faced with a total 

lack of UBO identifiers, (via the FCPA Blog). 

 

mailto:scooper@postmedia.com
http://vancouversun.com/news/national/b-c-a-battleground-for-lawyer-loophole-cases
http://vancouversun.com/news/national/b-c-a-battleground-for-lawyer-loophole-cases
http://financialcrime.acfcs.org/e1t/c/*W5Yq1Xx4c-KP6W6XnSlq38mdKs0/*W50TJMc38StYgW5FnzWL1w_Whs0/5/f18dQhb0S65M2fcTYHV11Wp35YcyQHV3h2ln36MWQjW6RqnX97H__fjW1rQg9x1YFQ-nW1kD3XV3vp-f_W7xFvgf2VSwvMW3cMM8Y4FBsk8W2VwtyN6Jb1KJW79NLnx75TkR9W8ym4SV8WXkKZW8Rnvfr9h3B2dW5dR0k55JlTB7W4wD7vN3Mcvb-W2L3yGV2X0bw6W52k5RW5Wlg-DW7M5xN91_D00pW7Cw8Qf1NlC4cW1831H32n7NhQMlWLpMz4WBLW5m38Ms732-GqVhbDbV2qkXm6W7Dr0k-3d_nzVW7RPK492FxWVWW7P-6W56JkLZ0W95TZxy8yq9XkW1NQl_8527dJjW32J5BQ5ytd-dVg6Sxz4cJf4vW64VVBR2vY9dWW3z3T1w2K1d6SN7hjTy5zQD43W3tlMf71hzn1nW15VQvS4khW_nW1HNqxj2bBnzZW7ZQ3Nv2pH16-W4sLHHd3xW8ZtW6rsGyh8RMR_tW40Rj4t5zncvLW7gDz7C64PgsFW607-bg27LPrdN29GM6WRMcyPW5kgs_Y2BJXY3W7SsV7v258NTDW8s6QvC1vpYRgN4q731hczPWFW77zbph3yLkCdN3MGnMLQG4KYW6WTy-F93dq2cW2V_JCc8LXYlCW6YSjgh3sscy_W4vFm-c5Y-J4qW6S0qYP8BPwpL102
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The Death of Plastic Payment Cards: Mon-

ey's Next Evolution 

February 26, 2017  
Steven Q. Riddick 
Director, Global Product Delivery at Global Payments 
 
Being in the Payments industry, sometimes it is hard to 
explain to others what I really do. I tend to say something 
like, "I'm the guy who does the magic behind the curtain 
to move money during credit transactions." Normally that 
suffices - in fact, normally it is just enough before I see 
eyes glazing over! Recently I was at an event where a 
new acquaintance asked me to go a bit deeper - being 
the Payments enthusiast I am, I gladly obliged her re-
quest! Seemingly eager to learn, the acquaintance asked 
many payments questions including the concept of 
Bitcoin and the blockchain. So as not to overwhelm her 
with the complexities of the industry, I started from the 
beginning. No, I don't mean Satoshi Nakamoto (founder 
of Bitcoin). Instead, I started with this question: 

"WHAT IS MONEY?" 

I could tell she was a bit perplexed by the question. I pro-

ceeded to answer the question saying, "Money is simply 

a means of exchanging value." This is an incredibly criti-

cal concept. Money is not cash…money is not 

gold…money is simply a means of exchanging value for 

value. You give them something they deem valuable to 

receive something you deem valuable (whether a good or 

a service).  

Money is simply a means of exchanging value.  

The method by which this value exchange occurred has 

evolved over the years: 

1. Bartering. Initially the means of exchanging 
value was bartering. For example, some tribes 
specialized in hunting while others specialized in 
war tactics. The barter consisted of the hunting 
tribe offering food for both tribes while the war-
ring tribe offered both tribes protection from 
outside enemies. Another example of bartering 
is exchanging a set number of sheep for a set 
amount of corn or other produce. 

2. Commodities. As time progressed, societies af-
fixed value to certain goods known as commodi-
ties. These included items such as salt, silk, 
spices, ivory, gems, etc. Societies used these 
goods to represent monetary value as payment r 
other items. 

3. Precious Metals. Money continued to evolve 
with the use of metals as the means for ex-
changing value. Precious metals such as gold, sil-
ver and copper were used as payment for items 
in return.  

4. Coins. As consumerism soared, raw metals be-
came problematic for ease of trade and societies 
made coins out of the metals to provide the 
then-frictionless means of exchange. 

5. Paper Money. To further reduce friction and lim-
itations of metallic money, paper backed by pre-
cious metal was used instead of the actual 
weighted metal. Eventually, paper was no longer 
backed by metal, but was deemed an "I Owe 
You" certificate. 

6. Credit-On-Account. Credit-on-Account was the 
initiation of the credit wave. Typically smaller 
stores allowed high-frequency customers to pur-
chase items throughout the month without re-
quiring payment until the end of the month. 

7. Plastic Payment Cards. Finally, credit became 
centralized and major Card Networks (i.e. Visa & 
MasterCard) were established so consumer ac-
counts could be recognized by any merchant via 
branded plastic credit and debit cards. 

While it may seem plastic payment cards have been 

around since the beginning of times, it really is only a 

seven decade concept. Given the average life expectancy 

of a person ranges between 78 and 81 years, the 70-year-

old plastic monetary concept is in the last years of a sin-

gular generation. A new evolution of money is required 

to meet the desires, demands and needs of subsequent 

generations. So, what is the next evolution of money? 

Digital currency. 

What is the next evolution of money?   

Answer: DIGITAL CURRENCY  

As the name denotes, digital currency exists entirely in 

digital form. The absence of tangible representations of 

that money equate to the decline of cash (ultimately a 

cashless society) as well as the death of plastic payments 

cards. As technology continues to evolve, society too will 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/steven-q-riddick-3b6b0718
http://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/credit-cards-history-1264.php
http://www.google.com/publicdata/explore?ds=d5bncppjof8f9_&met_y=sp_dyn_le00_in&idim=country:USA:GBR:JPN&hl=en&dl=en
https://www.linkedin.com/in/steven-q-riddick-3b6b0718
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strictly resort to technology-enabled money (aka digital 

currency).  

HOW IS DIGITAL MONEY POSSIBLE?  

The global adoption of mobile technologies is not a for-

eign concept to most. Currently there are roughly 7.5 Bil-

lion people on the planet. The Pew Research Center has 

indicated 43% (3.225B) of the world's population have 

smartphones and an additional 45% (3.375B) have non-

smartphone mobile devices. This level of digital technol-

ogy adoption has catapulted the world to a place where 

digital currency is possible. Now, align mobile adoption 

with selfish-consumerism (i.e. customers want what they 

want NOW and in convenient omnichannel manners), 

this digital technology capability has thrust the world to a 

place where digital currency is both necessary and de-

manded. 

I liken this digital money evolution to the progression of 

communication mediums. From clay tablets to letters car-

ried via horse-riders to postal services to expedited snail 

mail services (i.e. FedEx and UPS) to faxes to emails and 

now to instant collaborative tools such as Google 

Docs. The speed demanded by consumers coupled with 

the advancement of technology has driven communica-

tion tools to be real time. Similarly, society is demanding 

the same be true for money and payments.  

THE ELIMINATION OF PLASTIC PAYMENT METHODS IS 

ONLY NEW IN THE UNITED STATES  

This concept of eliminating plastic card payment in ex-

change for digital currency is only a new proposition in 

the United States. Countries outside of the United States 

have already begun this (r)evolution. A perfect example is 

South Africa. Historically, the banking institutions had not 

been prevalent (or trusted) in many parts of Africa. In 

fact, prior to the introduction of mobile money, most Af-

ricans were unbanked - cash reigned supreme over plas-

tic payment cards. FinTech entrepreneurs in Africa recog-

nized mobile technology acceptance in the African coun-

tries and introduced digital currency options such as M-

Pesa. These options for digital currency have gained pop-

ularity to the point that Africa has leapfrogged over the 

era of plastic payments and gone directly into digital cur-

rency. Wow!!! Let me repeat that to emphasize the point: 

the demand of the African society aligned with digital 

technology accelerated Africa decades ahead of the 

Payments realities in the United States and most other 

countries. Unfortunately, the United States has infused 

trillions of dollars into its archaic Payments infrastructure. 

This sunk cost alone is a large enough disincentive to de-

ter the acceleration towards digital currency. However, 

now is the time to cut our losses, build new rails and 

align with the future of Payments technology. Just as the 

United States Postal Service is arguably hanging on for 

dear life and relevance, Payments industry players will 

end up in the same predicament unless we embrace a 

world evolved to digital currency - a world where physical 

plastic payment cards are no longer a reality. 

WHO ARE THE EXISTING ACTORS AND HOW WILL THEY 

BE IMPACTED?  

I could easily write volumes on the implications of the in-

evitable death of plastic payment methods. However, for 

the purpose of this article, I have put together a high-

level impact analysis as well as some recommendations 

for how the major actors in Payments can adjust and/or 

capitalize on this inevitable change. 

ACTOR: Consumers (Example: You and I) 

IMPACT: The impact here will largely vary per genera-

tion. To date, primarily Generation Xers (ages 40 - 52) and 

Millennials (ages 21 - 39) are consistently conducting digi-

tal payments (i.e. via mobile apps, text messages or the 

Internet). They are comfortable with the technology and 

more at the forefront of the Market in desiring its expan-

sion and acceptance. Older generations who didn't grow 

up in the age of technology may not be as comfortable 

with separating from their plastic cards. For these per-

sons, a paradigm shift of thought will be required; how-

ever, that shift is not likely to happen until the industry 

can demonstrate to these consumers the security protec-

http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/
http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/
http://www.pewglobal.org/2016/02/22/smartphone-ownership-rates-skyrocket-in-many-emerging-economies-but-digital-divide-remains/http:/www.pewglobal.org/2016/02/22/smartphone-ownership-rates-skyrocket-in-many-emerging-economies-but-digital-divide-remains/
http://www.pewglobal.org/2015/04/15/cell-phones-in-africa-communication-lifeline/
http://www.pewglobal.org/2015/04/15/cell-phones-in-africa-communication-lifeline/
http://www.cnn.com/2017/02/21/africa/mpesa-10th-anniversary/
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tions and overall value proposition of digital cur-

rency. The good news is consumers are the cynosure of 

the Payments industry - they drive the market and will be 

catered to at every step. So, while there may be impacts, 

the industry is more likely to hold consumers' hands until 

they are comfortable. 

RECOMMENDATIONS:  

 Consumers will have to make known (both vo-
cally and via acceptance) the minimum require-
ments they have to transition to digital currency 
- be it security, incentives, options, etc.  

 As these demands are known, consumers should 
sit back and wait for the Market to address their 
demands. 

 

ACTOR: Merchants (Example: Target, Restaurants, Doc-

tors, etc.) 

IMPACT: At some point, merchants will bear the brunt of 

this change. The removal of plastic cards from the Pay-

ments community could require an upgraded point of 

sale (POS) terminal to accommodate the digital pay-

ments. I believe the natural progression will be to bolster 

use of NFC capabilities via things like Apple Pay and Sam-

sung Pay. Most of the recently upgraded EMV terminals 

already have these capabilities. However, I think the Pays 

are simply the first step in this (r)evolution of digital cur-

rency. As they evolve, terminals (or terminal-like technol-

ogies) may need to be upgraded to accommodate. This 

will impact merchants both monetarily (i.e. purchasing 

new hardware or software) as well as operationally (i.e. 

training staff on the new mediums of payments). 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 No merchant wants to introduce any friction at 
the point of sale that could jeopardize the sale 
itself. So, while the industry still accepts plastic 
payments cards, merchants would be silly not to 
accept them as well. Merchants cannot become 
overly aggressive in eliminating older technology 
while they adopt the new. Doing so could isolate 
a portion of their customer base making them 
vulnerable to customer attrition.  

 Merchants need to follow the lead of the Market 
- going only as fast as the Market demands - but 
proactively prepare to invest once the demand 
becomes tangible.  

 Merchants need to push Acquirers to develop 
POS devices (or software technologies) that are 
scalable and forward-thinking enough to accom-
modate them for years to come. Merchants can-
not forget they are the customer of the acquir-
ers. As customers, they have the right to de-
mand solutions that don't require paid upgrades 
every year. 

 

ACTOR: Issuers (Examples: Wells Fargo, Bank of America, 

Capital One, etc.) 

IMPACT: In my opinion, Issuers have the most to gain in 

this monetary evolution and Payments (r)evolution. 

Granted, there are still vulnerabilities, but I think they are 

best positioned to handle this change in the Market. First, 

let's talk about their pure role. Issuers are the financial 

institutions with whom consumers maintain bank ac-

counts or have been extended credit. Issuers associated 

with credit cards are fairly safe. Replacing them would re-

quire other institutions to expose themselves to the risks 

associated with granting credit. I don't think many institu-

tions have an appetite for that and will leave credit issu-

ers alone. On the other hand, Issuers associated with 

debit cards could easily be replaced by non-bank institu-

tions. This is consistent with the surge of services like 

PayPal that provide bank-like services without granting a 

full fledged bank account.  Second, Issuers will benefit 

greatly by no longer bearing the expense associated with 

issuing plastic payment cards. Per the Nilson Report, as of 

12/31/2015 there were 10.25 Billion plastic cards (credit, 

debit and prepaid) globally. Before the introduction of 

EMV technology, the average cost of issuing a plastic pay-

ments card was roughly $0.50 per card (not including 

postage). At 10.25 Billion plastic cards, that is a $5.125 

Billion price tag. The problem is people don't keep their 

cards for a lifetime - they get stolen, lost, chewed up by 

the dog, rendered useless by washer machines, etc. So, 

Issuers have the expense of reissuing these regu-

larly. Now, with the introduction of EMV, the per-card 

http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20160509005108/en/Nilson-Report-Releases-Global-Cards-Report-2015
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cost soared to $3.50. That 700% increase in cost makes 

the elimination of plastics favorable to Issuers. 

RECOMMENDATIONS:  

 If debit card Issuers are to remain relevant in the 
Market, they need to offer more services cus-
tomers desire. Checking and savings accounts 
are table stakes right now. As such, banks need 
to produce other offerings to retain their cus-
tomer base. 

 Credit card Issuers should take a forward stance 
in marketing the benefits of a world without 
plastics. This societal education requirement is 
not to be taken lightly. Customers will need to 
be educated on the security and benefit of part-
ing with their plastics. It was a major paradigm 
shift initially getting consumers accustomed to 
using plastic payment cards particularly via the 
Internet. It will be another uphill battle to transi-
tion them exclusively to digital. 

 Issuers need to ensure compatibility with tech-
nology enablers of virtual cards. There are still 
some credit and debit cards today that cannot 
be loaded into Apple Pay or Samsung Pay due to 
Issuer limitations. In a plastic-less environment, 
that simply can't happen. Issuers will have to en-
sure their cards can be used in an omnichannel 
manner. They will have to reinvest in their tech-
nology to keep up with the digital currency ena-
blers of the future. 

 Issuers should consider bringing in-house any 
outsourced portions of their payment pro-
cessing. As the expense associated with issuing 
plastic payments cards is eliminated, on-hand 
capital should increase enabling Issuers to take 
on the full responsibility of their processing. If 
nothing else, the overall value of Issuer Proces-
sors diminishes when the production of cards 
goes away. So, Issuers who don't want to bring 
things in-house should negotiate for decreased 
pricing.  

 Issuers should incentivize merchants to acceler-
ate digital currency acceptance. Similar to card-
holder rewards, perhaps a Merchant Rewards 
program could be created that reimburses a por-
tion of interchange on a sliding scale based on 
volume.  

 Issuers could introduce software to disrupt the 
Acquiring industry and obtain some of the mar-
ket share. New digital currency software such as 
the Zelle application is a perfect example. Zelle is 
a competitor to Venmo that has been intro-
duced by the major banks. Once it expands to 

Peer-to-Business capabilities, Issuers may be 
able to squeeze market share from Acquirers. 

 

ACTOR: Issuer Processors (Examples: TSYS, B-of-A Mer-

chant Services, etc.) 

IMPACT: The intermediary companies such as Issuer Pro-

cessors have the most to lose in this Market shift. One 

significant revenue source for these intermediaries is 

simply adding penny-costs to the issuing and processing 

of the cards on behalf of the Issuers. As the cost of the 

physical plastic is eliminated, that source of Revenue is 

likewise eliminated. Also, the likelihood for Issuers to 

bring the remaining processes in-house (see above) will 

become a threat to the Revenue of Issuer Processors. 

Customer demand for better, faster and cheaper will re-

sult in the elimination of intermediary expenses - that 

could mean the fundamental value of Issuer Processors 

goes away. Alternatively, Issuer Processors who don't re-

invent themselves will become candidates to be acquired 

by the larger Issuers (or other players in the Payments 

ecosystem). 

RECOMMENDATION:  

 Issuer Processors must change their business 
models and proverbially get in the game. They 
need to identify another role in the Payments 
ecosystem and align their strategy to that role - 
whether an actual Issuer or an Acquirer. This 
could be done organically or via acquisition, but 
it must be done.  

 Issuer Processors need to exhibit thought lead-
ership determining how they can continue to 
provide value to the Payments ecosystem in the 
new world - a plastic-free world. 

 

ACTOR: Acquirers (Examples: Global Payments, First 

Data, WorldPay, etc.) 

IMPACT: Since Acquirers represent the merchants, they 

will need to provide solutions for merchants to accept 

the varied forms of payments at the point of sale. As 

cardholders push the merchants to evolve with the times, 

http://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/emv-faq-chip-cards-answers-1264.php
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the merchants will push the Acquirers. Acquirers should-

n't take for granted their continued existence in the pay-

ments process. Initially, merchants will need to be repre-

sented by Acquirers both to the card networks as well as 

to handle the onerous behind-the-scenes process associ-

ated with payments. However, if services like Zelle or 

Venmo's Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network expand to a Peer-to-

Business (P2B) model, the need for acquirers could be 

eliminated altogether. Acquirers need to work now to 

identify their value in an evolved and decentralized Pay-

ments system. 

RECOMMENDATIONS:  

 Acquirers need to ensure they are consistently 
producing technologies (at reasonable costs) for 
merchants to capture sales -- anywhere, any 
payment type, any medium, any time.  

 Acquirers need to remain nimble and make it 
easy for merchants to do business with 
them. Part of this ease of doing business will re-
quire being at the forefront of P2B technolo-
gies. To do so, they should partner with start-up 
firms and perhaps become venture capitalists in 
the evolving Payments technology space.  

 As plastic payment cards go away, so will the 
days of hardware POS devices. This prophetic re-
ality is seen clearly when you look at companies 
like VeriFone and Ingenico who specialized in 
hardware POS devices, yet have had declining 
Revenues for some time now. Acquirers need to 
(re)position themselves as software companies 
and develop software technology that enables 
payments apart from POS hardware.  

 

ACTOR: Card Networks (Examples: Visa, MasterCard, Dis-

cover, Amex, etc.) 

IMPACT: The initial impact of this move away from plas-

tics will be negligible for Card Networks. However, plastic 

cards made the Payments network closed loop in many 

ways. The introduction of the mobile platform for digital 

currencies means the Card Networks may have competi-

tion. It isn't inconceivable for major mobile companies to 

begin competing with the Card Brands to provide their 

own network more capable of accommodating the needs 

of digital currencies. A case study for this could be what 

has transpired in Russia. Due to the sanctions placed on 

certain Russian financial institutions by the Obama ad-

ministration, the country created a closed loop payments 

system. The system circumvents all of the major Card 

Networks for credit & debit payments made within the 

country. Eventually, Visa and MasterCard came back on 

the scene, but when they got there they found an envi-

ronment that didn't need them and successfully lived 

without them. The downside for Russians is anyone who 

travels outside of the country must likewise have a pay-

ment method accepted by the major Card Net-

works. However, digital currency overcomes that limita-

tion with the capabilities of the mobile platform. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 The Card Networks need to take serious the Da-
vid's of technology perfectly poised to take 
down the Goliath networks. Right now it 
seems…at least publicly…the Card Networks are 
oblivious to the reality that they could be re-
moved from the Payments process. That hubris 
needs to be humbled and strategies put in place 
to protect their position in Payments. 

 The Card Networks need to become a partner in 
these changes. They will have to take a forward 
stance in aligning with the potential players of 
tomorrow by putting contracts in place to-
day. Doing so could protect their position in Pay-
ments - ignoring it will cause their sure demise. 

 

The bottom line is digital currency will entirely disrupt 

the Payments industry. I predict the death of issuance 

and acceptance of plastic cards within the next 10 

years. This monetary evolution to digital currency aligns 

perfectly with technology capabilities and Market de-

mands of the times.  

Will it hurt? To a certain extent, yes.  

Is it more proverbial cheese that has moved within the 

Payments industry? Indeed.  

Is it the right thing for the evolution of money? Abso-

lutely! 

http://www.bloomberg.com/gadfly/articles/2016-06-08/verifone-and-ingenico-s-asian-pain
http://www.bloomberg.com/gadfly/articles/2016-06-08/verifone-and-ingenico-s-asian-pain
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-03-24/russia-gets-ready-for-life-without-visa-and-mastercard
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-03-24/russia-gets-ready-for-life-without-visa-and-mastercard
http://rbth.com/business/2015/04/02/visa_and_mastercard_join_russias_national_card_payment_system_44955.html
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Even though you won't be using your plastic payment 

cards in 10 years, make sure you keep them. That way we 

can add them to the Payments history museum appropri-

ately positioned next to the knuckle buster credit card 

machines of old! 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/death-plastic-payment-
cards-moneys-next-evolution-steven-q-riddick?trk=v-
feed&lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flag-
ship3_feed%3B0Jpj4%2BDWCN8%2F9zgOCvercQ%3D%3D 

TransferWise launches international money transfers 
via Facebook 

 
The Facebook logo is displayed on their website in an il-
lustration photo taken in Bordeaux, France, February 1, 
2017. REUTERS/Regis Duvignau  
 
By Anna Irrera | NEW YORK  

NEW YORK Money transfer company TransferWise has 
launched a new service that allows users to send money 
internationally through Facebook Inc's chat application, 
as competition in the digital payments landscape intensi-
fies. 

The London-based startup said on Tuesday that it had de-
veloped a Facebook Messenger "chatbot", or an auto-
mated program that can help users communicate with 
businesses and carry out tasks such as online purchases. 

TransferWise's chatbot enables customers to send money 
to friends and family to and from the United States, Brit-
ain, Canada, Australia and Europe from Facebook Mes-
senger. It can also be used to set up exchange rate alerts. 

Facebook already allows its users to send money domes-
tically in the United States via its Messenger app, but has 
not yet launched similar services internationally. Transfer-
Wise said its service will be the first to enable interna-
tional money transfers entirely within Messenger.  

Facebook opened up its Messenger app to developers to 
create chatbots in April in a bid to expand its reach in 
customer service and enterprise transactions. 

Chatbots have become a hot topic in enterprise technol-
ogy over the past year because recent advances in artifi-
cial intelligence have made them better at interacting. 

Businesses, including banks, are hoping that they can be 
used to improve and reduce the cost of their customer 
service operations. 

One of Europe's most well-known fintech companies, 
TransferWise was launched in 2011 by Estonian friends 
Taavet Hinrikus and Kristo Käärmann out of frustration 
with the high fees they were being charged by banks for 
international money transfers.  

The company, which is valued at more than $1 billion, is 
backed by several high profile investors including Silicon 
Valley venture fund Andreessen Horowitz, Virgin Group 
founder Sir Richard Branson, and PayPal co-founders Max 
Levchin and Peter Thiel, through his fund Valar Ventures.  

Customers in more than 50 countries send roughly $1 bil-
lion through its website every month. 

While the TransferWise chatbot is now only available in 
Facebook Messenger it can be adapted to work with 
other popular chat services, Scott Miller, head of global 
partnerships for TransferWise said. He said the service 
would eventually be extended to work in other countries 
and money transfer routes that the company operates in.  

The launch comes as competition in the mobile payments 
and international money transfer sectors intensifies. Ear-
lier this month PayPal Holdings Inc announced its U.S. 
payments application Venmo would be available within 
popular chat service Slack.  

While in January , Ant Financial Services, an affiliate of 
Chinese e-commerce company Alibaba Group Holding 
Ltd, said it would acquire U.S. money-transfer company 
MoneyGram, in a deal that is expected to shake up the 
international payments landscape. 

http://www.reuters.com/article/us-transferwise-face-
book-idUSKBN1600D0 

Artificial Intelligence and Skilled Professionals 

Need One Another 

LIMITING RISKS IN ADOPTING AI- ROBERT CLYDE 

 02/03/2017     
 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/death-plastic-payment-cards-moneys-next-evolution-steven-q-riddick?trk=v-feed&lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_feed%3B0Jpj4%2BDWCN8%2F9zgOCvercQ%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/death-plastic-payment-cards-moneys-next-evolution-steven-q-riddick?trk=v-feed&lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_feed%3B0Jpj4%2BDWCN8%2F9zgOCvercQ%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/death-plastic-payment-cards-moneys-next-evolution-steven-q-riddick?trk=v-feed&lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_feed%3B0Jpj4%2BDWCN8%2F9zgOCvercQ%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/death-plastic-payment-cards-moneys-next-evolution-steven-q-riddick?trk=v-feed&lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_feed%3B0Jpj4%2BDWCN8%2F9zgOCvercQ%3D%3D
http://www.reuters.com/journalists/anna-irrera
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-transferwise-facebook-idUSKBN1600D0
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-transferwise-facebook-idUSKBN1600D0
http://www.corporatecomplianceinsights.com/author/robert-clyde/
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Advancements in artificial intelligence have created 
anxiety for workers across the globe. 

That is understandable, considering we already have 
seen automation render humans obsolete – or at 
least expendable – in many fields, and the fear is 
that trend will accelerate as technology powering AI 
becomes increasingly sophisticated. 

But while some workers have legitimate cause for 
concern, AI and robotics will present great opportu-
nities for those who pursue the skills and training 
needed to keep pace with a technology-driven 
economy. Much like the industrial age automated 
many of the routine tasks in manufacturing, AI can 
be a huge productivity multiplier in the information 
age – provided we develop the caliber of workforce 
capable of taking advantage. 

AI is only as effective as the people who fine-tune 
and implement it, increasing the need for a robust, 
skilled technology workforce. Even many of AI’s cel-
ebrated successes have underscored the im-
portance of a human touch. 

Famed teaching assistant Jill Watson – unbeknownst 
to “her” Georgia Tech students – was actually an AI 
device designed to help answer students’ questions 
in, fittingly enough, a class about artificial intelli-
gence. While Watson eventually earned favorable 
reviews, she was useless in the first few weeks of 
the course, requiring adjustments from the research 
team to make her responses more accurate and 
contextual. 

A skilled workforce isn’t just essential to ensure that 
AI is effective. Perhaps even more importantly, hu-
mans are needed to make AI safe. 

As is the case for many emerging technologies, AI 
can be a double-edged sword when considering the 
critical area of cybersecurity. The growing footprint 

of AI increases the threat of cyber attacks since 
more code means a larger attack surface. In the 
2016 ISACA/RSA Conference State of Cybersecurity 
Study, more than three in five respondents indi-
cated AI will increase security risks in the long-term. 

This is a real concern considering the already 
strained cyber workforce. Six out of 10 respondents 
in the ISACA/RSA survey did not think their security 
staffs could handle anything beyond simple cyberse-
curity incidents, and it took more than one in four 
organizations six months to fill a cybersecurity posi-
tion. 

While the education system struggles to catch up 
with the curriculum needed to prepare students for 
the next decade’s in-demand jobs, aspiring technol-
ogy workers will need to put forth extra effort to 
pursue relevant professional development opportu-
nities. Security professionals with the right training 
and certifications will be able to amplify their im-
pact by harnessing AI technology, which can help 
alert them to cyber threats in time to take the ap-
propriate action. 

There must be a sense of urgency, as businesses and 
consumers alike are poised to embrace rapid adop-
tion of AI in 2017. The ability to accomplish more 
with less effort is irresistible to both groups, as all of 
us who leverage AI to answer monotonous ques-
tions on a tax form, ask Siri where is the nearest 
pharmacy or have a movie recommended to us on 
Netflix can appreciate. 

And speaking of movies, AI and robotics have the 
tendency to put people in an apocalyptic frame of 
mind, bringing to mind scenarios such as the one 
depicted in “The Terminator.” 

Don’t count on such a calamity playing out beyond 
the silver screen, however – at least not in our life-
times. These AI devices lack the attributes to be-
come the type of sentient, mobile beings that would 
pursue world domination. 

Still, when it comes to automation, there is no sub-
stitute for having a savvy human nearby who knows 
how to find the “off button.” 

http://www.corporatecomplianceinsights.com/artificial-intelligence-and-skilled-professionals-need-one-another/
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RCMP commissioner warns continued IT failures 

will have 'catastrophic' consequences 

Public safety minister says he's 'deeply con-

cerned' about IT failures, asks to meet fellow min-

ister 

By Alison Crawford, CBC News Posted: Feb 27, 2017 

Front line Mounties have experienced more frequent and 
longer critical IT failures since Shared Services Canada 
took over tech support for the RCMP, according to RCMP 
documents. (CBC)  

Canada's top cop is warning that ongoing computer net-
work failures and slipshod service from Shared Services 
Canada could have "catastrophic" consequences for po-
lice and the public. 

CBC News has obtained a blistering Jan. 20, 2017, memo 
to Public Safety Minister Ralph Goodale in which Com-
missioner Bob Paulson details how critical IT failures have 
increased by 129 per cent since the beleaguered depart-
ment took over tech support for the entire government 
five years ago. 

Not only that, the memo says, the duration of each out-
age has increased by 98 per cent. 

"Its 'one size fits all' IT shared services model has nega-
tively impacted police operations, public and officer 
safety and the integrity of the criminal justice system," 
reads the memo. 

The document appears to respond to a request for more 
information after a series of CBC News reports on the 

RCMP's long-standing dissatisfaction with Shared Services 
Canada (SSC).  

Despite the agency's creation of special teams and com-
mittees to address shoddy service and repeated com-
puter outages, Paulson said minimal progress has been 
made.  

The commissioner bolstered his arguments by enclosing 
an appendix of recent critical incidents to show just how 
little appreciation or understanding there is for opera-
tional law enforcement requirements. 

'If a major crime or incident were to occur during an out-
age of these systems, then the results could be cata-
strophic'- RCMP Commissioner Bob Paulson 

Among the examples provided is more information about 
an 11-hour network computer outage on Jan. 18 that 
downed every Mountie's BlackBerry, affected dispatching 
and prevented the RCMP and 240 other police forces 
from accessing the Canadian Police Information Centre 
(CPIC) database. 

"A lack of CPIC access severely limits awareness of what 
threats officers may face when they respond to a call," 
wrote Paulson. "If a major crime or incident were to oc-
cur during an outage of these systems, then the results 
could be catastrophic." 

Concerns about impact on major incidents 

Paulson further underlined the significance of lengthy 
CPIC outages by putting it in the context of the 2014 
shootings in Moncton, N.B., where three officers were 
killed and two were wounded.  

"This situation would have significantly impacted officers' 
ability to respond to the threat in a co-ordinated fashion 
and may have resulted in additional deaths," he wrote. 

According to the memo, the police force had purchased 
equipment to replace the equipment that failed last 
month, but when SSC assumed responsibility for the 
Mounties' networks in 2011, it took the new equipment 
and used it elsewhere. 

An RCMP memo cites slow service and IT delays that 
hampered RCMP during their response to the evacuation 
of Fort McMurray, Alta. in May, 2016. (Jason Franson/Ca-
nadian Press) 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/cbc-news-online-news-staff-list-1.1294364
http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/rcmp-computer-offline-network-1.3942846
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Another example Paulson provided was the "unaccepta-
ble delays in deploying IT equipment" during the May 
2016 evacuation of Fort McMurray, Alta., due to forest 
fires. A summary of the incident describes how on May 3, 
Alberta RCMP requested mobile devices to support their 
disaster relief work. Yet it took three days to get the 
equipment. Not only that: 

 There were fewer devices than requested. 

 They were unusable because they had not yet 
been activated. 

 SSC's on-call staff were unreachable. 

The memo goes on to say that at a June 21, 2016, meet-
ing with the president of SSC and the deputy minister of 
public safety, it was agreed that "the shared services 
model is not workable in a dynamic law enforcement en-
vironment." 

Paulson said all parties decided to identify services that 
could be handed back to the RCMP, yet since then, SSC 
has not formally indicated whether it supports making 
significant changes. 

Goodale wants meeting with Foote 

Goodale appears to have taken interest in the memo, as 
he followed-up with a formal request to meet with the 
minister responsible for Shared Services Canada, Judy 
Foote. 

"I am deeply concerned about the issues raised by the 
commissioner and the ongoing impact these deficiencies 
will have on Canadian law enforcement operations and, 
consequently, on the safety and security of RCMP offic-
ers, their policing partners and Canadians," wrote 
Goodale in the Feb. 6 letter obtained by CBC News. 

The meeting has yet to happen but a spokesperson for 
Foote said the ministers have discussed the matter on a 
few occasions already.  

"Over the past year, SSC has strengthened working rela-
tionships with the RCMP at the operational, managerial 
and senior management levels. Meetings are taking place 
on a weekly basis to address IT issues," wrote Annie 
Trépanier. 

The RCMP initially sought to be exempt from Shared Ser-
vices Canada, but the only similar agency to win that ar-
gument was Canada's spy agency, CSIS. 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/rcmp-it-commissioner-

safety-1.3998221 

5 Cybersecurity Tools Your Company Should Have  

Smaller businesses are frequent targets for cyber crimes 
for a simple reason -- they're easy targets.  
   

 
February 2, 2017 
No business, small or large, can afford to ignore cyber se-
curity. According to a recent Verizon Data Breach Investi-
gations Report, 60 percent of cyber-attacks target SMBs, 
largely because they are easier targets. 
 
But you don’t have to be passive. Here are five tools and 
services which small and medium business can use to 
protect themselves. 
 
1. Get secure office hardware. 

 
"In the scramble to secure the cloud, hardware is often 
overlooked," says Christoph Schell, president, Americas, 
HP Inc. "The truth is, if you have 500 employees, it is eas-
ier to have one secure cloud structure than it is to secure 
500 laptops. Reduce your risk through security-centered 
device management and proactive practices and policies 
to engage each employee in the security process." 
 
In addition to creating a secure network, small businesses 
must select secure hardware and adopt secure protocols 
to really protect themselves. HP Inc., has developed secu-
rity software Touchpoint Manager to help companies 
streamline their protection policy, minimize security vul-
nerabilities and monitor protected systems. 
 
2. Keep spies out of your email. 

 
Marketers, lawyers and sales people are widely using 
email tracking solutions to improve sales and better en-
gage with prospects and current clients. Those solutions 
are popular in CRM systems as well. But cybercriminals 
are also using these tools to track the date and time 
emails are opened, where they are opened, where they 
are forwarded and so forth. 
 
MailControl allows companies to block spymail from hit-
ting their inbox. It is an especially effective tool in pre-
venting targeted phishing attacks from reaching your 
business. 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/rcmp-it-commissioner-safety-1.3998221
http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/rcmp-it-commissioner-safety-1.3998221
https://popup.taboola.com/en/?template=colorbox&utm_source=entrepreneur-publisher&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=thumbnails-rr-ae:Exchange%20Right%20Rail%20Thumbnails:
https://popup.taboola.com/en/?template=colorbox&utm_source=entrepreneur-publisher&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=thumbnails-rr-ae:Exchange%20Right%20Rail%20Thumbnails:
http://www.verizonenterprise.com/verizon-insights-lab/dbir/2016/
http://www.verizonenterprise.com/verizon-insights-lab/dbir/2016/
http://www8.hp.com/us/en/solutions/touchpoint-manager/details.html
https://www.mailcontrol.net/
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3. Stop ransomware. 

 
The most prevalent cyber security risk to small busi-
nesses today is ransomware. The FBI estimates that over 
4,000 U.S. businesses are infected by ransomware every 
day.  Ransomware takes control of the files on small busi-
ness networks by encrypting them and holding them for 
ransom. The existing tools, like anti-virus, are not effec-
tive against the rapidly changing variants. 
 
WatchPoint has an easy to use tool, called CryptoStopper, 
which small businesses can download and install to pro-
tect their network. CryptoStopper deploys bait files 
throughout a network. When these bait files are en-
crypted, the infected user is isolated, and the ransom-
ware is stopped before doing damage. This is a new and 
unique approach to stopping ransomware. 
 
4. Train your employees. 
 
One of the most common, and preventable, attacks on 
small businesses is a social-engineering attack triggered 
by phishing attempts, improper web use or incoming 
phone calls. The most current training systems on the 
market are designed for large enterprises, but some com-
panies set up our solution to help any size business, from 
those with just a few employees to those with thousands. 
 
Security Awareness Training -- Security Mentor: Employ-
ees aren’t always ready to combat a cyberattack or know 
when they are being baited into one. Security Mentor has 
created 10-minute lessons with its Security Awareness 
Training program. Small businesses will be able to train 
employees to be aware and alert, while making the right 
choices in a potential cyber crisis through these brief, 
online lessons. 
 
5. Get SLL for your website. 
 
Traditionally, companies have used SSL/TLS certificates 
(displayed as “https”) only on shopping carts or login 
pages. This can help, as it encrypts the data being sent 
between the customer’s computer and the SMB’s web 
server. Also, if companies use an Extended Validation (EV) 
certificate, the web browser will display a green padlock 
and website-address bar, as well as the company’s name 
next to the website address. 
Today, though, companies are encouraged to follow 
what’s known as Always on SSL. This means that the en-
tire website is protected by https, instead of just a couple 
of pages. This helps protect against modern attacks that 
seek to steal information when a site visitor browses be-
tween secure and not-secure pages. 

Finally, Dan Hubbard, product CTO of Cloud Security, 
Cisco Systems, shared some advice. “There are a few 
things small businesses can do," he said. First, make sure 
you have security solutions in place that are proven to 
detect and stop the majority of malware -- and make sure 
they are deployed at critical points within the company. 
 
"Second, in terms of ransomware: Back up your data. If 
you have a copy of your information that the attackers 
can’t get to, you are not at their mercy.” 
 
In sum, you don’t need to do everything, but do some-
thing. Attacks happen and small businesses need to pay 
close attention to cybersecurity because they are increas-
ingly becoming a point of focus for attackers.  

 

 

Canada raises alert on fraudulent Chinese visas 

ROBERT FIFE AND STEVEN CHASE 
OTTAWA — The Globe and Mail 
Tuesday, Feb. 07, 2017 

  

Canadian border agents and airlines are being 
warned to be on the lookout for tampered Cana-
dian visas from Chinese nationals coming from 
Shanghai and the Ethiopian capital of Addis Ababa, 
but Ottawa is being tight-lipped about the extent of 
the problem and threat to this country’s security. 

Public Safety Minister Ralph Goodale confirmed to 
The Globe and Mail that there has been a significant 
spike in Chinese nationals who have been caught 
carrying altered Canadian visa documents to gain il-
legal entry into Canada. He was unable to explain 
how genuine Canadian temporary resident visas 
ended up in the hands of forgers. 

“Whoever the traveller may be, it is important that 
border officers be alert to the risks and the dan-
gers,” Mr. Goodale said in an interview. “I can’t 
comment on any specific situation but I can say that 

https://www.watchpointdata.com/cryptostopper-tour
https://www.securitymentor.com/
https://www.digicert.com/news/ev-ssl-infographic.htm
https://www.digicert.com/news/ev-ssl-infographic.htm
https://www.digicert.com/always-on-ssl.htm
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/authors/robert-fife
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/authors/steven-chase
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our officials are alert to the risk and they are very, 
very assiduous at detecting illegitimacy and making 
sure that our system maintains its integrity.” 

The Canada Border Services Agency declined to say 
whether these fraudulent visas are being used by 
spies, criminals, economic migrants or bogus refu-
gees. The Globe and Mail obtained the confidential 
alert that was issued last Thursday. 

“An alert is an internal CBSA mechanism providing 
information on issues of concern for CBSA staff in 
Canada and abroad,” the agency said in a brief 
statement. “Where relevant, the CBSA shares infor-
mation with its partners to identify border-related 
threats to protect the safety and security of Canadi-
ans.” 

Temporary resident visas (TRV) are issued to tour-
ists, foreign workers and international students, 
usually for a period of six months. Criminal, security 
and medical background checks are conducted be-
fore a visa is issued. 

Like other countries, Canada outsources the pro-
cessing of visa applications in China. Private compa-
nies submit them on behalf of Chinese applicants. 

A senior Canadian border-security source, who 
spoke on background, said China’s intelligence 
agencies are too sophisticated to use forged tempo-
rary visas to send spies into Canada. But almost any-
one else wanting to get into Canada would be 
happy to pay for such a document, the source said. 

“You have people coming in here who want to be 
under the radar. It could be criminals who want to 
come in here under an assumed identity. It could be 
business people who are inadmissible or they have 
been told they can’t come back to Canada, or peo-
ple who have been refused a visa so now they are 
trying to get a bogus visa or refugees,” the source 
said. 

The CBSA sent out the alert on Feb. 2, saying “there 
has been a significant increase in the use of altered” 
temporary visas originating from Shanghai and Ad-
dis Ababa. Some of the people carrying these docu-

ments have “been intercepted abroad and/or ar-
rived undocumented in Canada,” according to the 
alert. 

“The security features of the TRV are genuine, how-
ever, the original personalization has been replaced 
with fraudulent information,” the agency said. 

It urged border agents “whenever possible” to ob-
tain passenger information prior to a commercial 
flight’s departure to Canada. Agents were also in-
structed on how to identify signs of document tam-
pering. 

There are as many as 60,000 Chinese nationals liv-
ing and working in Ethiopia, a hot spot for invest-
ment from China over the past decade. 

China is among the top origin countries for immigra-
tion fraud aimed at smuggling people into Canada. 
Shanghai is known as a city where forgery rings sell 
visas to foreigners looking for work in China and for 
Chinese nationals seeking to leave their country. 

  

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/poli-

tics/canada-raises-alert-on-fraudulent-chinese-vi-

sas/article33948389/?cmpid=rss1&click=sf_globe 

 

Lawyers misappropriated millions from clients' 

funds but few faced criminal charges 

Disciplinary actions include suspension, disbarment for 

professional misconduct 

By Katie Pedersen, Katie Nicholson, Jacques Mar-

coux, Feb 16, 2017  

 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/canada-raises-alert-on-fraudulent-chinese-visas/article33948389/?cmpid=rss1&click=sf_globe
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/canada-raises-alert-on-fraudulent-chinese-visas/article33948389/?cmpid=rss1&click=sf_globe
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/canada-raises-alert-on-fraudulent-chinese-visas/article33948389/?cmpid=rss1&click=sf_globe
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A CBC News analysis of public records over six years 

shows law societies in Canada sanctioned 220 mem-

bers for taking or mishandling money from clients or 

overcharging them, either negligently or intention-

ally. (CBC)  

More than 200 Canadian lawyers who were disci-

plined by their law societies between 2010 and 

2015 misappropriated about $160 million of their 

clients' funds, a CBC News investigation has found. 

But most of those lawyers were never charged with 

crimes. CBC could find evidence of criminal prosecu-

tions involving fewer than 10 per cent of the total 

number of disciplined lawyers in that time frame. 

An analysis of public records over six years shows 

law societies sanctioned 220 members for taking or 

mishandling money from clients or overcharging 

them, either negligently or intentionally. 

Lawyers were punished for a variety of infractions, 

including helping themselves to clients' trust funds, 

keeping money that belonged to a deceased client's 

estate, mishandling of client funds, charging for ser-

vices not provided and charging fees that were so 

unreasonable that they constituted misconduct. 

While some lawyers argued they were not guilty of 

deliberately doing anything wrong, many others ad-

mitted to misappropriation. Some said they lied to 

regulators when clients complained or when they 

were caught in spot audits. 

 

Penalties ranged from admonitions and fines to sus-

pensions and disbarments. In some cases, law socie-

ties allowed lawyers facing disciplinary charges to 

resign. 

Bette Hawley of Ottawa hired lawyer Luc Barrick in 

2010 and paid him a retainer to help with a housing 

problem. Barrick was later found by the Law Society 

of Upper Canada to have "misappropriated and/or 

misapplied" about $360,000 from his clients. 

The Law Society determined he had misappropri-

ated $650 from Hawley. 

"Any misappropriation of in-trust money should be 

treated as a criminal offence. It's stealing money," 

said Hawley. 

Left the country 

Barrick left Canada in 2011 for France and was dis-

barred in October 2013. 

 

Luc Barrick was disbarred in October 2013 after the 

Law Society of Upper Canada found that he had 

misappropriated funds given to him in trust. 

He told the CBC he left Canada for health rea-

sons and all accusations that he improperly used 

trust funds are unfounded. He says he intends to re-

turn to Canada one day to try to overturn his disbar-

ment. 

Criminal convictions are rarely a consequence for 

lawyers who take clients' money. CBC's investigation 

could only identify 19 examples of criminal prosecu-

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/law-society-questioned-over-slow-response-in-disbarring-lawyer-1.2634177
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tions between 2010 and 2015. Six of the prosecu-

tions involved lawyers who were disciplined prior to 

2010. 

One reason for the small number of charges or con-

victions may be the higher burden of proof required 

in criminal cases. 

In 2015, an Ontario Superior Court judge acquitted a 

disbarred lawyer of fraud, saying that bad work by a 

lawyer doesn't necessarily constitute fraud. 

Other factors 

John Sliter, a retired RCMP superintendent who 

spent 20 years investigating and managing white 

collar crime cases, thinks other factors are also at 

play. 

"It becomes very daunting for investigators to even 

think about investigating, let alone think about fac-

ing a potential prosecution, so often what happens 

is they simply rely on regulation to solve the prob-

lem for them," he said. 

"In other words, if they've been dealt with by the 

law society, political masters and police managers 

will feel that will suffice and that there's no need to 

pursue a criminal prosecution." 

The CBC investigation found Ontario and Quebec 

had the highest number of disciplined lawyers, but 

the types of punishment meted out were different. 

In Ontario, 71 lawyers were disciplined for taking 

money from their clients between 2010 and 2015. 

Seventeen lawyers were suspended and 49 were 

disbarred for their misconduct. Others still await 

punishment. 

In Quebec, 80 lawyers were disciplined for taking 

money improperly. Four were given permanent dis-

barments, while 58 faced temporary disbarments. 

Some were disciplined more than once during the 

time period. 

CBC News calculated that the median duration of 

each temporary disbarment handed out in Quebec 

was 12 months. 

The Law Society of Manitoba has referred 10 cases 

involving lawyers it disciplined to the police since 

2010. None of those lawyers faced criminal charges. 

"In every instance where a lawyer is convicted of 

misappropriating client funds there would be a re-

port made to the authorities," Law Society of Mani-

toba spokesperson Kris Dangerfield said in an 

email.   

"We do not receive confirmation from the authori-

ties confirming whether in fact they have chosen to 

commence an investigation into the lawyer's con-

duct." 

'Too easy to steal' 

Alice Woolley, president of the Canadian Association 

for Legal Ethics who teaches at the University of Cal-

gary, says no matter how harsh a punishment is, the 

lawyer will think he's the one who won't get caught. 

 

Alice Woolley is the president of the Canadian Asso-

ciation for Legal Ethics and teaches at the University 

of Calgary. (CBC) 

"If you make it easy for people to cheat, they cheat. 

If you make it hard, they don't cheat. If people are 
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stealing money that means it's too easy to steal 

money," she said in an interview. 

Woolley says the best way to bring the numbers 

down is by stopping the lawyers before the money 

is taken. 

"You want to make it so if I have a problem today, I 

can't fix it this way." 

Darrel Pink, executive director of the Nova Scotia 

Barristers' Society, came to the same conclusion 

years ago. 

"We basically asked the question, does what we do 

as a legal regulator make any difference?" he said. 

"And when we answered it 'Not really,' it was a 

pretty profound conclusion for us to come to. 

"Most lawyer theft is they take a little bit, they in-

tend to give it back, they take a little bit more. They 

are supporting a gambling habit," said Pink. "And 

therefore if you could stop them early, you could 

prevent a lot of harm." 

Early signs 

Pink says there are usually symptoms such as poor 

accounting and accounting mistakes. If the lawyer 

keeps getting away with it, that can eventually lead 

to missing money. 

He is working to get provincial legislation changed 

so that the law society can regulate law firms and 

address these accounting problems before they es-

calate. 

Woolley says change can be difficult in a profession 

that is self-regulated. 

"The problem with self-regulation is that it stops in-

novation, it stops people from making the changes 

that need to be made because they're afraid of 

what it might mean for the profession." 

 

 

 

A note on methodology: CBC News compiled infor-

mation about discipline cases and prosecutions be-

tween Jan. 1, 2010, and Dec. 31, 2015, by collecting 

material from provincial law societies, legal and 

court databases and media reports. We included all 

instances in which lawyers were sanctioned by their 

law societies for improperly taking or mishandling 

money from client trust funds or overcharging cli-

ents to an extent that led to professional miscon-

duct. This includes deliberately overcharging, charg-

ing for services never provided, outright fraud and 

breaching law society rules respecting client funds. 

Because there is no single comprehensive source for 

this information, it is possible not all relevant cases 

of discipline and criminal prosecution were cap-

tured. In about 30 discipline cases, it was not possi-

ble to provide an estimate of the amount of money 

clients may have lost. 

 
With files from Joseph Loiero and CBC Reference Li-

brary 
h t t p : / / w w w. c b c . c a / n e w s / c a n a d a / l a w y e r s - m i s -
a p p r o p r i a t e d - m i l l i o n s - 1 . 3 9 8 1 2 6 6  

 

Shawn Beaver at home in Edmonton, Alberta on 

Sunday, July 24, 2016.  

AMBER BRACKEN/FOR THE GLOBE AND MAIL  

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/lawyers-misappropriated-millions-1.3981266
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/lawyers-misappropriated-millions-1.3981266
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‘Nothing short of catastrophic’  

 

Shawn Beaver was once considered one of Alberta’s 

top legal minds. Then money started to go missing 

from clients’ accounts.  

JANA G. PRUDEN  

THE GLOBE AND MAIL LAST UPDATED: SUNDAY, FEB. 
12, 2017 11:04AM EST 

On the day it all came crashing down, Shawn Beaver 

got up early and dressed with extra care. He wore 

polished shoes and a carefully chosen tie, taking 

care with the little things as though he were dress-

ing for a wedding or a funeral, an added formality to 

steel himself for what was to come. From the out-

side, it seemed like he had it all. He was an elite 

criminal defence lawyer with his own successful 

firm, a respected legal mind who taught at the uni-

versity and argued cases before the Supreme Court. 

His wife had been discharged from the hospital and 

was at home with their newborn baby. They’d been 

married one month. Their baby daughter, Aguilera, 

was one week old.  

That morning had been coming for a long time. But 

although Mr. Beaver had been expecting it – knew it 

was inevitable even, and that he could not put it off 

any longer – its arrival was no less grim. He made a 

phone call from his office, then he left, walking east, 

toward the courthouse, alone. It was the same 

route he walked nearly every day to court, a walk he 

could do almost without looking. But this time he 

turned off and went into an office building instead, 

up 17 floors to see a long-time friend and mentor 

who would now become his lawyer. There, Mr. Bea-

ver opened the door, and got ready for everything 

to fall apart.  

There are certain admissions to be made from 

the start.  

Mr. Beaver admits there was a deficiency of 

$180,000 in the trust fund of his law firm, Beaver 

Leebody and Associates. He admits that he was the 

only person with signing authority to the accounts, 

and that there was “commingling” of his personal 

funds with the firm’s trust funds. He admits that, in 

some cases, money was taken for work not yet 

done, and that some client accounts were counted 

as paid before the funds were actually received. He 

admits that he wrongfully took proceeds of a house 

he owned with his ex-common-law wife, who has 

been severely disabled since a stroke in 2006.  

There are certain other things that have been found 

but not admitted. These include that Mr. Beaver 

also took large sums of money, totalling $115,000, 

from the account of a severely disabled, homeless, 

alcoholic and drug-addicted client, for whom he had 

been given power of attorney. That, as the head of a 

Law Society of Alberta panel said at the conclusion 

of two weeks of evidence, Mr. Beaver took money 

from the firm to pay bills and personal debts, and 

used the money not only to prop up his firm, but 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/authors/jana-g-pruden
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also his lifestyle. That he violated a fundamental 

rule of the legal profession and took money en-

trusted to him and to lawyers in his firm that he was 

not entitled to take.  

Next week, the panel of two lawyers and one non-

lawyer will decide what kind of punishment Mr. 

Beaver should face, both for what has been admit-

ted and for what has been found.  

Mr. Beaver’s lawyer says he should be allowed to 

practise law again – albeit with no access to client 

money. Lawyers for the Law Society say he should 

be disbarred. Some former friends and colleagues in 

the legal community believe he will be lucky not to 

go to jail.  

And while the panel considers Mr. Beaver’s fate, 

questions continue to surround a man who was 

once one of Alberta’s most successful criminal de-

fence lawyers, and a highly respected legal mind. 

Why did he do it? And, what will he do from here?  

 

The University of Alberta campus in Edmonton. Mr. 

Beaver gold-medal winner of his law-school class at 

the university in 1993 and taught at his alma mater 

later in his career.  

Shawn Beaver was five or six years old when he 

started telling people he wanted to be a lawyer. His 

mother would later say her middle son argued every 

point almost from the time he could talk, and 

whether it was an innate quality she saw or some-

thing she pushed him toward, the idea took hold.  

His father was an accomplished electrical engineer 

who worked on the Canadarm and, later, the guid-

ance system for the Patriot missile; his mother a 

nurse who monitored her son’s accomplishments so 

closely she collected and kept his schoolwork from 

kindergarten. Things came easily to him, and he was 

never one to be modest about his intellectual abili-

ties.  

“I was expected to excel at school, but I enjoyed ex-

celling at school,” Mr. Beaver said, in a series of in-

terviews with The Globe and Mail over recent 

months. “If I bothered at all, even to read the text-

book or to do the assignments, I would get good 

marks. Basically if I can put my mind to it, I can excel 

or at least rise above the average in any subject. I’m 

good at absorbing, understanding and repeating in-

formation. If I did badly in a course, it was simply 

because I had no interest.”  

He got a bachelor’s degree at McGill University with 

first-class honours, and was the gold-medal winner 

of his law-school class at the University of Alberta in 

1993 – a distinction which carries so much weight in 

legal circles that it was mentioned respectfully more 

than once during his Law Society hearing 24 years 

later. Mr. Beaver would sometimes say the thing 

that made him proudest of the gold medal is that he 

got it and still never missed a party.  
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By May of 2015, it seemed like he had it all. He was, 

at 46, an accomplished lawyer who headed his own 

busy firm in downtown Edmonton, a hip space with 

exposed brick walls and modern furniture. It was in 

Beaver House, a historic building that happened to 

share his name, and which, when the space came 

open, seemed almost like fate. He worked with an 

impressive cadre of lawyers who believed deeply in 

the work and were arguing important cases at all 

levels of court. He taught criminal-trial procedure, 

evidence, and advanced criminal evidence, a class 

he developed, at the University of Alberta. He was 

social and generous, and some friends and col-

leagues thought of him as a legal genius. But at the 

same time, what he had built was on the brink 

of collapse.  

In fact, there had been growing concern about Mr. 

Beaver within his firm for some time.  

He’d been around the office far less, coming in late 

and some days not at all. He’d left his common-law 

wife (who had been a lawyer at the firm until her 

stroke) for another woman the previous summer, 

and his new girlfriend had become a fixture at the 

office, and at university and legal events.  

There were questions about his behaviour and judg-

ment, fuelled by his relationship with the much 

younger woman who went by the nickname Sugar 

Lips, and by their gushing social-media posts and 

unabashed displays of public affection.  

There had been sexual behaviour between them in 

the office that some of his colleagues felt was inap-

propriate, and the tattoos he got for her – a large 

portrait of her on his arm, a series of words inked 

onto his chest – became common knowledge. From 

lovers’ tiffs to lustful displays of affection, their ro-

mance played out openly at legal functions and on 

social media as the staid legal community looked on 

in wonder.  

They married in April, 2015. A month later, their 

baby was born. There were serious complications at 

the end of the pregnancy, and with Mr. Beaver 

spending his days at the hospital, problems that had 

been simmering at the firm finally rose to a head.  

On a Sunday in late May, 2015, the same day Mr. 

Beaver’s wife and newborn were discharged from 

hospital, two lawyers from the firm met with his as-

sistant, Jackie Bawol, to talk about a possible inter-

vention. The lawyers were increasingly concerned 

about Mr. Beaver’s behaviour and about the stress it 

appeared to be putting on Ms. Bawol, who was cry-

ing at work and seemed almost on the verge of 

a breakdown.  

At a meeting in her backyard, Ms. Bawol revealed 

the problems were beyond what they imagined. 

Sobbing and nearly hysterical, she said cheques had 

been bouncing, and there wasn’t enough money to 

pay the firm’s wages and bills at the end of the 

month. She said Mr. Beaver had been taking money 

from the firm’s trust fund for months. There was no 

money left.  
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That night, three lawyers from the firm called Mr. 

Beaver to a meeting in the office boardroom and 

angrily confronted him with the allegations he had 

drained the trust fund. He didn’t deny it.  

“There was no disputing it. He just sat there with 

this dead-eyed look in his eye,” one of the lawyers, 

Brad Leebody, would later say, describing the con-

frontation at the Law Society hearing. “There was 

no remorse. No apology.”  

They gave Mr. Beaver until the next day at noon to 

report himself to the Law Society of Alberta.  

This is the person who is the godfather to my chil-

dren, and I just found out he robbed from me  

The next morning, after another tense confronta-

tion, Mr. Beaver walked to his lawyer’s office and 

started preparing a letter. Lawyers from his firm 

were already speaking to Law Society officials when 

Mr. Beaver’s letter arrived by fax. The lawyers broke 

the news to the rest of the firm later that day.  

What followed were days of chaos and emotion. 

Everyone was out of work. There was no money, but 

the clients who had paid for services still needed 

representation. There was intense anger at Mr. Bea-

ver, confusion and conflict over control of regular of-

fice functions, such as client phone calls. In a close-

knit firm, where the seven lawyers and support staff 

were not only colleagues but friends, there were 

personal losses as well. Each one felt like a devastat-

ing betrayal.  

Dave Lloyd, an articling student at the firm, had put 

just over $5,000 in the firm’s trust as an education 

fund for the young children of his brother, who had 

died suddenly a short time earlier. That money 

was gone.  

Lawyer Lee Roe, who had been unable to work for a 

lengthy period because of a heart transplant, had 

just won a payout in a civil case and was expecting 

$56,000 at the end of the week, which he had been 

counting on to repay loans and get back on his feet. 

That money was gone, too.  

Mr. Leebody, who considered Mr. Beaver such a 

close friend and mentor that Mr. Beaver was godfa-

ther to his children, learned not only that the trust 

money was gone, but that Mr. Beaver had deceived 

him about aspects of a house sale, putting Mr. Lee-

body himself in breach of the Law Society.  

A confrontation between the two men became so 

heated at one point that Mr. Leebody had to force 

himself to walk away.  

“This is the person who is the godfather to my chil-

dren, and I just found out he robbed from me,” he 

would say later, describing the emotion of 

those days.  

Hundreds of case files were prepared to be passed 

on to other lawyers, and another firm stepped in to 

pay the salaries of the secretaries and assistants, 

who hadn’t been paid for the previous month and 

were now out of work. The lawyers, all also out of a 
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job, continued representing the clients they could, 

while scrambling to find other places to work. By 

the end of the week, Mr. Beaver was suspended 

from practising law. The firm was quickly taken over 

by a custodian and closed.  

After a lengthy investigation, the Law Society of Al-

berta charged Mr. Beaver with 12 counts related to 

misappropriating money, breaking accounting rules 

and breaching professional responsibilities. He also 

faced additional citations alleging he touched a legal 

assistant in a sexual manner without her consent 

and “failed to maintain a work environment free of 

sexual harassment.”  

In the 21 months since the trust-fund shortage and 

Mr. Beaver’s suspension became public, speculation 

and rumours have continued to swirl around the le-

gal community. Among the stories Mr. Beaver has 

heard about himself are that he took up to $7-mil-

lion, and that he was a gambling addict or addicted 

to cocaine, all of which he strongly denies.  

He says he agreed to speak to The Globe and Mail to 

“let people know that there’s more to this story 

than just what they may have heard.”  

“I’ve been convicted by a group of people that apply 

the reasonable-doubt standard on a daily basis and 

would object to any hearsay in the proceeding, yet 

that is their entire reliance,” he says.  

 

Shawn Beaver and his wife Chantal Beaver at home 

in Edmonton, Alberta. He met his wife in early 2014, 

weeks after his mother’s death.  

 

For Mr. Beaver, what happened can be traced to a 

day in December, 2013, when his mother became 

suddenly, severely ill. She died three weeks later. He 

says he was completely unable to deal with her ill-

ness and death, and describes what followed as a 

“dark and blurry” period where he was severely de-

pressed and couldn’t cope with life. He says in this 

time, he lost control of his business, began drinking 

himself unconscious most nights, and wasn’t able to 

make the decisions necessary to keep the 

firm afloat.  

“Without remembering the day, I would remember 

the first time,” he says. “I’m not sure I can tell you 

what the client was, even if I wanted to. I just re-

member feeling desperate and without time, that 

overwhelming feeling and desire to survive, if just 

one more day. That’s what I remember about it.”  

All he could do, he says, was try to get through each 

day. He says he always intended to pay the 

money back.  

He met Chantal Chmilar in early 2014, weeks after 

his mother’s death. And though he says he was in 

the beginning of a deep depression, it was the start 

of a passionate love affair. When Mr. Beaver left his 

former common-law wife for the new relationship in 
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August, angry separation proceedings ensued, 

which he says compounded his problems.  

“I never understood depression, and had biases 

against it,” he says. “But I can tell you it was a real 

thing for me.”  

But those on the outside saw a different, and maybe 

less sympathetic, picture.  

There were romantic dates, travel, extravagant pur-

chases. During the Law Society hearing, the panel 

heard that Mr. Beaver was taking personal draws 

from the firm every day at times, taking home at 

least $15,000 – and sometimes far more – every 

month. In the period of the trust shortages, there 

were large jewellery purchases at Tiffany’s and 

charges from Holt Renfrew, an all-expense-paid trip 

for all of the firm’s employees and Chantal to Mex-

ico, a Caribbean cruise and a trip to Los Angeles he 

and Chantal took as a couple.  

Doug McGillivray, one of the three people adjudicat-

ing the Law Society case, questioned whether the fi-

nancial problems the firm faced could have been 

solved if Mr. Beaver took less money for himself, 

adding: “There’s a lot of people that would think 

$15,000 a month before taxes is a pretty good earn-

ing.”  

Mr. Beaver responded that he had a number of ex-

penses, including ones related to his previous rela-

tionships and children.  

Mr. Beaver also attempted to purchase a $1.975-

million house in early 2015, while already deeply in 

debt and shortly before the trust shortages were ex-

posed. He put a $50,000 down payment on the 

house, half on a credit card.  

“It’s one of the many irrational decisions that I was 

making,” Mr. Beaver said, when questioned about 

the house purchase during the Law Society hearing. 

He said he could not possibly have closed the deal.  

Given his conduct, it is unimaginable that he would 

be permitted to practise law in Alberta ever again.  

When the trust-fund issues came out, Mr. Beaver sat 

his new wife down and told her what he had done, 

and that he’d understand if she left him. They had 

been together just over a year at the time. She was 

22, barely older than his daughters from his first 

marriage. They had a newborn baby. At their wed-

ding a month earlier, they had read personal vows in 

which they said they would die without each other.  

“He was like, ‘I understand if you don’t want to be 

with me. You don’t have to. It’s going to be really 

bad,’” Ms. Beaver says. She remembers telling him, 

“It doesn’t matter if we lose everything and we’re 

on the street. It’s you who I loved, it’s not every-

thing else. You are the person I fell in love with.  

“Everyone always says, ‘Oh my God, you’ve been so 

much with him,’” she says. “I’m a hopeless roman-

tic. I believe that when you make those vows, 

through good and bad, through sickness and 
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through health, you stick to it. You’re there for 

them. No matter what comes your way, you get 

through it.”  

She sat through nearly all of his Law Society hearing, 

which ran over the course of two weeks. His father 

and two grown daughters were also there and, after 

her own testimony, his ex-common-law wife. Near 

the end there was a police officer sitting alone in 

the corner, taking notes.  

Several lawyers from Mr. Beaver’s firm declined to 

speak to The Globe and Mail, in some cases citing 

the ongoing Law Society proceedings and the po-

tential for criminal charges. But the Law Society 

hearing exposed glimpses of the toll Mr. Beaver’s 

actions have taken on them.  

“This has been nothing short of catastrophic,” Brad 

Leebody told the hearing, looking straight at Mr. 

Beaver for the first time during his testimony.  

Ms. Bawol, who had been Mr. Beaver’s assistant for 

20 years and left her previous job to go with him 

when he started his own firm, sobbed at points dur-

ing her testimony.  

“I thought I was the luckiest person because I had 

worked for a person who was so smart, so ethical,” 

she said. “I thought I was going to retire [from the 

firm]. I had it made.” The panel called a break at one 

point for Ms. Bawol to compose herself.  

Mr. Beaver’s disabled client testified behind a 

screen, because of concerns about his vulnerability. 

“Do you know if anyone else is handling your money 

now?” Mr. Beaver’s lawyer, Simon Renouf, asked. 

The man replied, “What money?”  

By message, another former colleague described 

Mr. Beaver’s actions as “indicative of someone en-

tirely without remorse.” “Given his conduct,” the 

person wrote, “it is unimaginable that he would be 

permitted to practise law in Alberta ever again.”  

Although some of the losses are covered by insur-

ance, payments didn’t start for more than a year, 

and aren’t guaranteed. Mr. Leebody described him-

self working for free for a year and a half, and said 

he was thrust into a situation so financially devastat-

ing that his wife had to take a job working the mid-

night shift at UPS. He said he also spent hours at his 

own Law Society hearing waiting to learn whether 

he would be disbarred for his role in Mr. Beaver’s 

house sale.  

“When I’m done here after today, I don’t want to 

speak about it any more,” he said, looking coldly 

across the room at his former friend and mentor. 

“I’m done.”  

Mr. Beaver, meanwhile, also feels betrayed – or at 

least abandoned – by many of the same people who 

were betrayed by him. He says he’s seen people 

cross the street to avoid him, and many of his for-

mer friends and colleagues no longer return his calls 

or texts. Others, he says, support him quietly but 

aren’t willing to come out publicly or be seen with 

him. In his view, his friends were only there for the 
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good times, and he resents those he believes simply 

walked away.   

“When my name was gold they wanted to be 

around me, and invite me to places and seat me 

prominently. When I’m going through a tough time, 

they’re not interested in having me in the same 

room, for fear of association,” he says. “That has 

disappointed me, but I’ve learned more about hu-

man nature, and ultimately you have to rely on 

yourself. That has to be your foundation, because 

take it from me: Your best friends, some of them 

will come through, and the rest will pretend they 

don’t know you. And this is an amazing thing to me, 

because I thought I was a better judge of hu-

man character.”  

It’s a feeling those who worked with Mr. Beaver 

have expressed in return. At the Law Society hear-

ing, Mr. Leebody said he once believed Mr. Beaver 

“was the best of us, regardless what people said 

about his private life.”  

“I would suggest you are a very good judge of char-

acter,” Mr. Beaver’s lawyer, Mr. Renouf, said.  

“I would disagree,” Mr. Leebody replied.  

“He had a very good mask.”  

The Beavers live in a new house in a subdivision on 

the edge of the city, within a tangle of crescents and 

closes and signs for new show homes. Windows 

along one wall look out over a man-made lake. The 

shelves are crowded with pictures of them together 

and souvenirs of their romance. The house is warm 

and busy with their young daughter Aguilera, and 

their other children: her five-year-old daughter 

Bentley, and his two grown daughters, who live with 

them part-time.  

During the Law Society hearing, Mr. Beaver was 

asked if he owned or rented the house, but his law-

yer objected, and Mr. Beaver didn’t answer 

the question.  

 

Shawn Beaver at home with his family in Edmonton, 

Alberta. Mr. Beaver’s baby daughter, who he is hold-

ing in this photograph, was one week old when his 

life changed.  

In the period since the trust shortages came out, 

Mr. Beaver says he was diagnosed with severe de-

pression and has been treated with both medication 

and therapy by a team of doctors. He says his wife 

helped him confront the fact that he has an alcohol 

problem, and that he is in the early stages of recov-

ery and going to Alcoholics Anonymous. He credits 

his wife and daughters for getting him through the 

past two years.  

Ms. Beaver recently started classes herself, and has 

a 10-year plan to get a bachelor’s degree and then 

go to law school. She says she’d like to be a defence 
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lawyer and have her own firm, and says she wants 

to be “the next Shawn Beaver,” and make her fam-

ily proud.  

The Law Society panel found Mr. Beaver guilty of 

seven financial, trust-fund and professional-respon-

sibility offences, including “purposely and dishon-

estly” taking proceeds from the sale of the house he 

owned with his ex-common-law wife, failing to be 

candid with the Law Society, and misappropriating 

$115,000 from the disabled client for whom he held 

power of attorney.  

“It is a sad irony that the funding arrangements put 

in place by Mr. Beaver, supposedly to protect [the 

client] from the financial predations of fellow street 

persons, was the very mechanism that allowed most 

of his money to be taken by the person he trusted 

most of all,” the panel concluded, in a 27-page writ-

ten decision.  

The panel found Mr. Beaver not guilty of three cita-

tions, and two more were dropped by Law Society 

lawyers at the end of the hearing. The sexual-har-

assment and sexual-touching allegations are slated 

to be heard separately.  

When my name was gold they wanted to be around 

me, and invite me to places and seat me promi-

nently. When I'm going through a tough time, 

they're not interested in having me in the same 

room, for fear of association.  

Next week, the Law Society panel will meet again to 

decide what happens next.  

Mr. Beaver’s lawyer, Mr. Renouf, is arguing that Mr. 

Beaver should be allowed to start working as a law-

yer again, and says he would almost immediately 

begin paying back his debts. He says that Mr. Beaver 

has had little or no employment income for the past 

21 months because of his suspension, and because 

the Law Society shut down his attempts to practise 

as a “legal consultant.” He said a former partner of 

Mr. Beaver’s is willing to hire him and oversee 

his work.  

“In many respects it’s a tragic story,” Mr. Renouf 

said. “At least to the point where we’re at 

right now.”  

Lawyers for the Law Society appeared visibly 

shocked at Mr. Renouf’s application to have the sus-

pension lifted, and are asking for disbarment. The 

majority of disbarments in Alberta over the past 15 

years involve trust-fund, misappropriation or ac-

counting issues. In one case, for less than $2,000.  

The Law Society panel has already ruled that testi-

mony and evidence gathered in the disciplinary 

hearing be sent to the Attorney-General for crimi-

nal investigation.  

Mr. Beaver says he’s spent the past months with his 

wife and his kids, volunteering, trying to slow down 

and deal with his health. He says he’s working on 

plans in case he can never practise law again, 
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though he declines to say exactly what those plans 

are. He says he’s lucky, at 48, to have his “life correc-

tion” now, so he still has time to fix it.  

He says despite it all, he’s finally happy.  

“I’m willing to start from the bottom and re-earn re-

spect, or what have you,” he says. “When I come 

back it will just be even better than I was before, 

and they’ll have to respect me.”  

He is wearing a white dress shirt, slightly frayed 

around the collar, with the tattoo on his chest peek-

ing through. It is one of the tattoos he got for Chan-

tal, a necklace of ink bearing words of love. At that 

moment, there are only two words visible. They say, 

“My life.”  
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Employment scam tops BBB's list of top 10 con 

jobs in 2016 

'Scammers are getting very savvy now,' 
getting people to fill out paperwork, 
spokesperson say 

By Roshini Nair, CBC News Posted: Mar 01, 
2017  

According to the Better Business Bureau, Cana-
dians reported over $90 million in losses to 
scammers in 2016. (CBC)  

 
 

(Note: CBC does not endorse and is not respon-
sible for the content of external links.) 

Canadians lost a reported $90 million to scams 
last year, but the total could be much higher, 
according to the Better Business Bureau. 

The BBB's newly released list of the top 10 
scams of 2016 includes information from the 
bureau's scam tracker website, the Canadian 
Anti-Fraud Centre and concerns from commu-
nity partners. 

Danielle Primrose, president of the Better Busi-
ness Bureau of Mainland B.C., said the biggest 
scam last year involved fake employment re-
cruiting. 

"Even though it wasn't the largest reported 
loss, it was reported all across Canada," she 
said. 

As part of the scam, callers "hire" people over 
the phone or online, and ask them for banking 
information so they can get paid. Instead, they 
get robbed. 

Employment scams — involving a person giving 
banking information to someone offering a job 
that doesn't exist — was the most prevalent 
scam in 2016. (Seokyong Lee/Bloomberg News) 

"The scammers are getting very savvy now," 
said Primrose. "They're getting people to fill out 
a lot of paperwork and they make it look very 
official. They'll send you a signing bonus and 
then ask you to wire money back or send it to 
another employee." 

Other scams that made the top 10 this year in-
cluded online dating, investment fraud and the 
notorious Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) tax 
hoax. 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/employment-scam-tops-bbb-s-list-of-top-10-con-jobs-in-2016-1.4003556
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/employment-scam-tops-bbb-s-list-of-top-10-con-jobs-in-2016-1.4003556
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/how-edmonton-lawyer-shawn-beaver-one-of-albertas-top-legal-minds-lost-everything/article33992245/?reqid=6db48c49-cfbb-4f39-b7e9-86d093b37c41
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/how-edmonton-lawyer-shawn-beaver-one-of-albertas-top-legal-minds-lost-everything/article33992245/?reqid=6db48c49-cfbb-4f39-b7e9-86d093b37c41
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/how-edmonton-lawyer-shawn-beaver-one-of-albertas-top-legal-minds-lost-everything/article33992245/?reqid=6db48c49-cfbb-4f39-b7e9-86d093b37c41
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/how-edmonton-lawyer-shawn-beaver-one-of-albertas-top-legal-minds-lost-everything/article33992245/?reqid=6db48c49-cfbb-4f39-b7e9-86d093b37c41
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/how-edmonton-lawyer-shawn-beaver-one-of-albertas-top-legal-minds-lost-everything/article33992245/?reqid=6db48c49-cfbb-4f39-b7e9-86d093b37c41
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/how-edmonton-lawyer-shawn-beaver-one-of-albertas-top-legal-minds-lost-everything/article33992245/?reqid=6db48c49-cfbb-4f39-b7e9-86d093b37c41
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/how-edmonton-lawyer-shawn-beaver-one-of-albertas-top-legal-minds-lost-everything/article33992245/?reqid=6db48c49-cfbb-4f39-b7e9-86d093b37c41
http://www.cbc.ca/news/cbc-news-online-news-staff-list-1.1294364
https://www.bbb.org/scamtracker/canada
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/nanaimo-dating-scam-1.3932837
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/investors-securities-fraud-alberta-asc-scam-commission-top-five-risks-1.3929228
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/cra-scam-cellphones-1.3745193
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/cra-scam-cellphones-1.3745193
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/cra-scam-cellphones-1.3745193
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/employment-scam-tops-bbb-s-list-of-top-10-con-jobs-in-2016-1.4003556
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/employment-scam-tops-bbb-s-list-of-top-10-con-jobs-in-2016-1.4003556
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Unreported losses could be much higher 

In addition to getting more savvy, the scam-
mers are also getting more profitable, accord-
ing to Primrose. 

The $90-million loss is much higher than in 
2015, when $61 million in losses was reported, 
and 2014, when scammers took $71 million. 

While the higher number could be due to in-
creased reporting, Primrose said the vast ma-
jority of scams remain unreported. 

"We think [$90 million] is only around five per 
cent of the total loss," she said. "If you do the 
math, it could be as high as $1.8 billion." 

Primrose said many people are reluctant to re-
port a scam because they are embarrassed or 
don't know where to report. She recommended 
contacting a local authority or the Better Busi-
ness Bureau. 

Even if you have already been scammed and 
lost money, it's still important to report it as 
the statistics are helpful to track the scam, she 
added. 

Top 10 scams 

Here are the top 10 scams of 2016 and how 
much was lost based on the people reporting 
them: 

1. Employment: $5.3 million. 
2. Online dating: $17 million. 
3. Identity fraud: $11 million. 
4. Advance fee loans: $1.1 million. 
5. Online purchases: $8.6 million. 
6. Wire fraud spear phishing: $13 million. 
7. Binary option scams: $7.5 million. 
8. Fake lottery winnings: $3 million. 
9. Scam involving person claiming to be 

from CRA: $4.3 million. 

10. Fake online endorsements: Amount un-
known. 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/employ-

ment-scam-tops-bbb-s-list-of-top-10-con-jobs-in-2016-

1.4003556 

 

 

TAKATA PLEADS GUILTY, FINED $1 BILLION FOR LY-

ING ABOUT DEADLY AIRBAG DEFECTS 

By Richard L. Cassin | Tuesday, February 28, 2017 

Tokyo-based Takata Corporation pleaded guilty 
Monday to one count of wire fraud and was sentenced to 
pay $1 billion in criminal penalties for lying about defec-
tive airbag inflators. 
Takata appeared before U.S. District Judge George Caram 
Steeh in the Eastern District of Michigan.  

Judge Steeh sentenced Takata to pay a total criminal pen-
alty of $1 billion, including $975 million in restitution and 
a $25 million fine, and three years’ probation. 

Under the plea deal, the DOJ required a $125 million 
fund for people physically injured by Takata’s airbags and 
who haven't already reached a settlement with the com-
pany. 

There will also be a $850 million fund for airbag recall 
and replacement costs incurred by car makers who were 
victims of Takata’s fraud. 

A court-appointed special master will oversee payouts 
from the restitution funds.  

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/employment-scam-tops-bbb-s-list-of-top-10-con-jobs-in-2016-1.4003556
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/employment-scam-tops-bbb-s-list-of-top-10-con-jobs-in-2016-1.4003556
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/employment-scam-tops-bbb-s-list-of-top-10-con-jobs-in-2016-1.4003556
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/takata-pleads-guilty-fined-1-billion-for-lying-about-deadly.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/takata-pleads-guilty-fined-1-billion-for-lying-about-deadly.html
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/author/fcpablog
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Takata agreed to retain an independent compliance mon-
itor for three years and cooperate with the DOJ's ongoing 
investigation, including its investigation of individuals. 

Takata is one of the world’s biggest suppliers of automo-
tive safety-related equipment. 

The DOJ's Kenneth Blanco said, “For over a decade, Ta-
kata lied to its customers about the safety and reliability 
of its ammonium nitrate-based airbag inflators." 

The defect is linked to at least 11 deaths and more than 
100 injuries in the United States. Worldwide Takata’s air-
bags have killed at least 16 people and injured 180. 

From 2000 through 2015, Takata defrauded customers 
and auto makers by providing "false and manipulated air-
bag inflator test data," the DOJ said. The false data made 
the performance of the company’s airbag inflators ap-
pear better than it actually was. 

Even after repeated problems with the inflators in the 
field -- including ruptures causing injuries and deaths -- 
Takata executives withheld accurate inflator test data 
from customers, according to the DOJ. 

“We hope that today's guilty plea and sentence will send 
a message to suppliers of consumer safety products that 
they must put safety ahead of profits,” U.S. Attorney Bar-
bara McQuade said. 

Takata executives learned about the defects in 2000. 

In 2013, Toyota, Honda, Nissan, Mazda, and General Mo-
tors recalled about 3.4 million older-model vehicles 
worldwide because of defective Takata airbags. 

By May 2016, the U.S. government had recalled 68 mil-
lion Takata airbag inflators. 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration fined 
Takata up to $200 million in November 2015 and required 
the company to institute a massive recall. 

_____ 

Richard L. Cassin is the publisher and editor of the FCPA 
Blog. 

- See more at: http://www.fcpa-
blog.com/blog/2017/2/28/takata-pleads-guilty-fined-1-
billion-for-lying-about-deadly.html?utm_source=feed-
burner&utm_medium=feed&utm_cam-

paign=Feed%3A+fcpa-
blog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.X3eGk8nt.
dpuf 
 

Public security minister expands corruption inves-

tigation, launches probe of Montreal police 

February 24, 2017  
 
In light of multiple new and serious allegations of corrup-
tion against members of Montreal’s police service, Public 
Security Minister Martin Coiteux announced he will be 
beefing up the investigation he announced this week and 
launching a separate administrative probe into the inter-
nal workings of the SPVM. 

The allegations, communicated to the minister by the 
Sûreté du Québec late Thursday evening, are so numer-
ous, serious and complex that Coiteux has decided to 
add investigators from the RCMP, Quebec City, Longueuil, 
and Gatineau police forces to the SQ team. The investiga-
tion will now be co-directed by SQ assistant director gen-
eral Yves Morency and Madeleine Giauque, the head of 
the Bureau des enquêtes indépendantes (BEI), an inde-
pendent police-oversight agency set up in 2013. 

The investigation will be looking into disturbing allega-
tions by two former SPVM officers revealed in a TVA re-
port Tuesday. Jimmy Cacchione and Giovanni Di Feo 
said they had been ousted from the police service in 
2014 because they were about to blow the whistle on 
corruption allegations that would have hurt the reputa-
tion of then-police chief Marc Parent and other high-
ranking officers. They alleged that the Montreal police in-
ternal affairs division made up incriminating evidence to 
discredit them and justify their dismissal.  

A third officer, Roger Larivière, told TVA his home and of-
fice were searched by Montreal police officers in 2014, 
shortly after he met with a journalist at a Montreal res-
taurant. A report in Le Devoir Thursday suggested SQ in-
vestigators had spotted Larivière in the restaurant and re-
ported the meeting to the SPVM’s internal affairs unit. 

But after Coiteux announced an investigation of those al-
legations by an SQ team, more allegations surfaced. 

“At the beginning of the week we thought we had two or 
three cases to investigate,” Coiteux said at a news confer-
ence in downtown Montreal Friday afternoon. “Last night 
it was confirmed to me the number and complexity of 
cases is increasing. 

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/takata-corporation-pleads-guilty-sentenced-pay-1-billion-criminal-penalties-airbag-scheme
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/takata-pleads-guilty-fined-1-billion-for-lying-about-deadly.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fcpablog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.X3eGk8nt.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/takata-pleads-guilty-fined-1-billion-for-lying-about-deadly.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fcpablog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.X3eGk8nt.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/takata-pleads-guilty-fined-1-billion-for-lying-about-deadly.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fcpablog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.X3eGk8nt.dpuf
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http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/takata-pleads-guilty-fined-1-billion-for-lying-about-deadly.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fcpablog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.X3eGk8nt.dpuf
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/28/takata-pleads-guilty-fined-1-billion-for-lying-about-deadly.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fcpablog%2FsLbh+%28The+FCPA+Blog%29#sthash.X3eGk8nt.dpuf
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“This serious new information leads us to believe that 
above and beyond the specific treatment of certain 
cases, there may be systemic problems concerning the in-
ternal investigative practises of the SPVM,” he said. 

“We need to make sure the investigators conducting the 
investigations are completely independent from the 
cases they are investigating, so we have to enlarge the 
number of investigators beyond the SQ to make sure we 
maintain that independence,” he said. 

The minister will soon name a special commissioner to 
lead the administrative investigation into the SPVM’s in-
ternal workings, he said. 

The minister will also ask Police Chief Philippe Pichet to 
give a report on what measures he intends to take to en-
sure the problems in the SPVM do not worsen in the 
short term, and to restore public confidence in his police 
force. 

Coiteux made it clear that he has confidence in the rela-
tively new BEI, but added this investigation is too com-
plex and broad for the BEI to handle alone at this stage in 
its existence and with its current resources. 

Coiteux denied that he was putting the SPVM under a 
kind of trusteeship through the administrative investiga-
tion he is ordering. But he avoided answering reporters’ 
direct questions about whether he had total confidence 
in the current police chief.  

“He will be part of an internal investigation. He will have 
to respond to questions by the commissioner that I will 
be putting in place soon,” Coiteux said. 

He said he still believes in the integrity of the majority of 
Montreal’s police officers, but the new allegations are 
“something really significant and we have to get to the 
bottom of this. It’s not one or two people, and this is why 
I am announcing not only additional capacity to the in-
vestigative team … but at the same time we need to do 
an internal investigation of the SPVM.” 

He said he has not ruled out a public inquiry into the 
SPVM’s issues in the future, but he had to take these im-
mediate measures to deal with the situation. 

“Nobody should have any doubt about the independence 
of this investigation,” he added. 

The minister will also set up a permanent task force of 
police officials responsible for internal investigations of 

the various Quebec police services in order to share best 
practices. And finally, the minister will consider amending 
Bill 107 to ensure that certain types of allegations that 
undermine public confidence in police services be con-
ferred to the BEI. 

Coiteux also announced a new “info line” for SPVM offic-
ers who wish to report instances of corruption within 
their own force. That number, which is being staffed by 
SQ officers, is 514-598-4336. 

Montreal Mayor Denis Coderre said he is pleased with 
the measures Coiteux has announced, and said he has 
full confidence in Police Chief Pichet. 

“There seems to be a systemic culture within certain ser-
vices of the SPVM that require that we go deeper, and 
that is what we are doing,” Coderre said in a press confer-
ence two hours after the minister’s announcement. “For 
me, it is important to remember that when Mr. Pichet 
was named chief of police remember what was said 
about him: he was not a member of any clan … he came 
with his experience and from the beginning he made 
structural changes and things started to come out after 
that. So it is normal that until we have reason not to, that 
we give him all our confidence.” 

But the leader of the official opposition at City Hall, Valé-
rie Plante, said the measures announced by the minister 
fall short “because they do not attack the root of the 
problem, which is the culture of secrecy that reigns in the 
police service,” Plante said in a written statement. 

“The Coderre administration must examine its conscience 
and take the means necessary to improve the transpar-
ency of the SPVM, and of the agency responsible for su-
pervising its work, the Public Security Commission,” she 
said. 

mlalonde@postmedia.com 

http://montrealgazette.com/news/local-news/coiteux-or-
ders-administrative-investigation-of-spvm 

Judge acquits SNC-Lavalin execs, says RCMP relied 

on 'gossip' 

A ruling handed down in a Toronto courtroom Fri-
day acquitted former executives with engineering 
giant SNC Lavalin.  
By JACQUES GALLANTLegal Affairs Reporter 
Fri., Feb. 10, 2017 

mailto:mlalonde@postmedia.com
http://montrealgazette.com/news/local-news/coiteux-orders-administrative-investigation-of-spvm
http://montrealgazette.com/news/local-news/coiteux-orders-administrative-investigation-of-spvm
https://www.thestar.com/authors.gallant_jacques.html
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An international corruption case involving former 
top executives from engineering giant SNC-Lavalin 
collapsed in a Toronto courtroom Friday after a 
judge threw out all wiretap evidence and rebuked 
the RCMP for its conduct in the investigation.  
 
Kevin Wallace, former vice-president of energy and 
infrastructure, his subordinate Ramesh Shah, ex-VP 
of the international division, and Zulfiquar Ali Bhui-
yan, a dual Bangladeshi-Canadian citizen, all 
pleaded not guilty to bribing foreign officials in or-
der to secure a construction contract in Bangladesh.  
Just before they entered their pleas, federal Crown 
attorney Tanit Gilliam told Superior Court Justice Ian 
Nordheimer she would not be calling any evidence 
and would ask that the judge acquit the men. She 
admitted that without the wiretap evidence, the 
Crown no longer had a reasonable prospect of con-
viction.  
 
Nordheimer had previously ruled that the RCMP of-
ficer who swore what is known as an Information to 
obtain (ITO) in 2011 to secure a wiretap of the ac-
cused men’s private communications had failed to 
provide verifiable information and used language 
that essentially “trick(ed)” a different judge into 
signing off on it. 
 
“Reduced to its essentials, the information provided 
in the ITO was nothing more than speculation, gos-
sip and rumour,” Nordheimer wrote. “Nothing that 
could fairly be referred to as direct factual evidence, 
to support the rumour and speculation, was pro-
vided or investigated. 
 

 “While I may not be prepared to go so far as to find 
that the RCMP did not proceed in good faith in this 
case, there are aspects of the ITO that are trou-
bling.” 

 
SNC-Lavalin declined to comment to the Star. The 
RCMP did not return a request for comment.  
Wallace, who was charged in 2013, was the senior 
executive assigned to the Bangladesh project. His 
lawyer, Scott Fenton, said he was pleased that he’s 
finally been vindicated.  
“There was no evidentiary basis other than specula-
tion, conjecture, and guesswork for the wiretap that 
was sought in this case, which resulted in a massive 

intrusion of the privacy of, in this instance, an inno-
cent person,” Fenton said.  
 
Bhuiyan was alleged to have been the representa-
tive of Abul Chowdhury, a senior Bangladeshi minis-
ter. Chowdhury’s charges had previously been 
stayed. Bhuiyan’s lawyer, Frank Addario, and Shah’s 
lawyer, David Cousins, said their clients were re-
lieved.  
 
The alleged bribery scheme related to the $2.9-bil-
lion Padma Bridge project in Bangladesh. As part of 
that project, the Bangladeshi government was look-
ing to award a $50-million construction supervision 
contract (“CSC”). The World Bank was a primary 
lender in relation to the project.  
 
SNC-Lavalin was one of the five companies short-
listed for the CSC component. After the company 
was ranked second in the bidding process, an inves-
tigator with the World Bank’s integrity unit ap-
proached the RCMP in 2011 “concerning allegations 
that had come to (their) attention regarding possi-
ble corruption involving SNC-Lavalin and the Padma 
Bridge project,” Nordheimer wrote. 
 
This included information gleaned from four “tip-
sters.” Information from one of the four tipsters was 
considered general in nature and not relied upon. 
As for the other three, Nordheimer said the RCMP 
never spoke with tipsters no. 1 and 3, and only 
spoke to tipster no. 2 over the telephone.  
“As is apparent from a review of the ITO filed in sup-
port of the first authorization (for a wiretap), most, 
if not all, of the information provided by the three 
tipsters had, in turn, been received by the tipsters 
from other sources,” the judge said.  
 
“The RCMP did not contact any of the sources of the 
hearsay information relayed by the tipsters, even 
though some of those sources were identified by 
the tipsters.”  
 
Nordheimer pointed out that because the RCMP 
never checked out the tipsters, it’s unclear if there 
were ever four informants providing information, or 
simply two individuals using different email ac-
counts.  
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As was later discovered through the court process, 
tipster no. 2 turned out to be a “disgruntled com-
peting bidder . . . (who) was also engaged in corrupt 
practices with respect to the CSC process itself,” the 
judge said.  
 
Nordheimer also criticized the RCMP for relying on 
the travel history of the accused to try to confirm 
the information from a tipster who said it was at a 
meeting in Dubai where “the deal for the CSC” had 
been made. A source had said that Wallace would 
“definitely be” at the meeting, according to the tip-
ster. 
The RCMP indicated in the ITO that they knew the 
men had been out of the country because police 
had dates on which they returned to Canada 
through Pearson airport. The travel history came 
from the Canada Border Services Agency, which 
could have also confirmed the travel destinations of 
the men.  
Only later did the RCMP ask the CBSA and discov-
ered that Wallace had not been in Dubai at any 
point in time, yet the RCMP did not include this in 
subsequent ITOs when it sought to renew the au-
thorizations for the wiretaps, Nordheimer wrote. 
 
“In my view, the only reason for including this travel 
information in the first ITO was to lead the reader to 
draw the inference that Wallace was, in fact, in Du-
bai and thus provide corroboration for an essential 
allegation made by tipster no. 2,” Nordheimer 
wrote. 
 
He goes to say: “This is, in my view, precisely the 
type of language in an ITO that the Supreme Court 
of Canada derided . . . that is, language that tricks 
the reader into believing something, the truth of 
which is, in fact, unknown.”  
h t t p s : / / w w w.t h e s t a r. c o m / n e w s /g t a / 2 0 1
7 / 0 2 / 1 0 / j u d g e - a c q u i t s - s n c - l av a l i n - e x-
e c s - s a y s - r c m p - r e l i e d - o n - g o s s i p . h t m l  
 

The Cold War Spy Games Inside Sports 

As the world fixates on Russian spying and cyber-attacks in 

U.S. politics, the field of sports has been struck by similar 

intrusions and Canadian athletes and organizations are 

among the hardest hit. 

 

The Montreal-based World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) 

was warned last summer that Russian hackers were trying 

to breach its computer system, according to security offi-

cials and computer experts who requested anonymity to 

discuss the matter. 

The agency’s former director general, David Howman, who 

reported that he received death threats during his tenure, 

said these kinds of attacks in sport are unprecedented. 

The attacks are believed to be in retaliation for the revela-

tions before the Rio Olympics about widespread Russian 

state-sponsored doping. 

“When you’ve got the stuff that (the Russian whistleblow-

ers) had passed over — although the Russians still deny it 

— that was mind-blowing, absolutely mind-blowing,” 

Howman said. 

Richard McLaren, a Canadian law professor who has led 

two investigations into Russian doping, said he changes 

hotels, rooms and phones often to avoid being tracked. 

“I try never to stay in the same hotel because I do not want 

to create a pattern,” said McLaren, who spoke to the Star 

in the small tearoom of a boutique hotel in London. 

He remains calm, but remains wary and he is not alone. 

“Deeply Damaged” 

Some experts claim that almost every Canadian athlete 

who has undergone a drug test during the past 10 years 

may have had their records hacked. 

https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2017/02/10/judge-acquits-snc-lavalin-execs-says-rcmp-relied-on-gossip.html
https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2017/02/10/judge-acquits-snc-lavalin-execs-says-rcmp-relied-on-gossip.html
https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2017/02/10/judge-acquits-snc-lavalin-execs-says-rcmp-relied-on-gossip.html
http://declanhill.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Richard-McLaren-2.jpeg
http://declanhill.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Fancy-Bears.jpeg
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This proxy war began after McLaren delivered a report to 

the International Olympic Committee two weeks before 

the Rio Games. 

McLaren substantiated the allegations of Russian whistle-

blowers that a state-sponsored doping regime affected 

dozens of sports and thousands of Russian athletes.  The 

sporting world immediately divided: On one side were 

the Russians, and, to the surprise of many, the Interna-

tional Olympic Committee and, on the other, were WADA 

and an array of national anti-doping agencies, including 

the Canadian Centre for Ethics in Sport (CCES), which 

tests athletes in this country. 

The IOC allowed the Russians, with some exceptions, to 

compete in the Rio Olympics. 

In a joint statement, the anti-doping agencies described 

the system as “deeply damaged” if confirmed cheaters 

were allowed to participate at the Olympics against clean 

athletes. 

Then the cyber-attacks began. 

In September, a group calling itself the Fancy Bears an-

nounced it had hacked the international anti-doping com-

puter system that contains the medical records of thou-

sands of athletes. 

These records showed the widespread use of Therapeutic 

Use Exemptions (TUE), which allow athletes to take a 

banned substance for valid medical reasons. 

The group says it is independent and it communicates in a 

style similar to Anonymous: “We are Anonymous. We are 

legion. We do not forgive. We do not forget. Expect us.” 

Security experts interviewed by the Star say the Fancy 

Bears is an arm of APT-28, which has connections to Rus-

sian military intelligence. The group has been linked to the 

attacks on the U.S. Democratic National Committee, NATO 

and European journalists. 

Whatever its origins, the Fancy Bears’ hacks galvanized 

sports. 

Top international athletes — tennis players Rafael Nadal 

and Serena Williams, British cycling champions Bradley 

Wiggins and Chris Froome, and four members of Canada’s 

Olympic medal women’s soccer team, including captain 

Christine Sinclair — were mentioned in the hacked files. 

Although all the athletes have denied any wrongdoing, 

cyclist Nicole Cooke told British MPS last month that, af-

ter seeing the revelations, she was “skeptical” of the Brit-

ish men’s cycling champions and that “taking TUEs just 

before major events raises questions for me.” Beckie 

Scott, the Canadian gold medalist cross-country skier 

who is the athlete’s representative at WADA, has a differ-

ent opinion. 

Most athletes use TUEs for valid reasons, she said, and the 

Fancy Bears hack was “an attack on athletes who were ac-

tually using the system legitimately and registering their 

TUEs as they should, so there should be no questioning (of 

them). There should be no skepticism shone on these ath-

letes for using the system as they had been doing.” 

“The World of Craziness” 

In November, the hackers announced they had success-

fully breached the Canadian and U.S. anti-doping agen-

cies. They released TUE records, including information on 

a dozen Canadians in sports such as rowing, swimming, 

mountain biking, gymnastics and rugby. The Russian 

hackers may have accessed thousands of Canadians’ anti-

doping records. 

Julien Bahain, a Canadian Olympic rower, saw the TUE he 

obtained after back surgery published by Fancy Bears. 

“When I was told the news, it was scary,” Bahain said. 

“This is your medical files. It is intrusive and frightening 

that this information is out in the public.” 

The Fancy Bears also hacked the Canadian Centre for Eth-

ics in Sports email system and revealed co-operation be-

tween the Canadians and Americans on preparing a law-

suit against the IOC. 

“We’re going to continue to stand behind clean athletes 

and protecting clean athletes’ rights,” said Doug MacQuar-

rie, a senior executive at the CCES, which shut down its 

entire computer system to ensure its safety. “It’s really a 

sad commentary on the ideals of Olympism. . . . They were 
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also exploring things that they could do to make their ef-

forts seem normal in the world of craziness that was going 

on around the Olympic Games. 

“This takes it to a whole new level.” 

The Star reached out to comment from Fancy Bears but 

has not received replies to specific questions. 

The ‘Dark Side’ 

Vitaly Stepanov is a former Russian anti-doping official 

who, along with his wife, Yuliya Stepanova, a running 

champion, were the first whistleblowers to expose the 

extent of Russian doping. They live in hiding to avoid ret-

ribution. 

Stepanov said he is not surprised by these efforts. “The 

government of Russia wants to be a super-power by using 

sport as they do other things. It is very important to them.” 

Richard Pound, the Canadian lawyer who helped found 

WADA, after the doping scandals of the 1990s, agrees that 

the scale of espionage is unprecedented, 

“This is not something that was organized by the CIA or 

the NATO countries to embarrass Russia. This is a whole 

bunch of Russians cheating in sport and being assisted to 

do so by the state agencies, namely the FSB, the new KGB. 

“It’s the usual Russian ‘indoor hammer throw,’ when they 

get caught: denial, threats, lawsuits, conflicting state-

ments. They’re playing a game that is principally for a do-

mestic audience. I don’t think they want the Russian peo-

ple to know what their government has been doing to 

achieve all of this success in sport.” 

Scott has been deeply shaken by the hacking attacks. 

“I came out of that experience a different person than I 

went into it. That was because I had always acted in my 

role with WADA as a representative of clean athletes with 

the higher, greater good and intention. 

“Now, I feel like I saw the dark side, and it changed me a 

little bit. 

“I saw the forces we were up against and the lengths that 

were being gone to to undermine us, and I realized that 

not everybody is on the same page here.” 

 

 

Fake fashion fuels vast illegal profits, funding 

terrorism and trafficking 

The money from fake products goes to organized 
crime, and helps fund terrorism and the trafficking 
of drugs, people, sex and wildlife. 
 
Seized counterfeit footwear, including copies of 
Adidas and Kanye West Yeezy Boost trainers, centre, 
are displayed at the U.K. Border Force offices. In the 
past five years the Border Force has seized thou-
sands of consignments at Heathrow Airport alone, 
valued at around $125 million (U.S.)  (Matt Dunham 
/ The Associated Press)   
 
By Lynne O’DonnellThe Associated Press 
Tues., Feb. 28, 2017 
LONDON—In a warehouse at London’s sprawling 
Heathrow Airport, a border officer pulls open a 
cardboard box he suspects contains contraband 
goods. Bingo — his instincts are rewarded. 

The box is packed with beige and black sneakers 
that to the untrained eye look identical to the lim-
ited edition Adidas Yeezy Boost, designed by rap 
star Kanye West, which sold out within minutes of 
being released last year and now have a resale value 
many times their original retail price. 

In the past five years, the Border Force, the policing 
command under Britain’s Home Office charged with 
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immigration and customs controls, has seized thou-
sands of consignments at Heathrow alone, valued at 
around $125 million (U.S.), said Peter Herron, senior 
officer for specialist operations. “Anything a coun-
terfeiter can counterfeit, they will.” 

Annual trade in fake products was worth $461 bil-
lion in 2013, around 2.5 per cent of total global 
trade, according to Piotr Stryszowski, an economist 
with the Paris-based Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development. The money goes to or-
ganized crime, and helps fund terrorism and the 
trafficking of drugs, people, sex and wildlife, as well 
as the lavish lifestyles of its kingpins. 

“It’s the globalized illicit business of the 21st cen-
tury,” says Stryszowski, who laments it’s not taken 
as seriously as other contraband, such as cocaine. 

Consumers may see fakes as “fun” and feel clever to 
buy sunglasses or sneakers that look like the real 
thing but cost a fraction of the price. 

The reality, however, is anything but fun for the 
workers, many of them children, who toil in appal-
ling, often slave-like conditions in secret factories 
making fake products for gang bosses who, 
Stryszowski says, “have no ethics and no respect for 
the law.” 

It’s this human cost that makes counterfeit goods 
one of the most insidiously dangerous criminal ac-
tivities in the world today. 

London-based intellectual property lawyer Mary 
Bagnall describes scenes of horror — children 
chained to sewing machines; people locked in un-
derground factories in remote corners of China — 
that characterize an industry so lucrative yet so low-
risk that some crime gangs are getting out of the 
drugs and people-trafficking businesses and into 
fakes. 

“This makes more money for organized crime with 
less risk for them,” she told The Associated Press, 
describing counterfeiting as part of a “massive 
global web” of criminality. “It’s difficult to communi-
cate to consumers why it is not a victimless crime.” 

“Consumers are used to the idea of fake handbags 
and even fashion counterfeits, (which) alone 
amount to some 2.6 billion pounds ($3.24 billion) 
worth of lost sales and I think an estimated 40,000 
lost jobs annually; and that’s just in one industry,” 
she said. 

The total annual cost to the European Union’s fash-
ion industry is $27.5 billion, she said. 

Consumers can understand the perils of fake air 
bags for cars, or fake toys or electrical goods that 
“could explode in the face of a child,” Bagnall said. 
But the fake goods industry goes much further than 
that. 

“What consumers are probably less aware of is the 
danger of counterfeits in relation to other products 
— I’m talking now about pharmaceuticals, I’m talk-
ing about cosmetics,” she said. 

Ingredients found in fake cosmetics include chemi-
cals that can cause disfigurement or worse. Medi-
cines made on the cheap and outside regulation can 
cause serious health problems. 

“We have tested cosmetics and what we’ve found is 
that they will be containing ingredients such as cad-
mium, arsenic, lead, to very dangerous levels. The 
worst one we found contained cyanide,” said Mat-
thew Cridland, trading standards manager for New-
port, a city 200 kilometres northwest of London. 

The vast majority of fakes, more than 81 per cent, 
come from China and Hong Kong. The biggest vic-
tims are in the United States, Italy, France and Swit-
zerland, and include designers and manufacturers of 
everything from high-end fashion clothing, foot-
wear, jewelry and watches, to cosmetics, perfumes 
and medicines. 

Britain is an important destination for counterfeit-
ers, since its purchasing power is high and its con-
sumers enjoy buying brand-name merchandise. 
Also, like many markets for fakes, the internet has 
seen illicit profits grow for organized crime while the 
risk of detection shrinks. 

Matt Cope, head of Digital Technology Policy with 
Britain’s Intellectual Property Office, suggests that 
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undetected volumes of fake merchandise are on the 
rise. 

“With the explosion of online shopping, everybody 
is very used to ordering from online platforms, and 
you can order direct from manufacturers, from 
source countries like China,” he said. “It is harder to 
track a larger number of small parcels than a smaller 
number of large shipping containers.” 

Some internet sites clearly sell fake goods at a 
cheap rate and are easily targeted by trademark 
owners and their lawyers. Others offer fake goods at 
close to the legitimate retail price to dupe buyers 
into believing they are getting the real thing at a dis-
count. Still others, Bagnall said, offer genuine prod-
ucts on a “grey market” that bypasses the brand 
owner to produce illegal profits. 

Online marketplaces strive to keep fakes off their 
sites to protect their own brand integrity. EBay’s 
global corporate affairs and communications man-
ager Ryan Moore said the company works with 
“brand owners, retailers and law enforcement agen-
cies to combat bad activity.” 

Governments, too, are working across borders to re-
duce, if not eliminate, the manufacture, distribution 
and sale of counterfeit goods, and to better inform 
consumers about the crime gangs, criminal opera-
tions and human misery it supports. The British gov-
ernment, for instance, stations a fake trade special-
ist at its Beijing embassy. 

Nevertheless, reality prevails. 

“It’s a vast market and consumers always have an 
appetite for a bargain,” said Cope. “Until they can 
easily identify whether those goods are genuine or 
not, it will be very difficult for them to make that 
choice.” 

Cope also says some people are going to buy fakes 
no matter what. 

“It’s something that will be very difficult to wipe out 
in its entirety, but we can make a dent,” he said. 

https://www.thestar.com/busi-

ness/2017/02/28/fake-fashion-fuels-vast-illegal-

profits-funding-terrorism-and-trafficking.html 

 

Massive Bust Shows Italian Mafia Role in LatAm 

Drug Trade  

Written by Mike LaSusa  
30 June 2016  

 

Cocaine seized during Operation Two Seas 

Colombian, Italian and US authorities collaborated in a 
massive round-up of nearly 150 suspected members of a 
multicontinental drug trafficking ring, highlighting the 
deep links between Italian criminal organizations and 
Latin America's drug trade. 

The operation saw the arrests of 144 suspects who were 
allegedly operating in Colombia, Costa Rica, Panama, 
Mexico, Brazil, Peru, Chile, Venezuela, the Dominican Re-
public, Ecuador, and Italy, according to La Repubblica, 
which also reported that authorities seized 11 tons of co-
caine estimated to be worth some $3.3 billion.   

The trafficking ring was allegedly headed by brothers 
Franco and Giuseppe Cosimo Monteleone, suspected 
members of the powerful 'Ndrangheta crime organization 
based in the Calabria region of Italy. The arrests also tar-
geted suspects allegedly belonging to the Colombian re-
bel group known as the National Liberation Army (Ejér-
cito de Liberación Nacional - ELN), as well as Colombia 
criminal groups known as bandas criminales, or BACRIM. 

According to La Repubblica, the ELN provided security for 
drug labs and smuggling routes that carried the cocaine 
to BACRIM-controlled departure points, where it was 
loaded onto "go-fast boats" or commercial shipping ves-
sels that trafficked the drugs to countries in the Carib-
bean and Central America for further shipment to Europe 
and the United States. Reuters reported that some of the 
contraband was hidden in shipments of tropical fruit. 

The bust, dubbed "Operation Two Seas," comes just days 
after Italian police captured one of that country's most 
wanted fugitives, a suspected leading figure of 'Ndran-
gheta named Ernesto Fazzalari, who had been on the run 
since 1996. 

https://www.thestar.com/business/2017/02/28/fake-fashion-fuels-vast-illegal-profits-funding-terrorism-and-trafficking.html
https://www.thestar.com/business/2017/02/28/fake-fashion-fuels-vast-illegal-profits-funding-terrorism-and-trafficking.html
https://www.thestar.com/business/2017/02/28/fake-fashion-fuels-vast-illegal-profits-funding-terrorism-and-trafficking.html
http://www.insightcrime.org/news-briefs/massive-bust-highlights-italian-mafia-involvement-in-latam-drug-trade
http://www.insightcrime.org/news-briefs/massive-bust-highlights-italian-mafia-involvement-in-latam-drug-trade
http://www.insightcrime.org/colombia-organized-crime-news
http://www.insightcrime.org/component/tags/tag/60-costa-rica
http://www.insightcrime.org/component/tags/tag/58-panama
http://www.insightcrime.org/mexico-organized-crime-news
http://www.insightcrime.org/brazil-organized-crime-news
http://www.insightcrime.org/peru-organized-crime-news
http://www.insightcrime.org/venezuela-organized-crime-news
http://www.repubblica.it/cronaca/2016/06/30/news/operazione_antidroga_tra_italia_usa_e_colombia_arresti_e_sequestri-143105370/
http://www.insightcrime.org/colombia-organized-crime-news/eln
http://www.insightcrime.org/colombia-organized-crime-news/eln
https://warisboring.com/the-drug-cartels-have-a-brand-new-boat-416bb16eb451#.pfqwh1294
http://www.eltiempo.com/politica/justicia/incautacion-de-cocaina-entre-colombia-italia-y-ee-uu/16633548
http://www.insightcrime.org/contraband
http://www.thelocal.it/20160626/italy-hails-mafia-killers-arrest-as-historic
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InSight Crime Analysis 

Operation Two Seas underscores the extent to which the 
'Ndrangheta have made inroads in Latin America since 
the 1990s, when the group began importing Colombian 
cocaine to Europe. The presence of suspected 'Ndran-
gheta members has previously been detected in many of 
the Latin American countries named above, as well as in 
other countries in the region like Argentina. 

Cultural and linguistic similarities, as well as strong trade 
and migration ties between Italy and many Latin Ameri-
can countries have likely contributed to the expansion of 
'Ndrangheta operations in the region in recent years. Ac-
cording to some estimates, the group controls up to 80 
percent of Europe's cocaine traffic.   

The recent bust is not the first of its kind, and it is unlikely 
to be the last. In June and October 2015, Italian and Latin 
American authorities mounted similar collaborative oper-
ations targeting 'Ndrangheta networks in the Americas, 
including one focusing on a cocaine trafficking ring with a 
presence in Costa Rica and New York City. 

Given the 'Ndrangheta's geographic reach, financial 
power and criminal sophistication (pdf), this type of co-
operation will be necessary for authorities as they con-
tinue efforts to disrupt the activities of the group and its 
affiliates going forward. 

http://www.insightcrime.org/news-briefs/massive-bust-
highlights-italian-mafia-involvement-in-latam-drug-trade 

 

 
Canada’s financial watchdog has sent more than 100 dis-
closures to police in the past year on human trafficking in 
a quiet new initiative that targets traffickers by following 
their money. (J.P. MOCZULSKI/REUTERS)  

Canadian banks, police following money trail to 

target human trafficking  

Tavia Grant  

Tuesday, Feb. 21, 2017  

Canada’s financial watchdog has sent more than 100 dis-
closures to police in the past year on human trafficking in 
a quiet new initiative that targets traffickers by following 
their money. 

Project Protect is a partnership between the Financial 
Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (Fin-
TRAC), financial institutions and law enforcement that is 
using money trails to detect and investigate traffickers. 
Banks’ anti-money laundering arms are starting to red 
flag suspicious accounts, based on indicators such as mul-
tiple motel bookings, large expenditures at drug stores 
and frequent ATM deposits in the middle of the night. 
They report suspicious activity to FinTRAC, which in turn 
notifies law enforcement. 

In the year since the project was launched, FinTRAC has 
made 102 disclosures to police across Canada under the 
Project Protect label. By comparison, in the year before, 
there were 19 such trafficking-related disclosures. 

Those who work to counter human trafficking say follow-
ing the money trail can help back up a victim’s story and 
potentially reveal other people who are being exploited. 
It may also, eventually, help secure convictions, which are 
still rare for this crime. 

“It’s a great tool for us,” said Detective Sergeant Nunzio 
Tramontozzi, head of the Toronto Police Service’s Sex 
Crimes-Human Trafficking Enforcement Team, which is 
part of the project. “We’ve had three or four investiga-
tions where the information that we received in the Fin-
TRAC reports has helped us in our investigation.” 

Its usefulness comes largely after the arrest is made, as 
“it really does corroborate everything that a victim says,” 
he said. 

Human trafficking is defined as recruiting, transporting or 
controlling the movement of someone for the purpose of 
exploitation. More than 90 per cent of human-trafficking 
victims are female, and a quarter of victims are under the 
age of 18, according to Statistics Canada. Most police-re-
ported cases in Canada are domestic, rather than cross-
border, and most involve sexual exploitation. 

It is a hidden crime, though not uncommon. Last year 
alone, Toronto police made 77 human-trafficking arrests, 
and laid 529 charges for trafficking or related offences. 
Police also found 67 victims last year – 60 per cent of 
whom were 16 and under. The youngest victim was 13 

http://www.talkingdrugs.org/from-colombia-to-italy-the-travel-of-cocaine-trough-racket
http://www.insightcrime.org/component/googlesearch_cse/googlesearchs?n=30&cx=016180073337869592436:5wegolwjlje&cof=FORID:11&ie=ISO-8859-1&q='ndrangheta
http://www.insightcrime.org/news-briefs/italy-mafia-leader-hiding-argentina
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2015/02/150224083921277.html
https://www.occrp.org/en/daily/4071-italy-and-south-america-police-forces-bust-drug-ring-led-by-italian-ndrangheta
https://www.occrp.org/en/daily/4504-police-arrest-seven-on-cocaine-trail-from-costa-rica-to-new-york-and-italy
http://www.insightcrime.org/component/tags/tag/60-costa-rica
https://www.europol.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/italian_organised_crime_threat_assessment_0.pdf
http://www.insightcrime.org/news-briefs/massive-bust-highlights-italian-mafia-involvement-in-latam-drug-trade
http://www.insightcrime.org/news-briefs/massive-bust-highlights-italian-mafia-involvement-in-latam-drug-trade
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/authors/tavia-grant
https://beta.theglobeandmail.com/files/editorial/News/0219-nw-na-trafficking/PROJECT-PROTECT.pdf
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years old. So far this year, police have found another 12 
victims, Det. Sgt. Tramontozzi said. 

The new initiative was hatched in late 2015, when a 
crowd of bankers and consultants gathered in Toronto for 
an annual conference on financial crime and anti-money 
laundering. Appearing at the final day’s event was a sur-
vivor of human trafficking, Timea Nagy, and an RCMP 
constable who both spoke of the impact of the crime and 
the importance of looking at money flows. They appealed 
to the audience to help tackle the crime. 

Peter Warrack, director of the Bank of Montreal’s anti-
money laundering unit, stood up and publicly pledged his 
support. 

“I just knew that financial institutions held an important 
key to identifying the traffickers, by seeing the money,” 
said Mr. Warrack, who has worked in the field for more 
than 20 years. 

“What was going through my head was, as regulated fi-
nancial institutions, we have a mandate to identify and 
report suspicious transactions, and human trafficking fell 
within that mandate.” 

By the end of the day, he says FinTRAC – an independent 
federal agency created in 2000 with a mandate to detect 
and deter money laundering and the financing of terror-
ist activities – and all the other major banks were on 
board. Project Protect was officially launched in January, 
2016, and has spurred information sharing on the warn-
ing signs and common financial indicators of trafficking. 

In December, FinTRAC released an operational alert to 
31,000 businesses, partners and police that included a 
lengthy list of indicators that point to signs of trafficking. 
Red flags include payments for online escort ads, fre-
quent hotel and motel bookings along with air and rail 
purchases, frequent large purchases at pharmacies and 
lingerie shops, payment in bitcoin and frequent deposits 
or withdrawals between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m., along with 
banking activity at ATMs in different cities or provinces. 

In the year before the project, financial institutions sent 
about 400 suspicious-transaction reports (STRs) to Fin-
TRAC that involved human trafficking, human smuggling 
or related activity. In the year since, the number of hu-
man trafficking-related STRs rose to 2,000, FinTRAC said. 
They came from all of the Big Five banks along with 
money-service firms such as Western Union. Another 500 
were sent in the first month of this year offence. Of 
those, as of 2014, less than a third resulted in a guilty 
finding, Statscan says. 

And it may also raise concerns in some quarters over the 
balance between protecting clients’ privacy and efforts to 
curb crime. FinTRAC doesn’t automatically send all STRs 
to police; it evaluates and analyzes the reports and sends 
disclosures only if certain thresholds are met, said Barry 
MacKillop, FinTRAC’s deputy director of operations. (Un-
der law, banks are already required to report to FinTRAC 
suspected cases of money laundering). 

The financial disclosures “don’t typically, in my opinion, 
help us to identify a trafficking situation,” said Detective 
Cam Brooks of the Calgary Police Service’s Counter Ex-
ploitation Unit, in part because they don’t indicate 
whether a woman is working by her own free will in the 
trade, or whether she’s being exploited. But they have 
been useful in corroborating a victim’s story. 

For example, an arrest last fall involved a man who co-
erced a woman into the sex trade, often abusing her. 
Over the next two years, she was allegedly moved across 
the country. The man would advertise her online, and 
then funnel money electronically into his own bank ac-
count, leaving the victim with almost nothing to support 
herself. She was cut off from friends and family, and de-
nied routine medical treatment for diabetes, which sev-
eral times led to her going to hospital. 

The Project Protect disclosure was helpful in validating 
her story, he said. “We have to dig deeper than just what 
that information provides us. But it gives us a starting 
point.” 

It’s not just banks getting on board. Accounting firms are, 
too. Grant Thornton LLP joined the project a year ago, 
and has produced two reports for clients in different sec-
tors on the financial red flags for trafficking. “There’s 
been a strong response to stop this; we need to eradicate 
this and get this out of our communities,” said Jennifer 
Fiddian-Green, partner and anti-money laundering ex-
pert, who went to Winnipeg this month to train credit 
unions on what to watch for. 

The project is a good addition for law enforcement, but 
it’s just one part of tackling the problem, said Barbara 
Gosse, CEO of the Canadian Centre to End Human Traf-
ficking, who wants to see more focus on awareness and 
prevention. 

“You need to have a multipronged approach,” she said. 
“Yes, Project Protect should be one of those prongs, no 
question, looking at the financial side of this, forensic ac-
counting is positive. And yes, it can assist victims. But 
Project Protect takes place while the trafficking operation 
and exploitation is happening. 
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“We need to do more on the prevention side, we need to 
have other supports and right now.” 

Follow Tavia Grant on Twitter: @taviagrant 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/cana-
dian-banks-police-following-money-trail-to-target-hu-
man-trafficking/article34093888/ 
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Terrorism Financing Methods: An Overview 

Michael Freeman and Moyara Ruehsen 

Abstract 

How do terrorists move money?  This article exam-

ines six of the most widely used methods: cash couri-

ers, informal transfer systems (e.g. hawala), money 

service businesses, formal banking, false trade invoic-

ing, and high value commodities.  When terrorists 

move money, they choose methods that take into ac-

count issues of: volume, risk, convenience, simplicity, 

costs, and speed. This article analyzes the methods 

according to these issues. It draws on multiple cases 

and examples, including the most recent cases of 

Hezbollah’s and al Shabaab’s use of money service 

businesses, and many others. 

Shortly after the 9/11 attacks, U.S. federal agents re-

ceived a tip-off from a confidential informant that a 

Yemeni sheik was raising money in Brooklyn for al-

Qaeda. The sheik had allegedly boasted in recorded 

conversations that he had raised as much as US $20 

million for Osama bin Laden. Some of the money was 

raised in cash donations, but cash is bulky and diffi-

cult to move. Depositing the cash in a formal bank 

and wire transferring it to Yemen would have raised 

red flags. So the sheik arranged to have the bulk cash 

shipped in cargo. When the agents arrested two men 

at Kennedy Airport in October 2001, they found US 

$140,000 of cash hidden in cardboard boxes along 

with honey jars.[1] It wasn’t the first time the honey 

trade had been used to disguise the movement of 

money. In the months leading up to 9/11, the same 

Yemeni honey trading businesses imported over-in-

voiced honey to disguise money flowing to the 

United States.[2] 

How terrorists move money, and how this can be dis-

rupted, is often overlooked. Instead, scholars and 

policy-makers focus on either the sources of terrorist 

financing or the things terrorists spend money on, 

like weapons and the attacks themselves.[3] Yet the 

https://twitter.com/@taviagrant
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/canadian-banks-police-following-money-trail-to-target-human-trafficking/article34093888/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/canadian-banks-police-following-money-trail-to-target-human-trafficking/article34093888/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/canadian-banks-police-following-money-trail-to-target-human-trafficking/article34093888/
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/2/9/job-corporate-anti-corruption-compliance-vice-president-jpmo.html
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movement of money is a critical intermediary step. 

Terrorist groups often raise money in places different 

from where they are located and different from 

where attacks might take place. For terrorist groups 

to be effective, they must be able to move money 

from its origins to the operational areas where it is 

needed. These transfers of money represent poten-

tial weak points which the state can target to more 

effectively disrupt the terrorist organization and its 

operations. 

Given the range of possible methods for terrorists to 

move funds, why do terrorist groups choose a partic-

ular method or combination of methods from the 

possible options? The following section will explore 

what the broad attributes might be for the move-

ment of money. The subsequent section will describe 

the primary methods used to transfer money and will 

include how each method has advantages and disad-

vantages according to the attributes laid out in the 

earlier section. The final section will discuss how bet-

ter countermeasures can be developed to better ad-

dress the movement of terrorist finances. 

Attributes 

When terrorists move money, what kinds of issues 

might they be thinking of? Based on some evidence, 

as well as assumptions and inferred behavior, terror-

ists seem to choose methods of moving funds that 

take into account issues of: volume, risk, conven-

ience, simplicity, costs, and speed.[4] 

Volume: The ability to move more money with each 

transaction makes it easier for terrorist groups to 

fund an operation. However, not all methods are ca-

pable of moving an equal volume of funds. Methods 

like formal banking, hawalas, and money transfer 

businesses can theoretically transfer an infinite 

amount of money in a single transaction. In contrast, 

moving bulk cash is limited by the size and weight of 

the cash being transferred, with US $1 million in US 

$100 bills weighing over 20 pounds; and in US $20 bill 

denominations, more than 100 pounds. Such a load 

would also take up a lot of space. Despite what is of-

ten portrayed in the movies, a typical briefcase can 

fit just over US $250,000 in used US $100 bills, or a 

mere US $50,000 in US $20 bills. 

Risk: For terrorist groups, there are several types of 

risks they might face depending on the method of 

fund transfer. Among the most obvious risks is that 

the transfer itself will be detected by authorities. For 

example, a transfer between two banks is much more 

likely to be monitored, recorded, and discovered, 

than a transfer of cash that crosses the border be-

tween Afghanistan and Pakistan. A related element 

of risk comes from the varying degrees of anonymity 

associated with each method of moving funds. Some 

methods, like formal banking, require institutions to 

follow “know your customer” (KYC) practices, while 

others, like hawalas or cash, allow for more anonym-

ity. 

Another risk for terrorists is the reliability of differ-

ent methods. There is a high degree of certainty 

that transfers made between banks and between 

hawalas, for example, will be made accurately and 

completely. Cash transfers, on the other hand, may 

be less reliable because of the opportunities for 

theft along the way. And because of their bulk, they 

may be more vulnerable to seizure by law enforce-

ment. 

             

Convenience: Depending on their physical location, 

some methods for moving funds may be more or 
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less convenient for a terrorist group. For example, 

using cash or hawalas to move money into or out of 

tribal areas in Iraq or Afghanistan is much more con-

venient than using formal banks. Likewise, al-

Qaeda’s alleged trade in West African conflict dia-

monds was more convenient than using cash or gold 

to move funds.[5] West Africa is geographically dis-

tant from South Asia, but diamonds are easy to 

hide, and therefore much more convenient than 

cash. Gold is less convenient because of its weight 

and bulk, but given the importance of gold for dow-

ries in both South Asia and the Middle East, and the 

number of large gold souks throughout the region, 

large shipments of gold in the form of high-end jew-

elry will not attract much notice. The convenience 

of a particular method will clearly depend on geo-

graphic/topographic features (like an uncontrolled 

border) as well as demographic (cultural, ethnic, lin-

guistic) factors.  

             

Simplicity: Everything being equal, terrorists would 

prefer methods that require the fewest number of 

steps, the lowest level of technology, and the least 

amount of skill. Given these parameters, terrorists 

are less likely to engage in elaborate money laun-

dering schemes that involve numerous actors and 

that require dozens of complicated steps to obscure 

the trail of money. Using a scheme like the black 

market peso exchange, for example, would be much 

more complicated than a series of wire transfers 

through multiple bank accounts.[6] 

             

Costs: Put simply, moving money requires the pay-

ment of fees. Western Union and MoneyGram 

charge users a transaction fee that can range any-

where from 1-10% depending on the amount being 

transferred and other transaction variables. Like-

wise, hawalas charge between 0.5-2.5% on each 

transaction. Even moving cash across borders may 

require side payments to border guards or customs 

officials.  

             

Speed: Terrorists want to move money as quickly as 

possible to their final destination in order to fund 

their operational needs. Hawalas, for example, al-

low for transfers to occur relatively quickly, while 

formal banking may require deposits to sit for a day 

before they clear. Bulk cash smuggling can vary de-

pending on how far the cash needs to move, and 

how many borders it needs to cross. A false trade in-

voicing scheme probably requires the longest 

amount of time to complete.[7] 

Methods 

This section highlights the most used methods as 

well as some methods that are not used, but have 

been raised as potential future methods. For each 

method, we offer a description of the method, some 

examples of how terrorists have used the method, 

and how we might think about each method accord-

ing to the attributes described above. The methods 

are presented from most simple to most complex. 

Cash Couriers: Using couriers to move physical cash 

is the “simplest and oldest way of moving value.”[8] 

When criminals move cash across international bor-

ders, they typically conceal it in vehicles, packages, 

luggage, or anything else that can hold large physical 

volumes of cash.[9] Oftentimes, where borders are 

uncontrolled or where the state’s resources are 

strained, criminals do not even conceal the cash.[10] 
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AQ relied on couriers to move money in the 1990s 

and before the 9/11 attack. According to the 9/11 

Commission Monograph, al-Qaeda used money 

changers to transfer US $1 million from the UAE to 

Pakistan and then used couriers to transfer the funds 

as cash into Afghanistan. For the 9/11 attack itself, 

“Khalid Sheik Mohammed delivered…US $120,000 

[in cash to] Abdul Aziz Ali in Dubai…[who] then used 

the cash to wire funds to the hijackers in the United 

States.”[11] Khalid Sheik Mohammed also gave thir-

teen of the hijackers US $10,000 each as they left Pa-

kistan. These hijackers brought cash and traveler’s 

checks with them as they entered the U.S. and de-

posited the funds at banks such as Bank of America, 

SunTrust, and other smaller banks. Others, like Ramzi 

Binalshibh and Mustafa al Hawsawi also used cash to 

fund the attack. Zacarious Moussaoui brought in the 

most cash, US $35,000, which he declared with Cus-

toms as he entered the country. (See Figure 1 for 

some of the cash transactions before the 9/11 at-

tack.) 

Figure 1: Cash Transfers before 9/11 Attacks 

 

Cash couriers are used by other groups as well. For 

example, foreign fighters traveling to Iraq to join AQI 

often brought cash with them. According to the cap-

tured records from Sinjar (on the Syrian border in 

northwestern Iraq), of the 590 records of foreign 

fighters, 149 brought cash to AQI after entering Iraq. 

In general, almost all the different nationalities had 

close to the same rate of fighters contributing money 

(about 20-30%), but the Saudi fighters contributed 

the largest amount in an absolute sense. They also 

comprised 22 of the 23 fighters who brought in more 

than US $1,000.[12] Overall, these cash transfers 

were estimated to make up over 70% of AQI’s 

budget, highlighting the importance of this mecha-

nism for both raising and moving funds into the or-

ganization.[13] 

Likewise, Jemaah Islamiyah has used cash couriers in 

the past as their primary method of moving funds. 

Before the Bali bombings in 2002, JI used two Indo-

nesian laborers working in Malaysia to transfer over 

US $15,000 between terrorist members. Khalid Sheik 

Mohammed, the al-Qaeda deputy and mastermind 

of 9/11, used a Pakistani courier to deliver US 

$50,000 to a JI leader in 2003 after the Bali at-

tack.[14] JI also used cash transfers and couriers to 

move about US $8,500 to the bombers of the Atrium 

Mall in Jakarta in 2001.[15] 

Security is an important consideration when using 

cash couriers. Terrorist networks will presumably use 

only trusted personnel to move the money. Another 

consideration is speed. Transferring funds with couri-

ers is much slower than electronic means. It also re-

quires some complex planning and coordination if 

couriers need to arrange the transfers. 

Informal Transfer Systems: There are several types 

of informal financial networks, such as Hawala/Hundi 

in South Asia, Fei ch’ien in China, Phoe Khan in Thai-

land, and Door-to-Door in the Philippines.[16] These 

networks often have traditional roots and ethnic ties, 
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and operate in places where the formal banking sec-

tor is less established or where large ethnic diasporas 

live. They are estimated to be part of a US $500 bil-

lion global remittance system.[17] Although most 

countries have legalized hawala (thinking that the 

networks will be easier to police if they operate 

openly), many hawaladars (hawala dealers) continue 

to operate illegally because of prohibitively high li-

censing and registration fees. Hawala networks were 

especially scrutinized after 9/11 due to evidence that 

al-Qaeda, the Taliban, and Al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI) 

used them. 

Hawala networks in the Middle East and South Asia 

operate in the following manner: a worker in Dubai 

wants to send US $1,000 back to his wife in Pakistan. 

He finds a hawaladar and gives him the funds. The 

hawaladar contacts a fellow hawaladar (often an ex-

tended family member running a linked operation) in 

Pakistan. The hawaladar in Dubai gives both the 

worker in Dubai and the hawaladar in Pakistan a 

transaction code. The worker’s wife goes to the ha-

waladar in Pakistan and gives him the code. If the 

codes match, the hawaladar in Pakistan gives his wife 

the rupee equivalent of US $1,000 minus a small fee. 

(Note that no funds have actually crossed borders.) 

To settle the accounts, the simplest method is for the 

hawaladars to wait for a similar value of transactions 

to move in the other direction. As this rarely occurs, 

the hawaladars will periodically (weekly, or monthly) 

balance their books by using money service busi-

nesses, smuggling high value commodities, or false 

trade invoicing transactions to transfer funds. 

Although most customers use hawala for legitimate 

purposes, several terrorist groups have used hawalas 

to move money. Before 9/11, al-Qaeda “moved much 

of its money by hawala.”[18] They used “about a 

dozen trusted hawaladars” (as well as some unwit-

ting hawaladars) in Pakistan, Dubai, and elsewhere in 

the Middle East.[19] While AQ used hawalas prior to 

9/11, they did not use them specifically for the 9/11 

plot.[20] 

Besides al-Qaeda, Lashkar-e-Toiba used hawala net-

works to move funds before their 2000 Red Fort at-

tack in Delhi. Likewise, Dawood Ibrahim transferred 

funds via hawala networks before the 1993 Mumbai 

attack.[21] In Iraq, terrorist groups have used hawala: 

two Iraqi Kurds were arrested for using hawalas to 

move part of nearly US $150,000 to finance Ansar al-

Sunna/Ansar al Islam.[22] Based on an author’s inter-

view with a U.S. Special Forces colonel, we also know 

of coalition operations undertaken against hawala-

dars that were knowingly moving funds for Iraqi in-

surgent groups. Jemaah Islamiyah also used hawala-

dars to transfer about US $2,500 before a 2001 at-

tack.[23] 

A more recent example is the case of the would-be 

Times Square bomber, Faisal Shahzad. In February 

2010 Mr. Shahzad’s handlers in Pakistan (Tehrik-e-Tal-

iban)[24] arranged for US $4,900 to be sent via an 

unregistered hawala network operated by two broth-

ers, one of whom, Aftab Ali Khan, was an illegal Paki-

stani immigrant living in Brookline, Massachusetts. 

On February 24 or 25th Mr. Ali Khan met Mr. Shahzad 

just outside of his Massachusetts apartment to hand 

over US $4,900 in cash.[25] There was no suggestion 

in any subsequent investigations that Mr. Ali Khan 

knew what the money would be used for. He was 

merely completing an anonymous business transac-

tion. 
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In April Mr. Shahzad received an additional tranche 

of funds from the Pakistani Taliban. Perhaps because 

of the inconvenient distance between Boston and 

New York, another hawala network was used. This 

new network, operated by Mohammad Younis on 

Long Island and his brother in Pakistan, was also un-

registered.[26] On April 10th, just three weeks before 

the bombings, Mr. Younis spoke to Mr. Shahzad by 

phone and arranged a meeting in a parking lot in 

Ronkonkoma, New York to hand over US $7,000 sent 

by Mr. Shahzad’s Pakistani Taliban handlers.[27] 

Figure 2: Finances for Faisal Shahzad 

 

Hawala and other informal transfer systems are fast, 

with transactions happening usually within hours, 

perhaps up to a day or slightly more for transactions 

to the more remote regions.[28] They are also rela-

tively anonymous. Hawaladars keep records, but 

these may often be done in their own shorthand, and 

their bookkeeping methods vary.[29] They may even 

be more reliable than other methods, like money ser-

vice businesses, which serve similar communi-

ties.[30] They are also relatively inexpensive com-

pared to other methods, charging just 1-2% for trans-

fer fees and often offering a more competitive ex-

change rate –this is the primary reason why people 

use them. They are also convenient, operating in ar-

eas underserved by traditional banking. In Afghani-

stan, for example, Thompson notes that hawaladars 

operate in even the most remote areas of the coun-

try.[31] In the United States, informal transfer sys-

tems are required to register with FinCEN. In Afghan-

istan, there has been a similar effort to regulate the 

hawala network but both Afghanistan’s geography 

and the weakness of its institutions have prevented 

much progress.[32] 

Money Service Businesses: The Bank Secrecy Act 

(BSA) defines money service businesses (MSBs) as 

“currency dealers or exchangers; check cashers; issu-

ers [or redeemers] of traveler’s checks, money or-

ders, or stored value cards; and money transmit-

ters.”[33] In the United States alone there are over 

33,000 registered MSB’s.[34] Money service busi-

nesses are generally subject to the same regulations 

and laws as banks, and are subject to regulatory au-

dits. However, unlike banks, MSBs do not follow sim-

ilarly rigorous “know your customer” (KYC) proce-

dures. Banks will only conduct transactions with peo-

ple holding accounts at that bank, and those account 

holders must provide a significant amount of per-

sonal information when they open the account. 

MSBs, on the other hand, do not require that cus-

tomers have existing accounts. Customers only need 

to present a valid form of ID. Most MSBs, and partic-

ularly the more established money transmitters such 

as Western Union, transfer funds quickly (within 

minutes to most locations), are minimally expensive 

for transfers larger than US $1,000, and offer low 

risks of detection, especially if the MSB is unregis-

tered. 

In February 2013, a federal jury in San Diego con-

victed four Somali immigrants of conspiring to fund 
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al Shabaab, a militant terrorist group in Somalia.[35] 

While all four men were involved in raising funds, one 

of them, Issa Doreh, worked at the Shidaal Express, a 

registered MSB from which he sent funds directly to 

one of al-Shabaab’s leaders, Aden Hashi Ayrow, who 

was in regular telephone contact with one of the 

other defendants. Months of wiretapped telephone 

conversations led to additional arrests in two related 

cases in St.Louis, Missouri and Minneapolis, Minne-

sota. Again, the goal was to raise funds for al-Sha-

baab and wire transfer those funds through regis-

tered MSB’s, getting lost in the traffic of numerous 

legitimate remittances sent by the sizeable Somali 

immigrant communities in those cities. (See Figure 3) 

Figure 3: Operation Green Arrow 

 

Before al-Qaeda officially existed, Khalid Sheikh Mo-

hammed, Ramzi Yousef, and Wali Khan Amin Shah 

used a large MSB in the UAE, Al Ansari Exchange Es-

tablishment (AAEE), to move funds for the Operation 

Bojinka plot in 1995.[36] Al-Qaeda also made exten-

sive use of MSBs in their financing of the 9/11 at-

tacks. An AQ financier, Ali Abdul Aziz Ali deposited al-

most US $120,000 at two MSBs in Dubai: the Wall 

Street Exchange Center and the UA Exchange Center. 

The money was transferred to the hijackers’ U.S. 

bank accounts through the MSBs’ correspondent ac-

counts at the Royal Bank of Canada and Citibank, re-

spectively. Even though the MSBs in Dubai required 

identification, Ali Abdul Aziz Ali used aliases. His 

transactions also appeared unremarkable among the 

millions of MSB transactions flowing out of that juris-

diction. A second financier, Binalshib, transferred 

about US $8,500 via two Traveler’s Ex-

press/MoneyGram transactions and two Western 

Union transactions.[37] (See Figure 4) 

Figure 4: Money Service Business Transfers before 

9/11 Attacks 

 

Perhaps the terrorism financing case study that high-

lights the role of MSB’s most glaringly is the complex 

Hezbollah financing case that entrapped and eventu-

ally undid Lebanese Canadian Bank in 2011. While 

the Lebanese Canadian Bank case has many layers 

(and more will be said about the case in the next sec-

tion), one critical component of the money launder-

ing operation allegedly run by Hezbollah involved the 

placement of cash into money service businesses lo-

cated in Beirut. These MSB’s had accounts with Leb-

anese Canadian Bank. The scheme originated in the 

Western Hemisphere with drug proceeds from Ay-

man Joumaa’s drug trafficking network. Although 

Joumaa, himself, was not a member of Hezbollah, he 

had loose connections with the organization, and 

found in them a willing partner in crime. 
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Joumaa’s drug proceeds were laundered through a 

complicated scheme involving the purchase of used 

cars from Lebanese-owned dealerships in the United 

States.[38] The used cars were shipped to Africa 

where they were sold for cash. Additional drug cash 

was co-mingled with the proceeds of the car sales, 

and this cash was sent to at least two money service 

businesses in Beirut, including Elissa Exchange and 

the Hassan Ayash Exchange (See Figure 5). Both of 

these MSB’s were allegedly complicit in the scheme, 

and allegedly earned commissions on their launder-

ing services, which went straight into the coffers of 

Hezbollah. When the scandal was laid bare, both 

MSB’s were shut down, and Joumaa’s drug trafficking 

network was forced to find another channel through 

which to launder their funds. 

Figure 5: Hezbollah Financing Scheme Pre-2011 

 

According to a recent Treasury sanctions designation 

in April 2013, it did not take long for Joumaa to find 

a new channel for laundering his funds. Elissa Ex-

change and Hassan Ayash Exchange were soon re-

placed by two other Beirut-based, Hezbollah-linked 

money services businesses: Kassem Rmeiti & Co. for 

Exchange and the Hawali Exchange Co.[39] The des-

ignation by Treasury alleged that between March 

2011 and October 2012 Rmeiti Exchange collected 

bulk cash, issued cashier’s checks and facilitated 

cross border wire transfers for a variety of criminals, 

including “Hezbollah affiliates.” (See Figure 6) Hawali 

Exchange was charged with similar, albeit more com-

plex, transactions. Such designations essentially 

bring a financial institution’s operations to a halt, as 

it becomes almost impossible to conduct U.S. dollar 

transactions. The designation decision set a new 

precedent, for it was the first time Treasury had used 

Section 311 of the Patriot Act against a money ser-

vice business. Previous designations had been lim-

ited to formal banks. 

Figure 6: Hezbollah Financing Scheme Post-2011 

 

  

Up until this case and the successful efforts on the 

part of the U.S. Treasury Department to take down 

four well-known Lebanese money services busi-

nesses, MSB’s had been considered an advantageous 

method for moving terrorist funds. They allow for the 

relatively inexpensive and speedy transmission of 

funds, their omnipresence is convenient, and even 

though their cash reporting threshold is low, it is still 

possible in theory to move a large volume of funds at 

any given time. But the risks have changed in recent 

years. Previously, MSB’s flew under the radar and 

faced a lower risk of external audits or careful scru-

tiny by financial regulators. Renewed attention on 
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their activities has put them in the spotlight, and 

many MSB’s in North America are now finding it dif-

ficult to establish accounts with formal banks, who 

do not wish to take on the additional risks. 

Formal Banking: The formal banking sector includes 

depository financial institutions (DFIs) – banks, sav-

ing and loans, and credit unions – which are the sole 

entities permitted “to engage in the business of re-

ceiving deposits and providing access to those de-

posits” through a payment system of checks, elec-

tronic networks, credit and debit cards, and bank-to-

bank transfers.[40] The formal banking sector is 

heavily regulated in the West, and increasingly so in 

most emerging market countries. In the U.S. laws like 

the Bank Secrecy Act (and its most recent amend-

ments in Title III of the USAPATRIOT Act) require 

banks to maintain records, know their customers, re-

port transactions over US $10,000 and report suspi-

cious transactions of any amount. However, banks 

are still vulnerable to abuse by terrorists and other 

criminals. 

Banks can be a vehicle for criminal financing in a va-

riety of ways. The most convenient arrangement for 

a terrorist would be a bank that asks no questions, 

such as the former al-Madina Bank in Lebanon. Alter-

natively, the bank could have a crooked employee, 

who facilitates the laundering and movement of 

funds under the nose of unwitting supervisors, as 

happened with Lebanese Canadian Bank. And if a 

bank is not careful, it could also be used for criminal 

activity by way of correspondent accounts or paya-

ble-through-accounts of correspondent banks, as 

was the case with HSBC. And finally, there may be in-

stances where a bank does all it is required to do with 

respect to customer due diligence, but the transac-

tions still fail to set off any red flags, as happened 

with the 9/11 hijacker accounts. 

Al-Madina Bank, and its subsidiary, United Credit 

Bank (UCB), represent a notorious case of deceitful 

corruption. When their crimes were uncovered in 

2003, their unorthodox transactions caused the 

bank’s collapse and the loss of depositors’ funds. Pur-

chased by two Lebanese-Saudi brothers in 1984, the 

bank soon fell under the de facto control of a woman 

named Rana Qoleilat, who started out as a mere ex-

ecutive assistant, but was soon given power of attor-

ney to conduct transactions on behalf of the two 

owners. According to prosecutors’ allegations, Ms. 

Qoleilat knowingly facilitated the laundering of funds 

by Saddam Hussein’s sanctioned regime, conflict dia-

mond dealers, Russian mafia groups, and an arms 

dealer for Hezbollah.[41] She is also alleged to have 

embezzled funds from the bank to enrich powerful 

Syrian generals and politicians during the Syrian oc-

cupation of Lebanon. However, because the bank 

was run like a Ponzi scheme, the entire operation 

eventually collapsed. Most depositors eventually re-

covered their funds, but the owners lost an esti-

mated US $1.5 billion.[42] 

The Lebanese Canadian Bank (LCB), mentioned ear-

lier, was implicated in Hezbollah financing at a num-

ber of levels. The bank held accounts for money ser-

vice businesses that were allegedly laundering and 

earning commissions for Hezbollah, but the bank was 

also held liable for allowing a handful of crooked sen-

ior bank managers to structure cash deposits right 

under the unwatchful eye of compliance staff.[43] 

These crooked employees received funds from Hez-
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bollah couriers, who would bring the bulk cash di-

rectly from the airport, and deposit the funds at a 

nearby LCB branch. 

Even when a bank carefully scrutinizes its employees, 

it can still be used for terrorism financing by way of 

contaminated correspondent accounts. Correspond-

ent accounts are accounts set up to allow off-shore 

banks to conduct transactions in a key currency such 

as the U.S. dollar. For example, any foreign bank that 

wishes to conduct dollar transactions must first set 

up a correspondent account with a U.S. bank to pro-

cess those dollar transactions. Correspondent ac-

counts are an unavoidable tool for conducting inter-

national transactions. The problem arises because 

the U.S.-based bank cannot guarantee that the for-

eign correspondent bank is carefully screening its 

own customers and its customers’ activities. That is 

why correspondent relationships take time to estab-

lish. Most large international banks will not set up a 

correspondent relationship with an overseas bank 

without first conducting an on-site visit and evalua-

tion of the other bank’s risk compliance regime. Un-

fortunately, such due diligence and care was not un-

dertaken by HSBC-US when it continued to maintain 

a correspondent account relationship with al-Rajhi 

Bank of Saudi Arabia, after several allegations of con-

nections to terrorism financing. The first allegations 

arose in 2005 when two individuals were indicted for 

using al-Rajhi bank to send money to violent extrem-

ists in Chechnya. Additional concerns arose in 2007 

when the contents of a 2003 CIA report were leaked. 

The report found that “senior al-Rajhi family mem-

bers have long supported Islamic extremists and 

probably know that terrorists use their bank.”[44] In 

spite of all of these red flags, HSBC-US continued to 

conduct correspondent account transactions with al-

Rajhi Bank until they were investigated for many ad-

ditional compliance failures. 

In the execution of the 9/11 attacks, al-Qaeda used 

the formal banking sector as their primary method of 

moving and storing funds. All told, they deposited 

around US $300,000 in U.S. banks, and spent all but 

US $36,000 of that before the attacks. About US 

$130,000 of the funds the hijackers used came 

through bank-to-bank transfers (including through 

MSB correspondent accounts at banks) and the rest 

was deposited as cash. Once these funds arrived in 

the United States they were deposited in accounts at 

Union Bank of California and Sun Trust Bank in Flor-

ida, among others. All the hijackers opened accounts 

at these U.S. banks with their real identities. They ac-

cessed their funds with ATM and debit cards. An ad-

ditional US $47,600 was deposited in overseas banks: 

US $9,600 in Saudi British Bank in Saudi Arabia, US 

$8,000 in a Citibank branch office in the UAE, and US 

$30,000 in a Standard Chartered Bank branch in the 

UAE. Two of the hijackers accessed these overseas 

accounts with ATM and Visa cards.[45] What is re-

markable is that most of these transactions, because 

of their relatively small size and the lack of suspicion 

about the would-be hijackers, would not have set off 

any red flags even today. 

Formal banking has several advantages and disad-

vantages for terrorist groups. In general, banks are 

largely regulated and therefore pose higher risks for 

terrorists of detection by investigators. Al-Qaeda, 

however, overcame some of these drawbacks by uti-

lizing bank branches in the UAE and Pakistan, which 

at the time lacked much regulatory oversight, and by 

allowing mostly low-level (unknown to law enforce-

ment) operatives to use banks for the 9/11 plot.[46] 

They are safe and convenient, but can be expensive 
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(based on fees and exchange rates), and can be slow 

if the banks hold the money for a period of time be-

fore authorizing transfers.[47] 

False Trade Invoicing: One of the most difficult laun-

dering methods to detect is false trade invoicing, 

which is why it is estimated to be the one of the most 

heavily utilized methods by both organized crime and 

terrorist groups for moving funds internationally.[48] 

False trade invoicing disguises the transmission of 

value from one jurisdiction to another. This can be 

done through over-invoicing or under-invoicing.[49] 

If a U.S.-based terrorist purchases some American 

honey, and then exports that honey to Yemen, he 

could overprice the shipment by US $100,000 with-

out attracting much attention. When the Yemeni im-

porter pays for the overpriced honey, some of that 

money will go towards paying off the U.S. honey pro-

ducer. The additional US $100,000 goes right into the 

pocket of the fellow terrorist in the U.S., who ar-

ranged for the shipment. According to one govern-

ment source, this is believed to have happened in the 

months leading up to 9/11.[50] 

When investigators followed leads connected to the 

9/11 hijackers they ran into a number of suspicious 

transactions related to the Middle East honey trade. 

Thanks to a tip-off from a confidential informant, 

agents rushed to Kennedy Airport to find two sus-

pects stashing US $140,000 in cash inside a honey 

shipment bound for the Middle East.[51] Learning of 

the suspicious honey transactions, Professor John 

Zdanowicz at Florida International University took it 

upon himself to run through all of the Commerce De-

partment data on honey imports and exports be-

tween the U.S. and al-Qaeda watch list countries in 

the months leading up to 9/11. What he found raised 

a number of eyebrows, particularly for honey ex-

ported to Yemen. Although Yemen is known for its 

honey trade, importing 600 metric tons per year and 

exporting its own special brand of honey from the an-

cient Sidr tree,[52] these transactions were never-

theless highly unusual, suggesting the surreptitious 

movement of funds from Yemen to the U.S. The in-

vestigation ultimately led to the listing of the Yemen-

based Al Nur Honey Center, Al Nur Honey Press Shop 

and the Al-Shifa Honey Press for Industry and Com-

merce on OFAC’s list of designated terrorism-related 

entities.[53] 

Of all of the methods of moving terrorist funds, false 

trade invoicing offers many advantages for criminal 

organizations. While it is not simple and can be quite 

time consuming, it is incredibly convenient if the 

group already has front companies to conduct the 

transactions. Traditionally, the risk of detection has 

been quite low, but with the continued establish-

ment of Trade Transparency Units (TTU’s) around the 

world, this risk is rising. In addition to assisting with 

port security, Trade Transparency Units attempt to 

scour big data, searching for unusually priced trans-

actions.[54] While this method is unlikely to catch 

falsely-invoiced shipments in real time, the paper 

trail related to the discovered transactions can be a 

starting point for money laundering and terrorism fi-

nancing investigations. 

High-value commodities: Valuable commodities like 

gold and diamonds offer yet another convenient 

method for transmitting value across borders. Gold is 

an especially reliable form of transportable payment 

during times of strife, or when fiat currencies are 

heavily devalued or not easily convertible. Gold can 

also be smelted into any shape and disguised for easy 

transport. Its weight, quality and price can be easily 
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determined, and it is nearly impossible to trace its 

origin.[55] In addition to these advantages, gold is ex-

tremely important in Middle Eastern and South Asian 

cultures. Bridal dowries are often presented in the 

form of high quality gold jewelry. The region is also 

home to the world’s largest gold souks (markets), so 

the transport of gold by travelers is not likely to raise 

eyebrows. For these reasons, it should come as no 

surprise that gold has been offered as a reward in-

centive by both al Qaeda and the Taliban for would-

be jihadists.[56] Other groups such as the militant 

right-wing Posse Comitatus in the U.S., and the Aum 

Shinrikyo cult in Japan, have been known to store 

and trade gold.[57] 

Diamonds and their use by terrorists groups are more 

controversial, with researchers divided over the reli-

ability and weight of the evidence. There is little 

doubt that Hezbollah has a hand in the diamond 

business, especially give the large Lebanese diaspora 

involved in the African diamond trade.[58] What is 

more controversial is the extent to which al Qaeda 

and its affiliates have used diamonds to store or 

move value. The first allegations arose not long after 

9/11 when Douglas Farah, a Washington Post re-

porter at the time, declared a connection,[59] but 

there were many doubters. A brief FBI investigation 

soon after 9/11 turned up nothing, but more evi-

dence began to surface in the following years, espe-

cially with the capture and questioning of Ahmed 

Ghailani in Pakistan in 2004. Ghailani, a senior al-

Qaeda operative, confessed to buying conflict dia-

monds and spent a great deal of time traveling in and 

out of West African conflict zones between 1999 and 

2002.[60] There were also a lot of questions raised 

about Aafia Siddiqui, an MIT-trained Pakistani micro-

biologist and al-Qaeda sympathizer, who was cap-

tured by U.S. forces and now sits in a Texas prison, 

sentenced to 86 years for trying to kill Americans. She 

is alleged to have traveled to Liberia to purchase con-

flict diamonds prior to 9/11.[61] Why would al-

Qaeda resort to the diamond trade? After the 1998 

East African embassy bombings the Clinton Admin-

istration froze more than US $220 million of assets 

belonging to the Taliban and al-Qaeda. The organiza-

tion needed to convert its remaining assets into 

something transportable, which could not easily be 

traced or seized.[62] 

Gold and diamonds clearly offer many obvious ad-

vantages for a terrorist. Diamonds are especially easy 

to transport and hide, and both are easy to convert 

into cash. But obtaining diamonds and gold from the 

source (such as African mines) is neither simple nor 

convenient. They need to be transported by hand, 

and that always carries the risk of seizure or theft. 

Where valuable commodities continue to play a ma-

jor role is in settling hawala accounts, for both crimi-

nal and law abiding hawaladars.[63] 

Other methods: The methods described above are 

the most common way terrorists move money. How-

ever, it is worth mentioning that there are other 

methods that criminals use, but, so far, have not 

been used extensively by terrorists groups. One rela-

tively new, and widely discussed, method is the use 

of stored value cards (SVCs).[64] “Closed” cards are 

tied to a particular business, while “open” cards, like 

prepaid debit cards, can be used anywhere. These 

cards, especially the open ones, “provide a compact, 

easily transportable, and potentially anonymous 

way” to move funds.[65] While drug dealers and 

money launderers have used SVCs, terrorists have 

not been known to use them in any meaningful 
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way.[66] Likewise, casinos are often mentioned as a 

venue for criminal money laundering, but we have 

found no evidence that terrorists utilize them for 

moving funds. As another example, digital curren-

cies, like Bitcoin, are increasingly being used by crim-

inals, especially drug dealers, but we have seen little 

evidence that terrorists are using them.[67] A 2008 

report lists several examples of criminals using new 

payment methods (NPMs), like digital currencies, 

stored-value cards, and mobile payments, but lists 

just a single example of terrorists selling phone cards 

to raise funds.[68] 

Conclusion 

 

To sum up, terrorist groups utilize multiple methods 

for moving funds, demonstrating how they are flexi-

ble and adaptive; when one method becomes riskier 

or costlier, they move to other methods. Terrorists 

also take advantage of legal and regulatory differ-

ences between states, finding the seams where they 

can work. This makes stopping terrorist financial 

flows a challenging problem. 

To counter the movement of terrorist funds, there 

are reporting requirements for banks and non-bank 

financial institutions, as well as a loosely coordinated 

international regime consisting of organizations like 

the Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence Units 

which share financial intelligence, and FATF-style re-

gional bodies that evaluate member states’ compli-

ance regimes. It is beyond the scope of this article to 

describe the full regime here, as others have done so 

more than adequately.[69] This regime has had a 

mixed record of success, despite insufficient interna-

tional coordination, deficient capacity, and inade-

quate implementation in many countries. For exam-

ple, al-Qaeda especially, but also Jemaah Islamiyah, 

al-Qaeda in Iraq, Hamas, and the Abu Sayyaf Group 

have been unable to maintain their levels of violence 

because of financial difficulties.[70] Additionally, fi-

nancial data has been a key component in prosecut-

ing terrorism cases, with FBI special agents often 

making use of SAR filings. This is because financial 

transactions leave “footprints” for law enforcement 

agencies to intercept and follow. And even when in-

vestigations do not begin with suspicious financial 

transactions, financial records can provide key evi-

dence in piecing together the details of a case, as it 

did with the would-be Heathrow liquid explosive 

bombers in 2006.[71] 

Despite these successes, there are also failures and 

challenges. For example, as the 9/11 Commission 

noted, the regulatory regime in place before 9/11 did 

not fail, rather it was “never designed to detect or 

disrupt the transactions of the type that financed 

9/11.”[72] The point here is that there is no way to 

create a perfect regulatory and enforcement regime 

that can stop all criminal transactions. Nor would we 

want such a heavy regime, because then it would 

also impose costs on the vast majority of legal, legit-

imate transactions that occur within the financial sys-

tem. 

To return to the attributes described earlier, there is 

little countries can or should do to affect many of 

them, because so many methods are used for legiti-

mate purposes. We do not want to decrease the po-

tential volume of funds that can be transferred with 

any method (with the exception of cash transac-

tions); nor do we want to make methods costlier, 

slower, more complex, or less convenient. 

Instead, the focus should be on making the risks of 

detection higher. Specifically, this means enhancing 
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regulatory compliance at the ground level and im-

proving international collaboration, cooperation, and 

capacity building, as well as prioritizing enforcement 

with non-compliant countries.[73] Making the trans-

fer of funds riskier can be especially effective against 

the many terrorist groups who place a high value on 

the internal control of their operatives, even at the 

risk of operational security. For many groups, like al-

Qaeda and its affiliates in Iraq and North Africa, they 

obsessively demand that their members keep de-

tailed records of their financial transactions. Their 

choice of “control” over “security” provides an im-

portant vulnerability that states can exploit.[74] 
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Doubling Down on AML: Higher Stakes for Ca-

sino Compliance 
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By Steve Wang, Managing Director 
Internal Audit and Financial Advisory 

 Despite recent improvements in the gaming in-
dustry’s efforts to combat money laundering, 
enforcement actions by U.S. and foreign regula-
tors have put casino operators on notice that 
their anti-money laundering (AML) programs 
and related internal controls are being sub-
jected to greater scrutiny. 
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Consequences have escalated, and compliance 
officers face personal liability for AML viola-
tions on their watch, as a result of a court ruling 
that the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) allows owners, 
officers, directors and employees to be held ac-
countable, along with the organization. 

Over the past two years, the U.S. Treasury’s Fi-
nancial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) 
has levied seven fines, for a total of $110 mil-
lion — more than double the volume, and al-
most ten times the dollar value, of all AML fines 
against casinos in the previous 11 years. Future 
penalties may also be on the rise. The Federal 
Civil Penalties Inflation Adjustment Improve-
ments Act, effective last August, requires agen-
cies, including FinCEN, to make “catch-up” ad-
justments to the fines, as well as annual infla-
tion adjustments. Many civil penalties haven’t 
been adjusted in decades, which means that 
penalties could rise substantially. And FinCEN 
isn’t the only federal agency levying fines. The 
U.S. Treasury and the Department of Justice 
have also fined casinos. 

Casinos have long been the focus of govern-
ment scrutiny because of the large amounts of 
cash they handle, which make them particularly 
vulnerable to money laundering and terrorist fi-
nancing risks. But not all news is bad. A re-
search report from the American Gaming Asso-
ciation suggests that the gaming industry has 
taken significant steps to comply with AML and 
counter-terrorism financing (CTF) require-
ments. In its December 2016 Mutual Evaluation 
Report, the international Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) commented favorably on the in-
creased number of quality SAR filings by casinos 
— 50,941 in 2015, versus 21,308 in 2012. 

Nevertheless, the increased emphasis on disclo-
sure runs counter to an established industry 
practice of protecting the privacy of high roll-
ers, and so casino operators and their compli-
ance staff may feel uncertain about the best 

way to reconcile their disclosure obligations 
with business objectives. 

Protiviti recommends that casino compliance 
officers take actions to mitigate the compliance 
risk, such as: 

 Share risk assessments with the proper 
stakeholders – Effective AML programs 
should take a risk-based approach, 
which starts with conducting a risk as-
sessment at the property level. Assess-
ments should be reported to executive 
leadership, and used to customize com-
pliance programs with a particular focus 
on customer due diligence (CDD) and 
transaction monitoring. 

 Develop and share CDD standards with 
employees – CDD programs must 
evolve and take a risk-based approach 
to gaining a better understanding of pa-
tron relationships and identifying those 
that may pose a threat. Additional secu-
rity should be assigned to those higher-
risk customers to verify sources of 
wealth, known associates, game play, 
and screening against government sanc-
tions lists. Enhanced due diligence poli-
cies should be in writing and align with 
heightened regulatory expectations and 
industry best practices. 

 Request additional resources – Higher 
stakes and expanding regulatory re-
quirements mean more people, dollars 
and systems will have to be dedicated 
to AML compliance. It is essential that 
compliance officers request sufficient 
funding support from executive leader-
ship. Given the recent focus on individ-
ual liability, it’s in their best interests. 

 Share information with other casinos – 
Threat information can be exchanged le-
gally under the safe harbor provision of 
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the U.S. PATRIOT Act, Section 314(b); 
however, casinos were generally not 
aware that they are covered under the 
provision. Casinos are also allowed to 
share SARs with other casinos under the 
same parent company located in the 
U.S. Both of these rules make compli-
ance easier, and casinos should update 
their sharing policies and procedures to 
reflect that. 

 Stay current in AML training – Manage-
ment should revisit AML training mod-
ules for different job roles, both for ca-
sino operators and compliance person-
nel. Operators should be taught to rec-
ognize red flags, such as large transac-
tions with minimal gaming activity and 
cash transactions that appear to be 
structured to stay under the $10,000 
federal transaction reporting standards. 

The recent Protiviti flash report, Higher Stakes 
for Casino AML Compliance, offers a wealth of 
additional information on the topic. You can 
download it here. 
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NPC is a proud Canadian success story. Based in 
the Toronto area, we're a subsidiary of The 
Keating Group, Canada's leading branch out-
sourcing service to the high-tech industry for 
more than 25 years, and an award winning spe-
cialist in customer care and technical support… 
the heart of NPC. You can read more about our 
leadership team, and our advisors to the corpo-
ration 

Our experience with customer care and IT sup-
port was the inspiration for NPC. From our 
unique vantage point, we could see that the 
risks and challenges of do-it-yourself computing 
for companies of every size were multiplying 
constantly, even if time to deal with them was-
n't. And we could also see that the security 
challenges facing the solo professional through 
to large enterprises were about to explode. 
Managing computing was quickly becoming a 
hidden tax on productivity. NPC was born in 
2008, the first service of its kind to help every 
professional and business stay firmly ahead of 
these challenges, and save time and money in 
the process. 

When our customers choose NPC, they also 
benefit from some of the most respected and 
successful brands in the industry, our technol-
ogy partners HP, Hewlett Packard Enterprise 
(formerly Iron Mountain Digital), Intel® and 
Rogers. 

www.npcdataguard.com 
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